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Abstract

The study of cuprate high-temperature superconductors has undergone a recent
resurgence due to the discovery of charge order in several families of cuprate
materials. While its existence is now well established, little is known about its
microscopic origins or its relationship to high-temperature superconductivity and
the pseudogap. The aim of the research presented in this thesis is to address these
questions.

In this thesis, I will report on the use of spectroscopic imaging scanning tun-
neling microscopy (SI-STM) to visualize the short-ranged charge density wave
(CDW) in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8þ – and NaxCa2�xCuO2Cl2. Building on previous mea-
surements of the intra-unit-cell electronic structure of cuprates, I introduce
sub-lattice segregated SI-STM to individually address the atomic sub-lattices in the
CuO2 plane with spatial phase sensitivity. Using this technique, I establish that the
CDW in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8þ – and NaxCa2�xCuO2Cl2 has a previously unobserved
d-symmetry form factor, where a breaking of rotational symmetry within the unit
cell is modulated periodically in space.

Toward identifying a mechanism of CDW formation, I establish that the
amplitude of CDW modulations in the electronic structure is maximal at the
pseudogap energy scale and that these modulations exhibit a spatial phase differ-
ence of … between filled and empty states. Together with the doping evolution
of the CDW wave vector, this highlights the role of the low-energy electronic
structure of the pseudogap regime in CDW formation.

To elucidate the relationship between the CDW and the superconducting con-
densate, I will introduce nanometer resolution scanned Josephson tunneling
microscopy (SJTM). In this approach, the Cooper-pair (Josephson) tunneling cur-
rent between a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8þ – sample and a scannable Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8þ –

nano-flake STM tip is used to directly visualize the superconducting condensate.
I will report the observation of a periodic modulation in the Cooper-pair condensate
at the same wave vector as the CDW, the first direct detection of a periodically
modulating condensate in any superconductor.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Unconventional
Superconductivity and Density Waves
in Cuprates

Superconductors, known for their ability to conduct electricity without resistance,
are fairly common in nature. This is a result of the fact that, despite the strong
interactions between their electrons, most of the metals we know can be described
by a liquid of electron-like quasi-particles. This liquid, known as a Fermi liquid, is
intrinsically unstable to the formation of superconductivity. The vastmajority of these
superconductors only superconduct below a transition temperature which is within
a few degrees of absolute zero, limiting their widespread commercial exploitation.

This thesis concerns a family of superconductors whose superconducting transi-
tion temperatures were unprecedentedly high upon their discovery by Bednorz and
Muller in 1986 [1]. These materials, known as cuprates because their common con-
stituents are copper and oxygen, won Bednorz and Muller the 1987 Nobel Prize for
Physics for their discovery [2]. Although the cuprates lost their status as the highest
temperature superconductors in the past couple of years to hydrides at ultra-high
pressures, they retain the name “high temperature superconductors” and are still a
system of unparalleled interest [3]. The high transition temperatures of the hydrides
seems to be well understood in terms of extensions of traditional theory, but the
mechanism of the more exotic superconductivity in cuprates is still the subject of
active debate.

In addition to superconductivity, the cuprates also exhibit what is called a charge
density wave (CDW). In a CDW the charge density in the material modulates with a
periodicity that is different from that of the material’s crystal structure. In this thesis
I utilise recent developments in scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM), and develop
nanometer-resolution scanned Josephson tunnelling microscopy (SJTM) with the
aim of elucidating the role of CDW in the physics of these materials.

© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
S. Edkins, Visualising the Charge and Cooper-Pair Density Waves in Cuprates,
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1.1 Superconductivity

1.1.1 What Is a Superconductor?

The concept of spontaneous symmetry breaking is a cornerstone of 20th century
physics [4]. In condensed matter physics we have chosen to classify different phases
of matter by the symmetries they break. If the state of a system is not invariant under
an element of the symmetry group of the Hamiltonian to which it is a statistical
solution, then it is said to break the corresponding symmetry.

As an example take amacroscopic number of particles in free spacewhich interact
with each other. The Hamiltonian which governs these particles is invariant under
spatial translations. However, the particles could condense into a crystal. This is
clearly a state which breaks translational symmetry as depicted in Fig. 1.1 in one
dimension.

The crystal has broken translational symmetry by “choosing” where to fix the
j th particle in space, the positions of the others following directly from the lattice
constant a0 in a perfect crystal. Any choice of position for this first particle would
have resulted in a state with the same free energy. The crystal has spontaneously
broken translational symmetry by its choice of a position for the j th particle from a
degenerate manifold.

We can expand the density of particles in Fourier components,

〈n(x)〉 = n0 + Re{nQ(x)eiQx } + . . . , (1.1)

where Q = 2π/a0. The complex field nQ(x) = |nQ(x)|ei arg{nQ(x)} is a sensible
choice of order parameter for our crystalline phase. It will be zero above the melting
temperature of the crystal and non-zero below. In this language, choosing a particular
position for the j th particle corresponds to choosing a particular phase of nQ(x),
φ(x) = arg{nQ(x)}. This corresponds to spontaneously breaking a U(1) symmetry.
The concept of spatial phase in a crystal will be a key theme in this thesis which I
will return to in Chaps. 3 and 4, where the spatial phase sensitivity of spectroscopic-
imaging STM (SI-STM) will be used to probe the intra unit cell electronic structure
of cuprates.

Part of the utility of the classifying phases of matter by their broken symmetries is
that the broken symmetry has an attendant generalised rigidity [4], i.e. a stiffness to

Fig. 1.1 Cartoon one-dimensional crystal with lattice constant a0. The distance between the j th
and j + 1th particle is stretched by a distance �x

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_4
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spatial gradients in the order parameter. For the crystal there is a very tangible rigidity
to changing the separation between any two atoms, akin to stretching a spring. If we
consider the order parameter description of this crystal then we can recast this as
a phase rigidity. To change the distance between two particles, j and j + 1 by an
amount �x requires a phase gradient φ(x j+1) − φ(x j ) = Q�x , for which there is
an energy cost.

If we make the constraint that the order parameter amplitude is spatially uniform
so that nQ(x) = |n0|eiφ(x) we can make the following expansion of the free energy

F[φ(x)] = F0 +
∫

dxK (∇φ(x))2 + . . . (1.2)

where K is a positive constant and F0 is the energy of the uniform crystal. Here there
is a clear energy cost to gradients in φ(x); a phase rigidity. Viewed this way, that fact
that crystals behave like rigid bodies is a natural consequence of their phase stiffness,
which in turn is a direct consequence of breaking translational symmetry.

For a superconductor the relevant broken symmetry of the Hamiltonian is a global
phase symmetry. This is the invariance of the Hamiltonian under a transformation
of the quasi-particle operators of the form ψ̂†(�r) → eiθψ̂†(�r), as must be the case
if the number of particles is conserved. What are the consequences of breaking this
symmetry?

An order parameter describing this phase would be a complex scalar field of
the form �(�r) = |�(�r)|eiφ(�r). If this order parameter is non-zero then everywhere
this state breaks the U(1) phase symmetry of the Hamiltonian. We can construct a
Ginzburg–Landau expansion of the Helmholtz free energy functional in this order
parameter

F[�(�r)] =
∫

d3�rα(T −Tc)|�(�r)|2+ β

2
|�(�r)|4+ 1

2m
|
(
−i�∇ − 2e �A

)
�(�r)|2+ | �B|2

2μ0
+. . .

(1.3)
where �A is the magnetic vector potential and �B = ∇ × �A [5]. This is the simplest
expansion of an electrically charged complex scalar field that is gauge invariant. In
anticipation of the microscopic description of a superconductor in terms of Cooper-
pairs of electrons I have given the field a charge 2ewhere e is the electron charge. That
the field is scalar implies that these Cooper-pairs are in a spin-singlet state. Below
a critical temperature Tc the order parameter � will become non-zero to minimise
this free energy.

Now consider the case where the order parameter amplitude is everywhere con-
stant so that �(�r) = |�0|eiθ(�r). We can write the free energy functional as,

F[θ(�r)] = F0 + ρs

∫
d3�r

(
∇θ(�r) + 2e

�

�A
)2

+ . . . , (1.4)

with F0 the free energy of the uniform superconducting state and ρs , the superfluid
stiffness, given by
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ρs = �
2

2m
|�0|2 . (1.5)

It is informative at this point to revisit the discussion of crystallisation and the
analogies that can be drawn between that process and the formation of the supercon-
ducting condensate. The 1D crystal considered above breaks a global U(1) symmetry
by choosing a lattice phase. This broken symmetry results in a generalised rigidity,
a rigidity against deforming the inter-particle separation from its equilibrium value.
This can be expressed as a phase stiffness. This phase stiffness essentially defines
this 1D crystalline state of matter.

The same is true of the superconductor. It breaks a U(1) phase symmetry resulting
in a stiffness, ρs , to gradients in the phase of the order parameter θ(�r). Below I will
show that the physical properties of a superconductor follow immediately from this
broken phase symmetry and its resultant phase stiffness. This phase stiffness is the
defining property of a superconductor.

Making a Legendre transformation, g = f −μ0 �H · �B, of Eq.1.4 to the Gibbs free
energy and minimising with respect to variations δ �A yields a current

�js = −2e

�
ρs

(
∇θ(�r) + 2e

�

�A
)

. (1.6)

This expression has profound consequences.
The first is that superconductors should expel magnetic flux from their bulk: the

Meissner effect [6]. To see this we can take the curl of both sides resulting in the
following differential equation for the magnetic field

∇2 �B = �B
λ2

, (1.7)

where λ = √
�2/4μ0e2ρs is a phenomenological constant called the penetration

depth. This implies that magnetic fields must exponentially decay into the bulk of a
superconductor over a length scale λ. Thus superconductors expel magnetic fields
from their bulk.

To act as perfect diamagnets and expel magnetic fields from their bulk, super-
conductors must produce screening currents that oppose an applied magnetic field.
These must be equilibrium currents, implying that they experience zero resistance.
These zero resistance equilibrium currents suggest the possibility of non-equilibrium
currents with zero resistance which are a hallmark of superconductivity and give it
its name.

A zero resistance transport current, the passing of current without any voltage
dropped, was measured by Kamerlingh Onnes in mercury in 1911, heralding the
discovery of superconductivity [7]. Clearly this property is remarkable and of great
technological importance. However, it is not fundamental to superconductivity in the
way that the equilibrium screening currents of the Meissner effect are.
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1.1.2 BCS Theory of Superconductivity

Having considered what a superconductor is from a phenomenological point of view,
I now turn to a microscopic description of such a state. Key insight into this came
in 1957 with a paper from Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer, the exposition of what is
now called the BCS theory of superconductivity [8].

Prior to this Cooper had shown that, in the presence of a Fermi surface and arbi-
trarily weak attractive interactions, two quasi-particles with opposite momenta are
unstable to the formation of a bound state or Cooper pair. One way of demonstrat-
ing this instability of the Fermi liquid is to calculate the particle-particle (pairing)
susceptibility within the random phase approximation (RPA),

χpp(�q,ω) = χ0
pp(�q,ω)

1 + gχ0
pp(�q,ω)

, (1.8)

which measures the response to a field that acts to pair particles [9]. Here g is an
effective point-like interaction between Fermi liquid quasi-particles with spin σ of
momentum �k and energy εσ,�k . χ0

pp is the bare (non-interacting) susceptibility,

χ0
pp(�q = 0,ω) = 1

�

∑
�k

f (εσ,�k) − f (−εσ−�k)
�ω − εσ,�k − ε−σ,−�k + i0+ , (1.9)

where f (εσ,�k) is the occupation factor of a quasi-particle state labelled by �k and σ
and � is the volume of the system.

In the limit where ω, �q → 0

χ0
pp(�q = 0,ω = 0) ∼ N (ε = 0) log(�/T ) . (1.10)

Here N (ε = 0) is the density of states of the Fermi energy and� is an ultra-violet cut-
off [9]. Equation1.10 shows that χ0

pp(�q = 0,ω = 0) is positive and logarithmically
divergent with decreasing temperature. This results from the fact that, in the presence
of time reversal symmetry, εσ,�k = ε−σ,−�k . Examination of Eq.1.8 then shows that for
any arbitrarily small attractive interaction (g < 0) the particle-particle susceptibility
will diverge at non-zero temperature. This signals an intrinsic instability of the metal
towards forming Cooper pairs.

In the simplest case, the wave-function of the Cooper-pair can be written as a
product of orbital and spin parts. Anti-symmetry under exchange then dictates that
if the pair is in a spin-singlet state it must have an even parity orbital wave-function.
If the pair is a spin-triplet state it must have an odd parity orbital wave-function. If
we were to expand the orbital wave-function in spherical harmonics (which is valid
in free space), spin-singlet pairs will have angular momentum quantum number
l = 0, 2, . . . which we call s- and d-wave respectively, by analogy with the orbitals
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of the hydrogen atom. Likewise, spin-triplet superconductors will have l = 1, 3, . . .
corresponding to p- and f -wave respectively.

With the insight that the Fermi liquid is unstable to the formation of Cooper-
pairs in the presence of an attractive interaction, Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer
considered the equivalent of the Hamiltonian,

Ĥ =
∑
�kσ

ε�k ĉ
†
�kσ ĉ�kσ +

∑
�k �q

V�k �q ĉ
†
�k↑ĉ

†
−�k↓ĉ−�q↓ĉ−�q↑, (1.11)

where

V�k �q =
{

−V if |ε�k | and |ε�q | ≤ �ωc

0 otherwise
(1.12)

so that there is an attractive interaction between quasi-particles up to a energy cut-off
�ωc away from the Fermi energy. It is manifest in the form of the interaction chosen
that any Cooper pairs formed will be of the spin-singlet type and thus must have an
even parity orbital wave-function.

Anticipating the formation of a condensate of Cooper-pairs BCS introduced the
variational wave-function,

|�BCS〉 =
∏

�k

(
|u�k | + |v�k |eiθ ĉ†�k↑ĉ

†
−�k↓

)
|0〉 , (1.13)

where |u�k |2 + |v�k |2 = 1, θ is an arbitrary phase factor and |0〉 corresponds a sea
of Fermi liquid quasi-particle states filled up to the Fermi wave-vector �kF [8]. This
many-body wave-function takes the form of a superposition of a filled Fermi surface
plus a Fermi surface with 0, 1, 2,…Cooper pairs. Making a connection with the
previous section, this is a coherent state of Cooper pairs, with minimum uncertainty
in the phase and indefinite particle number. It thus manifestly breaks phase symmetry
and we can associate θ with the phase of the condensate.

BCSwent on to find the parameters u�k and v�k of the ground state by the variational
method. In Chap.2 we will need to calculate the single-particle tunnelling current
between a superconductor and either a normal metal or another superconductor. For
this we will need to know the single-particle excitation spectrum of the superconduc-
tor. To calculate this one can follow Bogoliubov [10] who considered the following
mean-field decoupling of Eq.1.11

Ĥ =
∑
�kσ

ε�k ĉ
†
�kσ ĉ�kσ +

∑
�kσ

��k ĉ
†
�k↑ĉ

†
−�k↓ + �∗

�k ĉ−�k↓ĉ−�k↑ , (1.14)

with mean-field ��k given by the self-consistency condition

��k =
∑

�q
V�k �q〈ĉ−�q↓ĉ�q↑〉 . (1.15)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
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The Hamiltonian in Eq.1.14 can be diagonalised by a canonical transformation. First
we introduce new quasi-particle operators which are mixtures of electron and hole
creation operators,

α�k = u�k ĉ�k,↑ − v�k ĉ
†
−�k,↓ (1.16)

β�k = u�k ĉ−�k,↓ + v�k ĉ
†
�k,↑ , (1.17)

where |u�k |2 + |v�k |2 = 1 to retain Fermionic anti-commutation relations. In terms of
these operators the Hamiltonian can be written in the diagonal form,

Ĥ =
∑
k

Ek

(
α†

�kα�k + β†
�kβ�k

)
, (1.18)

where E�k =
√

ε2�k + |��k |2 and the coefficients u�k and v�k that diagonalise the Hamil-

tonian are

|v�k |2 = 1 − |u�k |2 = 1

2

(
1 − ε�k

E�k

)
. (1.19)

Equation1.18 shows that there is a gap �k to excitations of the superconductor
as shown in Fig. 1.2. On exceeding the gap energy, the excitations are described by
acting on the BCS ground state with amixture of particle and hole creation operators.
For example α†

�k creates a quasi-particle which for E�k = ��k is an equal admixture of
electron and hole creation operators, but with increasing E�k the admixture of hole
creation operator gradually diminishes. These quasi-particles, created by α†

�k and β†
�k

are often called Bogoliubov quasi-particles or Bogoliubons.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.2 a Excitation spectrum for BCS superconducting state with ε�k = vF (�k − �kF ) and s-wave
superconducting gap�k = �.Dashed lines are the bare band |ε�k |.b |u�k |2 and |v�k |2 for the excitation
spectrum shown in a. At E�k = |�| the Bogoliubov quasi-particle creation operators are an equal
admixture of hole and electron creation operators but with increasing energy rapidly becomes the
excitations of the bare band
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What form does this gapping of the Fermi surface take? As I will discuss below,
the conventional superconductors have an s-wave gap that has the same sign on
all parts of the Fermi surface, leading to a fully gapped Fermi surface. Cuprate
superconductors on the other hand have a gap that changes sign upon rotation by
90◦, and thus necessarily has points where the gap goes through zero called nodes
[11]. At these points there are gapless Bogoliubov quasi-particle excitations.

In the conventional superconductors considered by BCS, the effective attractive
interaction is a result of the electron-phonon interaction. An electronmoving through
the lattice disturbs it, leaving a region of net positive charge in its wake. Another
electron passing throughwill feel an attraction to this cloud of positive charge through
the Coulomb interaction. Thus, there is an effective attractive interaction between
the two electrons at the same point but at different times.

This retarded interaction is afforded by the mismatch is timescales over which
electrons and phonons propagate in the material. That the electrons feel an attractive
interaction at the same place leads the pair-wave function to be s-wave so that the
probability of both electrons being in the same place is non-zero, maximising the
potential energy gain. Key experiments confirming the predictions of BCS theory
and the electron-phonon mechanism are reviewed in Ref. [12].

Having discussed the nature of and mechanism behind conventional supercon-
ducting states I will now go to discuss the cuprate high temperature superconductors
whose superconductivity in unconventional in both its nature and mechanism.

1.2 High-Temperature Unconventional Superconductivity
in Cuprates

The common constituent of all cuprate superconductors are the copper oxide planes
shown in Fig. 1.3a. These copper oxide layers are incorporated between inert ionic
layers which can act as a source of holes or electrons for the CuO2 layers, thereby
doping them.

Each CuO2 plaquette contains one copper atom and two oxygen atoms. Much
focus in this thesis will be given to a breaking of rotational symmetry within the
unit cell via an inequivalence of these two oxygen sites, which I will term x and
y-directed oxygens respectively.

Each copper contributes a singly occupied 3dx2−y2 orbital. x and y directed oxy-
gens each contribute a doubly occupied 2px or 2py orbital respectively. The compact
nature of the 3dx2−y2 orbital leads to a large energetic cost for double occupation
arising from the Coulomb interaction. In cuprates the difference in energy between
a singly and doubly occupied 3dx2−y2 orbital, Ud , is ∼7−10eV [13].

This onsite Coulomb repulsion, or Hubbard Ud , splits the spectral weight from
the 3dx2−y2 orbitals into upper and lower Hubbard bands with a gap, Ud , for charge
excitations between them as shown in Fig. 1.4. If this were the full story then this
would lead to an insulator of the Mott-Hubbard type where hopping of electrons is
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.3 a CuO2 plaquettes consisting of copper 3dx2−y2 and oxygen 2px,y orbitals forming a
square lattice plane. b Arrows indicate orbitals contributing the hopping integrals tpd , tp and t ′p .
Reproduced from Ref. [13] with permission

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.4 a Schematic depiction of single-particle spectrum for a Mott-Hubbard insulator showing
smallest optical gap, Ud , is between the lower and upper Hubbard bands (UHB and LHB) derived
from the Cu 3dx2−y2 orbitals. b Depiction of a charge transfer insulator where the smallest optical
gap, �, is between the O 2p derived band and the upper Hubbard band (UHB)

prohibited by the energetic cost of moving an electron from one Cu sites to doubly
occupy another. Cuprates however fall into a related class of insulators, proposed by
Zaanen, Sawatsky and Allen, known as charge-transfer insulators [14].
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In a charge-transfer insulator the smallest gap for charge excitations is to take an
electron from an oxygen 2p orbital and put it on the copper site. In cuprates, x-ray
absorption spectroscopy has shown that this is the smallest charge excitation gap
with value, � ∼ 2−4eV, which is smaller than Ud [15–17]. The consequence of
this is that when holes are first doped into the CuO2 plane, it is into the oxygen 2p
orbitals.

1.2.1 Effective Models of the CuO2 Plane

An effective model describing the essential physics of the CuO2 plane is the three-
band Hubbard model with Hamiltonian [18],

Ĥ = − tdp
∑
〈i, j〉σ

(
d̂†iσ p̂ jσ + h.c

)
− tp

∑
〈 j, j ′〉σ

(
p̂†jσ p̂ j ′σ + h.c

)
+ t ′p

∑
〈 j, j ′′〉σ

(
p̂†jσ p̂ j ′′σ + h.c

)

+ �
∑
jσ

n̂ p, jσ +Ud

∑
i

n̂d,i↑n̂d,i↓ +Up

∑
i

n̂ p, j↑n̂ p, j↓ + V
∑
〈i, j〉

n̂d,i n̂ p, j , (1.20)

where d̂iσ annihilates a hole with spin σ on the Cu 3dx2−y2 orbital at site i , and p̂ jσ is
that on the O 2p orbital at site j . The number operators are given by n̂d,iσ = d̂†

iσ d̂iσ
and n̂ p, jσ = p̂†jσ p̂ jσ . The summation 〈i, j〉 represents that over nearest-neighbour
Cu-O bonds while the sum over 〈 j, j ′〉 and 〈 j, j ′′〉 are for nearest and next-nearest-
neighbour O-O bonds as shown in Fig. 1.3b. Up is an onsite Coulomb repulsion
for the oxygen 2p orbitals and V is an inter-site repulsion between electrons on
nearest-neighbour Cu and O sites.

Typically however, the theoretical starting point for understanding of cuprate
physics is that of the single band Hubbard or t − J model. Zhang and Rice justified
the potential applicability of these single-band models through the insight that a hole
doped onto into the CuO2 plane might delocalise over the 4 oxygens surrounding it
and form a Kondo like singlet with the hole on the Cu site; known as a Zhang-Rice
singlet [19]. This singlet state can then hop through the lattice as if it were a hole
in a background of localised spins on Cu sites with an anti-ferromagnetic coupling.
Thus a low-energy effective description of the three bandHubbardmodel is plausibly
given by the t − J Hamiltonian,

Ĥ = −t
∑
〈i, j〉σ

PG
(
ĉ†iσ ĉ jσ + h.c

)
PG + J

∑
〈i, j

(
�̂Si · �̂Si − 1

2
n̂i n̂ j

)
, (1.21)

where ci,σ annhiliates a hole on site i with spin σ, �̂Si is the spin operator and PG is
the Gutzwiller projection operator that projects out doubly occupancy of any site.

It is well known that this t − J Hamiltonian can be obtained from the single band
Hubbard Hamiltonian,
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Ĥ = −t
∑
〈i, j〉σ

(
ĉ†iσ ĉ jσ + h.c

)
+U

∑
i

n̂i↑n̂i↓ , (1.22)

by pertubatively intergrating out high energy degrees of freedom in the limitU/t � 1
[20], shrinking the relevant Hilbert space and leading to a more practically soluble
model. Thus, the physics of the CuO2 plane is often approached from one of these
single-band models. However, as we will see in Chap.4 this potentially misses some
key aspects of cuprate phenomenology.

1.2.2 Phase Diagram

A schematic phase diagram of hole-doped cuprates is shown in Fig. 1.5. The most
well-defined features of the phase diagram are an insulator that becomes anti-
ferromagnetic for T < TN at small hole concentration, p, and a dome of high tem-
perature superconductivity with highest transition temperature at p ∼ 17%. There
is also a region of suppressed spectral weight at the Fermi energy known as the
pseudogap regime and a region of anomalous normal state transport above the super-
conducting dome at optimal doping, often called the strange metal. These aspects of
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Fig. 1.5 Schematic hole-concentration - temperature phase diagram of cuprate superconductors.
The green region labelled AF represents an anti-ferromagnetic insulating state. The blue region
labelled dSC is a dome of high temperature d-wave superconductivity with critical temperature
Tc. The grey shaded region denotes that pseudogap regime, with characteristic temperature T∗,
terminating at hole-doping, p ∼ 0.19 holes per Cu. The pink area is a dome of charge density wave
order

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_4
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the phase diagram will be discussed further below. In Sect. 1.4 I will go on to discuss
the focus of this thesis: the density wave order which has recently been discovered
as ubiquitous in under-doped cuprates.

1.2.3 Anti-Ferromagnetism

The anti-ferromagnetism of the undoped cuprates arises from the Anderson super-
exchange mechanism, where virtual hopping of electrons between Cu 3dx2−y2

through the O 2p orbitals lowers the energy if the spins of the electrons localised
in 3dx2−y2 orbitals are anti-aligned [20]. This leads to Néel type anti-ferromagnetic
order with a critical temperature TN . Doping of holes into the O 2p orbitals frustrates
this anti-ferromagnetic coupling and leads to a rapid suppression of TN with hole
doping.

1.2.4 High-Temperature d-Wave Superconductivity

The superconductivity in cuprates in unconventional in several senses. The first and
most striking of these are superconducting critical temperatures as high as 165K
[21]. To learn how such high transition temperatures arise and how we might extend
this towards room temperature is the aspiration behind research into cuprate super-
conductors.

Cuprate superconductivity is also unconventional in a more well defined sense:
its pairing symmetry. In the conventional superconductors discussed in Sect. 1.1.2
the pairing amplitude transforms like the trivial representation of the point group (s-
wave). In cuprates it iswell established that the pairing amplitude is dx2−y2 like [11]. It
changes sign under 90◦ rotations, leading to four line nodes in the gap function along
the (1,1) directions. In a tetragonal lattice, the pairing amplitude would transform
like the B1g representation of the point group, breaking lattice rotation symmetry.

1.2.5 Strange Metal

Above the superconducting dome at optimal doping there is a region of strange
metallic behaviour characterised by T-linear resistivity persisting up to the highest
temperatures measured. Furthermore, the magnitude of the resistivity is such that
if one were to infer a mean free path for current carrying quasi-particles, it would
be less than their de-Broglie wavelength, seemingly invalidating the quasi-particle
picture.
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This, and similar behaviour seen in other materials [22], thus far defies a coherent
theoretical understanding and represents one of the greatest outstanding challenges
in our understanding of the cuprates.

1.2.6 The Pseudogap

The hole doped cuprate phase diagram harbours a regionwhich exhibits a pseudogap,
i.e. a partial suppression of spectralweight at the Fermi energy for Tc < T < T ∗. This
region is indicated by the grey shaded region labelled PG in Fig. 1.5. The existence of
such a suppression has been indicated by a large number of experimental techniques
[23].

Angular Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy (ARPES) has given particular
insight into how the pseudogap forms inmomentum space [24, 25]. For Tc < T < T ∗
there are coherent quasi-particle peaks in a narrow region of momenta near the zone-
diagonals (nodal regions). In contrast, the anti-nodal region of the Brillouin zone
exhibits a suppression of low energy spectral weight over the pseudogap energy
scale and an absence of any quasi-particle peaks. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.6. With
increasing doping the coherent region grows and eventually forms a full Fermi surface
of coherent quasi-particles.

STMof underdoped cuprates also exhibits a pseudogap in tunnelling spectroscopy
measurements [26–28]. This is characterised by a suppression of tunnelling conduc-
tance near the chemical potential over a range of bias voltages �0/e, the magnitude

Fig. 1.6 The form of the
superconducting gap (�SC )
and pseudogap in momentum
space. The dx2−y2 like
superconducting gap (blue)
has nodes along the
(kx , ky) = (1, 1) directions
whereas in the pseudogap
regime (Tc < T < T 8) there
are arcs of zero-energy
excitations (shown in red).
Reproduced from Ref. [23]
with permission
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and doping dependence of�0 being consistent with other measures of the pseudogap
energy scale.

A lack of coherence in the anti-nodal regions of the Brillouin zone is also detected
by STM quasi-particle interference measurements, albeit for T < Tc. In these mea-
surements, modulations in the tunnelling conductance caused by scattering inter-
ference of Bogoliubov quasi-particles are not observed for states beyond the anti-
ferromagnetic zone boundary in momentum space for p < 0.19. For p > 0.19,
interference patters arising from Bogoliubov quasi-particles extending out to the full
Brillouin zone boundary are observed [29, 30]. The precise relationship between this
and the Fermi arcs observed by ARPES is not clear, because for T < Tc ARPES
indicates coherent quasi-particles in the anti-nodal region for all dopings within the
superconducting dome [31].

Measurements indicating the existence of a plethora of broken symmetries in the
pseudogap regime have been reported, including time-reversal, lattice-translational,
point-group, spin-rotation and time-reversal symmetry-breaking [32–37]. Of cen-
tral interest in this thesis are those that break lattice translational symmetry. I will
now go on to discuss translational symmetry breaking as well as its discovery and
phenomenology in cuprates.

1.3 Charge Density Waves

A charge density wave is a state of matter that breaks lattice translational symme-
try whilst preserving time-reversal, spin rotation and phase symmetries. In such a
state any density-like observable, i.e. one that is invariant under time-reversal, spin-
rotation and phase-rotation operations, will be modulated with a periodicity different
to that of the lattice. One such quantity is charge density, which gives its name to
this state of matter [38].

For the square lattice of the CuO2 plane we can expand the charge density wave
in order parameters as follows:

〈ψ̂†
σ(�r1)ψ̂σ(�r2)〉 =

F(�r1 − �r2)
[
ρ �Qx

( �R)ei
�Qx · �R + ρ− �Qx

( �R)e−i �Qx · �R + ρ �Qy
( �R)ei

�Qy · �R + ρ− �Qy
( �R)e−i �Qy · �R]

+ ... ,

(1.23)

where �R = (�r1 + �r2)/2 and ρ �Qx
, ρ− �Qx

, ρ �Qy
and ρ− �Qy

are charge density wave

(CDW) order parameters. They are complex scalar fields that carry momenta �Q±x

and �Q±y running along orthogonal directions �x and �y. A constraint ρ �Qx
= ρ∗

− �Qx

ensures that the charge density is real. For �Qx,y that are incommensurate with the
lattice, each order parameter spontaneously breaks a U(1) symmetry associated with
the spatial phase of the density wave. If �Q is commensurate with the lattice, the
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Fig. 1.7 Bare particle-hole
susceptibility,
χ(q) = χ0

ph(|�q|,ω = 0) for
Fermi gas in d = 1, 2 and 3
at T = 0. The logarithmic
divergence at q = 2kF in
d = 1 signifies a weak
coupling instability to CDW
order: the Peierls instability.
In d > 1 the susceptibility is
not divergent and there is no
weak-coupling instability of
the Fermi liquid to CDW

spontaneously broken symmetry becomes discrete. The function F(�r1 − �r2) encodes
the local rotational symmetry of the charge density wave or form factor.

In the above I discussed how superconductivity is a particle-particle instability
or an instability to forming pairs. In the superconducting state there is a non-zero
anomalous expectation 〈ĉ†

σ,�k ĉ
†
−σ,−�k〉. The CDW however is a particle-hole instability

with a non-zero value of 〈ĉ†
σ,�k ĉσ,�k+ �Q〉. The best known example of such an instability

is the Peierls transition [39].
Following the steps we took in Sect. 1.1.2, let us examine the RPA particle-hole

susceptibility

χph(�q,ω) = χ0
ph(�q,ω)

1 + gχ0
ph(�q,ω)

, (1.24)

where

χ0
ph(�q,ω) = 1

�

∑
�k

f (εσ,�k) − f (−εσ,�k+ �Q)

�ω + εσ,�k − εσ,�k+�q + i0+ . (1.25)

The bare (non-interacting) susceptibility for χ0
ph(�q,ω) is shown in Fig. 1.7 for a free

Fermi-gas is dimensions d = 1, 2 and 3 at T = 0. In d = 1 this function diverges at
a wave-vector �q = 2�kF that connects points on opposite sides of the Fermi surface.
This divergence arises because εσ,�k = εσ,�k+�q over a finite domain in d = 1. From the
denominator of Eq.1.25 we can see that this will lead to a divergence in χ0

ph(�q,ω),
signaling an instability towards CDW order. This property that εσ,�k = εσ,�k+ �Q over a
finite domain is referred to as perfect nesting.

Peierls recognised that, due to this perfect nesting, a one-dimensional metal would
always beunstable to distorting the lattice atwave-vector �Q = 2�kF [39]. Thedecrease
in internal energy from opening a gap at the Fermi surface will always out-weigh
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the increase due to the lattice distortion. This weak-coupling instability (it exists for
arbitrarily small repulsive interactions) is known as the Peierls instability.

In d > 1 the story is quite different. The perfect nesting condition is not ful-
filled except in finely tuned circumstances. Consequently there is no divergence of
χ0

ph(�q,ω) (as show for the free Fermi gas in Fig. 1.7) and no weak-coupling instabil-
ity to CDW order, except under finely tuned conditions. This is to be contrasted with
the particle-particle susceptibility which always diverges because, in the presence of
time-reversal symmetry, εσ,�k = ε−σ,−�k . This can be viewed as another type of per-
fect nesting which persists to arbitrary dimension. Thus the BCS superconducting
instability is, in general, the only weak-coupling instability of the Fermi liquid.

The cuprate superconductors are quasi two-dimensional. For realistic Fermi sur-
faces, any CDW order in these materials requires a critical effective interaction
strength between quasi-particles. Consequently the ordering temperaturewill depend
on the strength of the effective interactions and the wave-vector will be influenced by
any momentum dependence of the interaction. Extending Eq.1.24 to an interaction
with momentum dependence, a rough criterion for forming density wave order at
wave-vector �Q is that g(�q)χ0

ph(�q, 0) = 1. In considering a mechanism for the for-
mation of CDW in cuprates, it is important to keep in mind the importance of both
the the Fermi surface (if one exists) and the interaction between its quasi-particles.

1.4 Unconventional Density Waves in Cuprates

CDW order has now been detected in several hole-doped cuprate compounds and
would thus appear to be ubiquitous in cuprates. This in turn suggests that it is an
intrinsic and generic property of doping holes into the CuO2 plane. However, its rela-
tionship to the high-temperature superconductivity and pseudogap remains unclear.

The first detection of CDW in cuprates was made in a family of cuprates based on
the insulator La2CuO4. In La2−x−yNdySrxCuO4+δ and La2−xBaxCuO4+δ , “stripe”
order, where co-linear anti-ferromagnetic spin and charge modulations �Qs and �Qc

exist with the relationship �Qc = 2 �Qs ≈ ( 14 , 0); (0, 1
4 ), was detected by neutron

scattering [40]. The stripe order is strongest in the vicinity of hole-doping p ≈ 1/8
where there is an anomalous suppression in the bulk superconducting Tc, known
as the “1/8th anomaly” [41]. The resonant x-ray scattering study of Abbamonte
et al. characterised this stripe order as the segregation of holes in the CuO2 plane
into regions of undoped antiferromagnetic insulator separated by domain walls of
holes [42].

Short-ranged CDW order was first detected in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ , Bi2−yPbySr2−x

LaxCuO6+δ and NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2 by scanning tunnelling microscopy [43–46].
Advances in resonant x-ray scattering then led to the detection of short-ranged CDW
order in YBa2Cu3O6+x , which was subsequently also detected by hard x-ray dif-
fraction [47–49]. Resonant x-ray scattering also confirmed the presence of CDWs in
the bulk of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ and Bi2−yPbySr2−xLaxCuO6+δ with the same wave-
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vectors as those detected by STM studies, as well as detecting short-range CDW
order in HgBa2CuO4+δ [50].

The first hint of CDW order in YBa2Cu3O6+x was given by the observation of
quantum oscillations in YBa2Cu3O6+x whose frequencies correspond to small elec-
tron pockets [51]. Quantumoscillations, also implying the existence of small electron
pockets, were subsequently detected in Hg-1012 [52]. A reconstruction of the Fermi
surface by a CDW was proposed as an explanation of these observations [53].

Developments in high magnetic field x-ray diffraction techniques are providing
exciting new information about the cuprateCDW[54–56]. Pulsedfieldmeasurements
utilising a free electron laser have detected the onset of a CDW in YBa2Cu3O6+x

in applied magnetic fields �15T, with a correlation volume of ∼105 unit cells. This
high-field CDW, which I will call CDW-II, appears distinct from the short-ranged
charge order present at B = 0, in that it is coherent along the direction perpendicular
to the CuO2 planes with a periodicity of 1 unit cell. In contrast, the zero-field CDW
shows very weak correlations along this direction, with a periodicity of≈2 unit cells.

These high-field x-ray diffraction measurements also find that CDW-II is uni-
directional, with modulations along only one of the Cu-O directions [55, 56]. This is
in agreementwith earlier highmagnetic fieldNMRmeasurements showing a splitting
of 63Cu lines for B > 28.5T, consistent with a uni-directional modulation of charge
density along a Cu-O direction [57].

Details of the experimental evidence for CDW order in cuprates is given in the
appropriate chapters throughout this thesis. A recent review can also be found in
Ref. [58].

1.5 The Significance of CDW in Cuprates

Although they differ slightly in detail, the CDWs observed in the cuprates have
several generic features. The wave-vector(s) are axial, meaning that they are along
the Cu-O directions �Qx = (Q, 0) and �Qy = (0, Q). At zero magnetic field the CDW
order is short-ranged with correlation length no longer than 2 wavelengths, except
in the case of La2−xBa2CuO4+δ [58].

The CDW onset temperature forms a dome centered on p = 0.12 as shown in
Fig. 1.5. At this doping there is an anomaly in Tc(p) so that it either forms a local
minimum or a point of inflection, with Tc in some materials being suppressed to very
low temperatures [59]. In others the effect is weaker at zero field, but the application
of a magnetic field suppresses Tc to zero at this doping, splitting the superconducting
dome in two [60]. This already suggests an intimate relationship between the CDW
and superconductivity.

In 2002 Hoffman et al., using SI-STM, discovered halos of periodic conductance
modulations surrounding superconducting vortex cores in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ [45].
These modulations, shown in Fig. 1.8a, are indicative of CDW order enhanced by
the suppression of superconductivity.
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Fig. 1.8 a Approximately 4a0 periodic tunnelling conductance modulations surrounding super-
conducting vortex cores in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ , measured using SI-STM. These suggest halos of
enhanced CDW order forming due to the suppression of superconductivity. Reproduced from Ref.
[45] with permission. b Temperature and magnetic field dependence of x-ray diffraction intensity at
CDWwave-vectors in YBa2Cu3O6+x . With decreasing temperature, the scattering intensity onsets
gradually at a temperature TCDW > Tc and rises to a maximum at Tc for B = 0T and then decreases
again. As a magnetic field is applied this decrease in scattering intensity is lessened and for the
B = 15 and 17 T data continues to rise through Tc and saturate. Reproduced from Ref. [49] with
permission

Further evidence of a strong relationship between superconductivity and CDW
order is seen by x-ray scattering studies in a magnetic field. Figure1.8b shows data
from Chang et al. on YBa2Cu3O6+x [49]. At zero magnetic field the scattering inten-
sity at the CDWwave-vector increases gradually with decreasing temperature, reach-
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ing a maximum at Tc and then decreasing again. The application of a magnetic field
has no effect on the scattering intensity above Tc but the intensity rapidly increases
with magnetic field below Tc. This is suggestive of a strong competition between
CDW formation and superconductivity.

The most basic but fundamental question that needs to be addressed is what set
of symmetries does the cuprate CDW break? To answer this question is to establish
what phase of matter it is. It is clear that translational symmetry is broken but what
of the point group symmetry? This would be broken in a stripe-like state with CDW
along �Qx or �Qy but not both.

It is possible that experimental observations of CDW result from a state which
breaks both translational and phase symmetry. This would be a superconductor that
breaks translational symmetry, akin to that first proposed by Fulde, Ferrel, Larkin
and Ovchinnikov but in the absence of an applied magnetic field [61–63]. Certain
forms of this “pair density wave” (PDW) order would also result in a CDW. This is
because the density of Cooper-pairs, which are charged, is modulated. A PDWwould
offer a natural explanation of why the superconductivity and CDW are so strongly
coupled to each other in cuprates.

The PDW is a state of matter which has never been directly detected. Establishing
its existence in cuprate superconductors would be profound, not just within con-
densed matter physics but also in high-energy physics and astronomy where PDW
states have been predicted to exist in dense quark matter [64].

There is still great interest and uncertainty in the nature of the cuprate pseudogap.
It is natural to question the relationship between the charge order and the pseudogap.
For instance, is the pseudogap caused by the CDW; either as a static or fluctuating
entity? If not, then by what mechanism does the CDW form out of the pseudogap
liquid? Key insights into this can be gained from examining the spectral function in
the CDW and pseudogap regimes of the cuprate phase diagram.

Ultimately, given such a strong coupling between CDW and superconductivity,
it is important to establish the relationship between them. Is CDW order a neces-
sary ingredient or consequence of a minimal model that describes high temperature
superconductivity in cuprates? The goal of the research described in this thesis was
to investigate issues such as this.

1.6 Organisation of This Thesis

Chapter 2 describes spectroscopic imaging STM (SI-STM), the experimental tech-
nique used throughout the research reported in this thesis. It also details the materials
studied. Chapter 3 details the extension of SI-STM to image states of matter with
non-trivial structure within the unit cell of a material.

In Chap.4 I describe utilising the techniques detailed in Chaps. 2 and 3 to char-
acterise the CDW in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ and NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2. I will show that
the CDW in these materials modulates a broken rotational symmetry within each
unit cell. I will also present evidence that the CDW in cuprates has a tendency to

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_3
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break rotational symmetry globally as well as locally. The effects of the CDW on the
electronic structure will also be discussed.

In Chap.5 I will outline the theoretical basis and development of nanometer res-
olution scanned Josephson tunnelling microscopy (SJTM) in cuprates. In Chap. 6
I will describe inhomogeneous superconducting states of matter known as “pair
density waves”, as well as evidence and theoretical proposals for their existence in
cuprates. In Chap.7 I will detail the use of SJTM to detect periodically modulated
superconductivity in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ , the first direct detection of such a state in
any superconductor. Combining this with knowledge of the CDW from Chap.4 and
other reported measurements, I will discuss the consequences of this for the cuprate
phase diagram.

In Chap.8 I will summarise the main results and conclusions of this thesis. I will
also propose future experiments that may address any remaining open questions and
discuss future directions for SJTM.
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Chapter 2
Spectroscopic-Imaging STM (SI-STM)

In this chapter I detail the main experimental technique used in this thesis:
Spectroscopic-Imaging Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy (SI-STM). I outline
the theoretical basis for its use as a tunnelling spectroscopy of superconductors
as well as data analysis techniques specific to cuprate superconductors. I also
give details of the cuprate samples studied.

Scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) is a technique which uses the tunnelling
current of electrons between a sharp metal tip and a sample to image its surface [1].
An exponential dependence of the tunnelling current on the distance between tip
and sample makes the STM very sensitive to small changes in surface topography,
allowing atomic resolution imaging. STM can also act as a spectroscopic tool by
using the tunnel junction between tip and sample to carry out tunnelling conductance
spectroscopy, revealing information about the electronic states contributing to the
tunnelling current. The advantage of performing spectroscopy with an STM is that
it can be done with atomic resolution. The theoretical basis for the topographic and
spectroscopic capabilities of STM are outlined in this chapter.

STM came to take a prominent role in the study of quantummatter with the advent
of spectroscopic imaging STM (SI-STM) [2, 3]. In SI-STM the topographic and
spectroscopic abilities of the STMare systematically combined. The sample’s surface
topography and spectroscopic information are obtained simultaneously across a two-
dimensional grid of points, or pixels. In doing so, one is essentially visualising the
energy-resolved density of states of electrons in the material. In this chapter I will
detail the techniques needed to obtain both real and momentum space information
about the wave-functions in cuprate superconductors.

The rapid and fairly specialised development of the field means that for complete-
ness I must touch on a fairly large number of sub-topics, some of which are fairly
technical; one way to use this chapter might be to back-reference to it from the main
results chapters of the thesis rather than try to take in every detail on first reading.
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24 2 Spectroscopic-Imaging STM (SI-STM)

2.1 Quantum Tunnelling as a Spectroscopy

The experiments presented in this thesis rely on measuring the tunnelling current of
electrons between a sample and a metal electrode across an insulating barrier [4, 5].
The tunnelling process consists of transferring an electron from a many-body state
that is localised in the left electrode to another many-body state localised in the right
electrode. Of course, by symmetry we expect the reverse process to have an equal
rate, resulting in zero net current. However, under external application of a bias such
as a current or voltage this symmetry is broken resulting in a net a current.

The variation of the current with the applied bias can yield information about the
many-body states involved. Calculating the rates of these tunnelling processes from
first principles is not generally possible. In the following section I will describe
the tunnelling Hamiltonian formalism that can be used to extract spectroscopic
information from the tunnelling current, without exactly solving the tunnelling
problem [6, 7].

2.1.1 Tunnelling Hamiltonian Formalism

Within the tunnelling Hamiltonian formalism, the total Hamiltonian is given by

Ĥ = ĤL + ĤR + ĤT , (2.1)

where ĤL and ĤR describe the many-body states in the left and right electrodes
separately, in the absence of each other [7]. ĤT contains all additional terms that
arise from coupling the electrodes to each other through the tunnel junction.

An exact treatment of this problem for two interacting many-body states in the
right and left electrodes is not generally analytically tractable. Instead, we can treat
ĤT perturbatively. Typically we use a tunnelling Hamiltonian of the form,

ĤT =
∑

i, j

(
Mi, j ĉ

†
L ,i ĉR, j + M∗

j,i ĉ
†
R, j ĉL ,i

)
, (2.2)

where ĉ†L ,i creates an electron in state i on the left electrode and ĉ†R, j creates an
electron in state j on the right electrode [7]. I will now examine the consequences
of this Hamiltonian for various choices of the Hamiltonians ĤL and ĤR correspond-
ing toNormal-Insulator-Normal (NIN), Superconductor-Insulator-Normal (SIN) and
Superconductor-Insulator-Superconductor (SIS) tunnel junctions.
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2.1.2 Normal-Insulator-Normal (NIN) Tunnelling

In the case of two normal metal electrodes the Hamiltonians are given by

ĤL =
∑

�k
ε�k ĉ

†
L ,�k ĉL ,�k (2.3)

ĤR =
∑

�q
ε�q ĉ†R,�q ĉR,�q (2.4)

ĤT =
∑

�k,�q

(
M�k,�q ĉ

†
L ,�k ĉR,�q + M∗

�q,�k ĉ
†
R,�q ĉL ,�k

)
(2.5)

where ĉ†
L ,�k creates an electron of crystalmomentum �k in the left electrodewith energy

εk measured relative to the Fermi energy. Here, spin indices have been suppressed
under the assumption that no spin-flip processes take place in tunnelling.

We can then perturbatively calculate the current of electrons from the left to the
right electrode using Fermi’s golden rule as

IL→R = 2πe

�

∑

�k,�q
|M�k,�q |2 f�k[1 − f �q ]δ(ε�k − ε�q) , (2.6)

where f�k is the occupation number of the state �k. Similarly, the reverse current is
given by

IR→L = 2πe

�

∑

�k,�q
|M�k,�q |2 f �q [1 − f�k]δ(ε�q − ε�k) , (2.7)

with the net current from left to right given by I = IL→R − IR→L .
Under the simplifying assumption that T = 0 and the matrix elements, |M�k,�q | =

|M |, are a constant for states within eV of the chemical potential then this reduces
to the form

I = 2πe

�
|M |2

∫ eV

0
nL(ε + eV )nR(ε)dε , (2.8)

where n(ε) is the momentum integrated density of states at energy ε [7].
Under a further assumption that we choose a right hand electrode with a constant

density of states nR(E) = nR(0), then Eq.2.8 becomes

I = 2πe

�
|M |2nR(0)

∫ eV

0
nL(ε + eV )dε (2.9)
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Fig. 2.1 Schematic of tunnelling from left hand electrode with negative bias applied, to right hand
electrode.Green shading indicates filled states. Only energy ranges where left-hand states are filled
and right-hand states are empty (i.e. region II) contribute to the net tunnelling current. The right
hand density of states (DOS) is drawn flat as is required if useful spectroscopic information is to
be obtained without deconvolution. Figure adapted from Ref. [8]

and nL(E) can be measured directly through the differential tunnelling conductance

d I

dV
= 2πe2

�
|M |2nR(0)nL(eV ) . (2.10)

The physical tunnelling processes resulting in these equations are depicted in Fig. 2.1.
Tunnelling may only occur from filled states to empty states. Hence by applying a
positive bias we are probing the empty states of the left electrode (or sample) and
with a negative bias its filled states.

The assumption of an energy independent matrix element, |M�k,�q | = |M |, is not in
any sense innocuous. For metals described by the independent-particle pictures used
in Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4, Harrison calculated the matrix elements M�k,�q within the WKB
approximation [9]. The conclusion was that the energy dependence of the matrix
elements exactly cancels that of the density of states. This results in featureless,
ohmic tunnelling I (V ) curves.

On the face of it, thiswould indicate thewe cannot use tunnelling as a spectroscopy
on metals. However, if the sample we wish to measure is not a single-band metal,
well described by a Fermi liquid, then the cancellation between the density of states
and the matrix element does not hold and spectroscopy becomes possible [6, 7, 9].
Specifically, Eqs. 2.9 and 2.10 which we derived for metals of independent electrons,
are actually also valid for tunnelling between a superconductor and a normal metal
electrode. In the next section I will outline why this is the case.
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2.1.3 Superconductor-Insulator-Normal (SIN) Tunnelling

Now I will discuss tunnelling between a normal metal and a superconductor. This is
the configuration of electrodes used in the STM studies of cuprate superconductors
in Chap.4, where a tungsten tip is used to perform spectroscopy on cuprate supercon-
ductor samples. In this case the normal and superconducting electrode Hamiltonians,
ĤN and ĤS , are given by

ĤN =
∑

�q
ε�q ĉ†L ,�q ĉL ,�q (2.11)

ĤS =
∑

�k
E�k(α̂

†
�kα̂�k + β̂�k β̂

†
�k ) (2.12)

where

α�k = u�k ĉR,�k,↑ − v�k ĉ
†
R,−�k,↓ (2.13)

β�k = u�k ĉR,−�k,↓ + v�k ĉ
†
R,�k,↑ (2.14)

and u�k and v�k are the BCS coherence factors [7, 10].
As presented in Chap.1, the ground state of condensed pairs in the superconduct-

ing electrode is described by the BCS wave-function [10]. Its Bogoliubov quasi-
particle excitations are a superposition of holes and electrons and are annihilated by
the αq and βq operators. Their energy spectrum is given by

E�k =
√

ε2�k + |�|2 (2.15)

where ε�k are the single-particle energies of the normal state band from which the
superconducting instability arises and � is the superconducting gap.

In order to consider the current between the electrodes arising from the tunnelling
Hamiltonian it is convenient to define new operators which definitely create either
an electron or hole in the superconductor, rather than a superposition of the two
[11, 12]. These four operators are

α̂†
e,�k = u∗

�k ĉ
†
�k↑ − v∗

�k Ŝ
†ĉ−�k↓ (2.16)

α̂†
h,�k = u∗

�k Ŝĉ
†
�k↑ − v∗

�k ĉ−�k↓ (2.17)

β̂†
e,�k = u∗

�k ĉ
†
−�k↓ + v∗

v Ŝ
†ĉ�k↑ (2.18)

β̂†
h,�k = u∗

�k Ŝĉ
†
−�k↓ + v∗

�k ĉ�k↑ (2.19)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_1
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where α̂†
e,�k creates an electron with wave-vector �k and Ŝ† adds a Cooper-pair to the

condensate. We can invert these definitions to express the electron creation operator
in terms of the new operators, yielding

ĉ†k↑ = u�kα̂
†
e,�k + v∗

�k β̂h,�k . (2.20)

Now consider a term in the tunnelling Hamiltonian M�k,�q ĉ
†
L ,q ĉR,k . Using Eq.2.20 this

will contribute a term in the current proportional to |u�k |2|M�k,�q |2 because the second
term in Eq.2.20 annihilates the BCS ground state. The physical interpretation of the
coefficient |u�k |2 is that it is the probability that a state �k is not occupied in the BCS
wave-function and hence is able to accept an incoming electron.

The coherence factors u�k and v�k , which encode details of the superconducting
wave-function, actually drop out of the full expression for the tunnelling current to
leave a remarkably simple result. There is another state �k ′ with E�k ′ = E�k but with
ε�k ′ = −ε�k . This will contribute to the current a term |u�k ′ |2|M�k ′,�q |2 = |v�k |2|M�k ′,�q |2
because |u(−ε)| = |v(ε)|. If |M�k ′,�q | ≈ |M�k,�q |, since �k and �k ′ are near the same
point on the Fermi surface then the total contribution from these two terms will be
proportional to (|u�k |2 + |v�k |2)|M�k �q |2 = |M�k,�q |2 because |u�k |2 + |v�k |2 = 1 as a result
of fermionic particle statistics.

At T = 0 this independence of the coherence factors results in an SIN current

ISI N = 2πe

�

∑

�k,�q
|M�k,�q |2δ(E�k − |ε�q |) . (2.21)

From this it is evident that we can treat the tunnelling from a normal metal into a
superconductor as if the superconductor were described by independent particles in
a semiconductor with density of states

ns(E)

ns0
=

{
E√

E2−|�|2 E > |�|
0 E < |�| .

(2.22)

Here nS(E) is the Bogoliubon density of states and ns0 the density of states of the
underlying normal band, assumed to be constant. Here I show the result for an s-wave
superconducting gap. For a d-wave gap nS(E) can simply be replaced by the d-wave
Bogoliubon density of states.

Under the assumption that |M�k,�q | = |M |, we arrive at

ISI N = 2πe

�
|M |2

∫ eV

0
ns(ε + eV )nn(ε)dε , (2.23)

which is the same form for the tunnelling current derived for a metal of non-
interacting quasi-particles derived in Sect. 2.1.2. If we choose a normal metal
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electrode with a constant density of states n0 (such as a tungsten STM tip) then
the differential tunnelling conductance

d I

dV
= 2πe2

�
|M |2n0ns(eV ) (2.24)

measures ns(E) directly [6, 7, 9, 12].

2.1.4 Superconductor-Insulator-Superconductor (SIS)
Tunnelling

If we only consider the tunnelling of single electrons between two superconduct-
ing electrodes then the semiconductor model presented in the previous section still
holds due to a similar simplification of the coherence factors [13]. This results in a
superconductor-insulator-superconductor tunnelling current

ISI S = 2πe

�
|M |2

∫ eV

0
nS1(E − eV )nS2(E)dE . (2.25)

nS1(E) and nS2(E)would be given by Eq.2.22with superconducting gaps�1 and�2

respectively. Neither of the electrodes has a constant density of states near the Fermi
energy, resulting in a more complicated expression for the differential tunnelling
current [13]:

d I

dV
= 2πe2

�
|M |2

[
nS1(E)nS2(E + eV ) +

∫ eV

0
nS1(E)

d

d(eV )
nS2(E + eV )dE

]
.

(2.26)

This will be used in Chap.5 for the scanned Josephson tunnelling microscope, which
uses a superconducting STM tip to measure a superconducting sample.

In addition to the single electron tunnelling processes between superconductors
considered here, there is also the possibility of the tunnelling ofCooper-pairs between
the electrodes [11]. This is known as the Josephson effect and it will be discussed
in Chap.5, where I will demonstrate the use of Cooper-pair tunnelling to directly
visualise the Cooper-pair condensate in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ .

Having outlined the theoretical basis for vacuum tunnelling and its use as a spec-
troscopy I will now go on to describe how it is used in an STM.

2.2 STM - Principles

The STM consists of a sharp conducting tip that can be rastered across a conducting
sample surface. This is typically achieved by attaching the tip to a piezoelectric

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_5
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_5
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Fig. 2.2 Schematic of STM operation. This figure illustrates tunnelling between a voltage-biased
sample and an atomically sharp tip. In constant current operation the piezoelectric tube is used to
scan the tip in the x and y directions. As this is done the tunnelling current is measured. A feedback
system (PID) is used to adjust z using the piezo-tube so as to keep the current constant. Reproduced
from Ref. [14]

scanner tube as shown schematically in Fig. 2.2 [1]. A bias voltage, V , is applied
between the two and the vacuum tunnelling currentmeasured.We shall see below that
its utility as an extremely sensitive topographic probe derives from the exponential
dependence of the tunnelling current on the tip-sample distance. The principles of
tunnelling spectroscopy detailed in the previous section can also be applied to STM
to give access to the atomically resolved local density of states (LDOS).

Focussing on the case of SIN tunnelling between a normal metal STM tip and a
superconducting sample pertinent to Chap.4, the elastic tunnelling current between
tip and sample under applied bias voltage V at T = 0 is

ISI N (�r , z, E = eV ) = 2πe

�
nT (0)|M(�r , z)|2

∫ eV

0
nS(�r , ε)dε . (2.27)

ns(�r , E) is the superconducting LDOS of the sample at position �r = (x, y), z is
the tip-sample separation and energy E = eV . The density of states of the STM
tip, nT , has been taken to be constant here. In the measurements presented in this
thesis this was achieved using tungsten STM tips which have a flat density of states

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_4
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near the Fermi energy. Thus, we see that at a given position, ISI N (�r , z, V ) is directly
proportional to the energy-integrated density of states.
The spatially resolved differential tunnelling conductance is given by

g(�r , z, E = eV ) = 2πe2

�
|M(�r , z)|2n0nS(�r , E = eV ) . (2.28)

Thus at a given position, g(�r , V ) is directly proportional to the local density of states
nS(�r , E).

To see why STM is such an effective atomic scale probe we now need to examine
the dependence of thematrix elements |M(�r , z)| on the tip sample distance z. Bardeen
has shown [6] that if the many-body tip and sample states are known then in principle
the matrix elements |Mμν | can be calculated via

Mμν = �
2

2m

∫
d �S · (ψ∗

μ∇ψnu − ψν∇ψ∗
mu) , (2.29)

where the integral is over any surface lying entirely within the vacuum region. These
wave-functions are typically not known but an analytical model that provides much
insight was provided by Tersoff and Hamann [15]. They showed that

|Mμν |2 ∝ exp(−2κz) , (2.30)

where κ =
√

2mφ
�2 with φ being the work functions of the tip and sample (which are

assumed to be the same), z the tip-sample distance and m the electron mass. κ−1

represents the maximum decay length of sample wave-functions into the vacuum.
This exponential decay with z is what we might have expected from considering a

simple 1D square barrier of heightφwithin theWKBapproximation. It gives STMan
extreme sensitivity to changes in the topographic height of the sample. Below I will
discuss howEqs. 2.27, 2.28 and 2.30 are utilised in the topographic and spectroscopic
imaging modalities of STM.

2.3 STM - Modes of Operation

2.3.1 Topography

To record a topograph a set-point bias Vs is applied between tip and sample. A
feedback loop is then used to keep I (�r , Z , eVs) constant at a set-point value Is , by
varying z, as the tip rasters across a sample [16]. In this way one is able to resolve
sub-Angström changes in sample topography. An STM topograph, T (�r), consists of
an image in which each pixel at position �r records the value of z required to attain
the set-point current.
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Fig. 2.3 Atomically resolved topograph, T (�r), of a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ sample in a 65 × 65nm
field of view. Inset is magnified image of the section outlined in yellow

Let us term
∫ eVs

0 nS(ε, �r)dε the integrated LDOS. If this and thematrix element are
uniform across the sample then the STM “topograph” will be a good approximation
to the true topography of the surface.

Figure2.3 shows an atomically resolved topograph of the BiO surface of Bi2Sr2
CaCu2O8+δ . Here the atomic contrast is known to result from the Bi atoms on the
insulating surface layer. This layer does not contribute to the low energy LDOS and
hence the atomic contrast in Fig. 2.3 must arise through atomic scale variations in
the tunnelling matrix elements.

2.3.2 Spectroscopy

As shown above in Eq.2.28, the differential conductance g(�r , V ) = d I (�r , z, V )/dV
at bias voltage V is proportional to nS(�r , eV ). Thus by holding the tip at constant z,
sweeping the bias voltage and recording g(�r , V ) one can measure nS(�r , eV ) [16].
While it is possible to measure I (�r , z, V ) and then take a numerical derivative to
give g(�r , V ), a considerably better signal to noise ratio can be obtained by using a
small AC modulation of V from a lock-in amplifier to measure this quantity directly.
Let V (t) = V0 + Vm cos(ωt + φ) then,
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Fig. 2.4 Typical differential
conductance spectrum, g(V ),
for a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ

sample with p = 6%
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V 2
m cos2(ωt +φ)+ ... ,

(2.31)
and hence measurement of the amplitude of the first harmonic gives g(�r , z, V ).

Taking a measurement of this type at a single point on the sample, �r , for a range of
DC bias voltages results in a conductance spectrum, proportional to the LDOS, such
as that shown in Fig. 2.4. I will now go on the discuss the systematic collection of
these conductance spectra on a fine array of points on the sample to allow an energy
resolved visualisation of the electronic structure. This is known as spectroscopic
imaging STM (SI-STM).

2.4 SI-STM

In spectroscopic imaging STM (SI-STM) current and conductance spectra, I (�r ,
z, E = eV ) and g(�r , z, E = eV ), are collected on a fine 2D array of points on the
sample to provide energy resolved maps of the local density of states and its integral
[2, 3]. Simultaneously, a topographic image is also collected so that the spectroscopic
maps can be registered to the lattice.

The procedure for collecting data of this type is as follows:

1. Define an regular array of points �r1, �r2...�rN on the surface of the sample where
measurements will be made. Each of these points will form a pixel in the resulting
spectroscopic maps and simultaneous topograph.

2. Specify a set-point voltage and current, Vs and Is , which will be used at all pixels
to establish a tunnel junction.With the feedback loop turned on and a bias voltage
Vs applied, the tip is moved to the first point in themeasurement array and allowed
to attain the set-point current Is by varying z.
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3. The feedback loop is then turned off and the value of z recorded as T (�r1).
4. An AC voltage modulation is then added to the DC bias. The DC bias V0 is

sequentially moved through a series of values V1, V2, ..., Vi , ..., VM , pausing at
each to average and record the values of current and differential conductance as
I (�r1, Ei = eVi ) and g(�r1, Ei = eVi ). These are the spectra that make up the first
pixel of the spectroscopic maps I (�r , E) and g(�r , E).

5. Ramp voltage back to VS , turn on feedback loop and move to next pixel in array.
Repeat steps 3–5 until a measurement has been made at every pixel.

The results of this procedure are spectroscopic maps I (�r , E) and g(�r , E) measured
for �r = �r1, �r2...�rN and E = eV1, V2, . . . , Vi , . . . , VM , as well as the simultaneous
topograph T (�r). The SI-STMdata collectionmodality and resultant data are depicted
in Fig. 2.5.
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Fig. 2.5 Schematic illustration of SI-STM. The STM tip sequentially establishes a junction at an
array of points on the surface of the sample and records current and conductance spectrum at each.
This results in spectroscopic maps I (�r , E) and g(�r , E) as well a simultaneous topograph T (�r).
g(�r , E) is shown on the left hand side in three dimensions (x, y, E). The colour scale in each slice
corresponds to g(�r , E) at a fixed energy. The red line parallel to the energy axis shows the path
through this 3D space which results in the conductance spectrum (also shown in red) at a fixed
point on the sample
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2.4.1 The Setup Effect

SI-STM provides energy resolved electronic structure images that can be used to
identify the presence of LDOS modulations. However the protocol described above,
by which a tunnelling junction is established in SI-STM, can imprint conductance
modulations from one set of energies onto another. This systematic error, which
results in a misidentification of the energy of states undergoing spatial modulations,
is called the setup effect. Therefore, determining the physically real modulations
and especially their correct energies can present a grave challenge. Ignoring the
setup effect, as is often the case, leads to incorrect characterisation of the electronic
structure of materials.

The basic observable in STM experiments is the tunnelling current, I (�r , z, E =
eV ), which depends on the bias between the tip and the sample, V , the tip sample
separation, z, and the position on the sample surface, �r = (x, y), according to

I (�r , z, V ) = f (�r , z)
∫ eV

0
n(�r , ε)dε . (2.32)

The function f (�r , z) captures spatial variations due to surface corrugation, work
function, matrix elements and proximity z of the tip to the surface. The integral of
the LDOS,

∫ eV
0 n(�r , ε)dε, includes spatial variation of the electronic structure.

SI-STM entails establishing a stable tunnel junction at every �r by using the same
set-point current and bias voltage IS and VS . These set-point values then constrain
the pre-factor of the integral in Eq.2.32 via

I (�r , z,VS) = IS = f (�r , z)
∫ eVS

0
n(�r , ε)dε (2.33)

⇒ f (�r , z) = IS∫ eVS

0 n(�r , ε)dε
(2.34)

and thus the expressions for I (�r , E = eV ) and g(�r , E = eV ) are given by

I (�r , E = eV ) = IS

∫ eV
0 n(�r , ε)dε

∫ eVS

0 n(�r , ε)dε
(2.35)

g(�r , E = eV ) = IS
n(�r , eV )

∫ eVS

0 n(�r , ε)dε
. (2.36)

The term in the denominator is responsible for the setup effect since it imprints
the integral of the LDOS over the range of energies 0 to eVs onto every energy in
I (�r , E = eV ) or g(�r , E = eV ).

Figure2.6 demonstrates how the choice of setup bias to establish the tunnelling
junction strongly influences the acquired data. While both the left and right panels
are spatial images of g(�r , E = eV ) taken at V = 50mV in the same field of view,
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Fig. 2.6 The two panels show the spatial differential conductance of an under-doped
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ sample at E = 50meV acquired in the same field of view. The left panel
was acquired with a setpoint bias of VS = 150mV while the right with one of VS = 150mV

the left was measured with VS =150mV setup bias while the right with VS = 50mV.
It is clear that the spatial patterns of the same set of states in the material are imaged
differently based on the setup bias parameter.

In order to faithfully resolve which modulations in g(�r , E) arise from which
energies in the LDOS, one must find a setup bias, VS , for which

∫ eVS

0 n(�r , ε)dε does
not exhibit any modulations at the wave-vector of interest. In general, this is difficult
because if n(�r , E), for E < eVS , has modulations at wave-vector �Q then it is likely
that

∫ eVS

0 n(�r , ε)dε also will, unless there is an evolution of the modulation phase
with energy.

In cases where no suitable set-point can be found, we can use ratios of g(�r , E =
eV ) at different voltages, typically of equal magnitude but opposite polarity. Such
combinations have the effect of cancelling the setup effect described here and will
be discussed in the following section.

2.4.2 Spectroscopic Functions g(�r, E), I (�r, E), Z(�r, E),
and R(�r, E)

I will now consider how, by defining new spectroscopic functions, one can remove
the setup effect described in Sect. 2.4.1. Equations2.35 and 2.36 show us that at a
given location, �r , and setup bias, VS , the conductance and current values at all bias
voltages contain the same constant factor IS/

∫ eVS

0 n(ε, �r)dε. Thus, by defining a
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function that is a ratio of two conductances or currents at the same location, one
obtains a function that is independent of VS and hence setup effect free. In doing
so, however, one must combine conductance or current values from different bias
voltages and convolve LDOS modulations from different energies.

In this thesis the two setup free functions analysed are

Z(�r , |E |) = g(�r ,+|E |)
g(�r ,−|E |) = n(�r ,+|E |)

n(�r ,−|E | , (2.37)

and

R(�r , |E |) = I (�r ,+|E |)
I (�r ,−|E |) =

∫ |E |
0 n(�r , ε)dε

∫ |E |
0 n(�r ,−ε)dε

. (2.38)

These functions remove the setup effect by sacrificing the distinction between filled
and empty states (negative and positive bias voltages respectively). Z(�r , |E |) is the
ratio of tunnelling probabilities for states at opposite polarity bias and similarly
R(�r , |E |) is the ratio of integrated tunnelling probabilities. As such they are often
called tunnelling asymmetries.

One effect of these functions is that they naturally enhance any modulations
present in the tunnelling conductance that have a π phase shift between states
above and below the Fermi energy. As we will see in Chap.4, this is the case for
the predominantly d-symmetry form factor CDW present in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ and
NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2. The use of Z(�r , |E |) and R(�r , |E |) naturally enhances the sig-
nals arising from these phenomena.

While Z(�r , |E |) measures the tunnelling asymmetry between states at energies
eV above and below the Fermi energy, R(�r , |E |)measures the tunnelling asymmetry
of all states up to an energy eV above and below the Fermi energy. R(�r , |E |) then
naturally gains a greater weight from modulations that are non-dispersive in energy,
such as those from a charge density wave.

The final benefit of Z(�r , |E |) and R(�r , |E |) is that they correct for digitisation
errors in the junction setup process. This is not a fundamental problem (as with
the setup effect) but a purely technical malady. The high voltages applied to the
piezo scanner tube are produced by a 16-bit digital to analogue converter (DAC)
whose output is passed through a high voltage amplifier. The bin size of the DAC
then determines a precision with which the set-point current can be attained by
z-axis motion of the STM tip. This means that all pixels in an STM are taken at
very slightly different values of IS . Under the low mechanical and electrical noise
conditions used for data acquisition in this thesis, this can be the dominant source
of noise in the Fourier transform of g(�r , V ). Luckily, Eqs. 2.35–2.38 imply that this
effect is cancelled exactly in Z(�r , |E |) and R(�r , |E |).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_4
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2.5 Experimental Apparatus

I will now describe briefly the specific experimental implementation of cryogenic
SI-STM used to collect the data presented in this thesis.

2.5.1 STM Head

The STMs used in these studies all follow a construction similar to that shown in
Fig. 2.7. Their design and construction is detailed in Ref. [17].

The STM tip is held atop a split electrode piezoelectric tube. By applying voltages
to the electrodes, the x, y and z position of the tip can be controlledwith sub-Angström
precision over a total range of∼1µm. This tube is held inside a sapphire prism. This
can be actuated up and down by the slip-stick motion of shear piezo stacks, giving
coarse positioning in the z-direction. This assembly is housed inside a rigid Macor
body, designed to give its vibrational modes as high a frequency as possible.

Sample are inserted into the top of the STM head on brass sample holders which
mate with the head assembly and are held tightly in place by a BeCu spring plate.
This plate also applies the bias voltage to the sample, with the tip being held at
ground.

Unless otherwise stated all measurements reported in this thesis were made using
a chemically etched tungsten STM tip.

Fig. 2.7 Schematic drawing and photograph of STM head. Parts labelled 1–10 are: (1) Sample
Receptacle (2) Sample Holder (3) Tip (4) Piezo-tube Scanner (5) Scanner Holder (6) Sapphire
Prism (7) Shear Piezo Stacks (8) Macor Body (9) BeCu Spring Plate (10) Capacitive Position
Sensor
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2.5.2 Cryogenics

The data presented in this thesis were taken at temperatures between 45K and 45mK.
All instruments were mounted in vacuum cans immersed in liquid 4He resulting in
a cryogenic ultra-high vacuum where the STM head is housed. The measurements
presented in Chaps. 5 and 7 utilise a dilution refrigerator.

All samples were inserted from room temperature into the vacuum using an inser-
tion rod and cleaved at ∼4K. From here they were then inserted directly into the
STM head.

2.5.3 Vibration and RF Isolation

Mechanical vibrations introduce noise into STMmeasurements primarily by varying
the tip-sample distance. To maximise the signal to noise ratio of our measurement
we utilise passive vibration isolation. This method relies on successive stages having
very different resonant frequencies. A concrete block (∼10 tonnes, fres∼1Hz) is
separated from the foundations of the building and supported on air springs. The
cryostat is then suspended from a vibrational isolation table (∼1 tonne, fres∼10Hz),
again using air springs.

Fig. 2.8 Passive vibration isolation utilised in SI-STM experiments. Reproduced from Ref. [18]

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_5
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_7
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Acoustic isolation is achieved by constructing a room around the cryostat on the
floating block, incorporating sound absorbing material. This is then housed inside
another room whose walls are filled with sand and the interior lined with sound
absorbing material. This is shown in Fig. 2.8.

For the scanned Josephson experiments reported in Chaps. 5 and 7 the floating
experimental room is RF shielded.

2.5.4 Instrumentation

The instrumentation used in our SI-STM measurements is shown in Fig. 2.9. Tip-
sample current measurements are made with a low-noise current to voltage pre-

Fig. 2.9 A bias applied to the sample is sourced from the electronic control unit (ECU), a
Topometrix SPM controller. The resulting tunnelling current is measured using a low noise current-
voltage pre-amplifier situated at the cryostat head in the floating experimental room. The position
of the tip is controlled by a piezoelectric scanner tube. The control voltages for this are supplied by
the ECU. In topographic mode the z piezo-tube voltage is controlled by a PID feedback loop in the
ECU to keep the tunnelling current constant. In spectroscopic mode, this feedback loop is turned
of and a constant z piezo voltage used. An AC bias modulation from a lock-in amplifier is added to
the sample bias. This lock-in amplifier measures the differential conductance through the resulting
AC modulation in the tunnelling current. Reproduced from Ref. [20]

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_5
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_7
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amplifier situated inside the floating experimental room. Differential conductance
measurements aremade using a lock-in amplifier. TheDCbias voltage, feedback loop
and high voltage signal to control the piezoelectrics are provided by a Topometrix
SPM controller, interfaced to a computer running custom designed control soft-
ware [19].

2.6 Cuprate Materials

In this thesis, SI-STM and SJTM are applied to cuprate superconductors to visu-
alise charge density wave (CDW) modulations as well as those in the Cooper-pair
condensate. Here I will briefly describe the cuprate samples studied.

The common feature of all cuprate superconductors are the CuO2 planes. The
variety in this family of materials arises from how these planes are incorporated into
a crystal. In this thesis measurements of two cuprate materials, Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ

and NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2, are presented. These materials were chosen for their com-
patibility with SI-STM because they both cleave easily and reproducibly to yield
atomically flat surfaces that are not reconstructed. Below I will briefly describe the
crystallography and properties of these two cuprate superconductors, as well as the
fabrication of the samples measured in our studies.

2.6.1 Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ

In Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ the CuO2 planes are sandwiched between BiO, SrO and Ca
layers, as shown in Fig. 2.10. There are two CuO2 layers per BiO layer, leading to
the description of Bi2Sr2CaCu3O10+δ as a bi-layer compound, with Bi2Sr2CuO6+δ

and Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu2O8+δ being its single and triple layer relatives respectively.
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ has the I4/mmm space group with 4 CuO2 planes per unit cell,
with an offset of (1/2, 0, 0) between the two bilayers. The mirror plane between
adjacent BiO layers leads to BiO being the natural cleave plane of the material. Note
that bismuth atoms always lie directly above copper atoms, allowing one to determine
the copper positions from the surface topography. The nearest neighbour distance
between copper atoms forming approximately square lattice planes is 3.82Å.

The CuO2 plaquettes are not exactly square in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ due to the pres-
ence of a bulk incommensurate structural super-modulation [21, 22]. This buckling
of the whole crystal, at 45◦ to the Cu-O directions (along the b-axis in Fig. 2.10)
results from a lattice mismatch between the BiO and other layers of the crystal.
Importantly, this modulation leaves intact a mirror symmetry between the two Cu-O
directions in the CuO2 plane. Thus, any breaking of this symmetry is spontaneous.
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Fig. 2.10 Cartoon unit cell of the bi-layer cuprateBi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ . CuO2 planes are incorporated
between Ca, SrO and BiO layers. Only half of the unit cell is shown along the c-axis. The second
half of the unit cell is a repeat of that shown but offset by (1/2, 0, 0). The natural cleavage plane
is the BiO layer. Bi atoms are directly above the Cu atoms in the crystal structure allowing the Cu
positions to be identified from surface topography. Reproduced from Ref. [23]

The Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ samples used for the measurements presented here were
grown by K. Fujita in the group of S. Uchida at the University of Tokyo. For hole
dopings p ≤ 0.08 Bi2.2Sr1.8Ca0.8Dy0.2Cu2O8+δ samples were used whereas for
p > 0.08 the composition Bi2.1Sr1.9CaCu2O8+δ was employed.

High-quality single crystals were grown using the travelling solvent floating zone
method. The samples were synthesised from dried powders of Bi2O3, SrCO3, CaCO3

and CuO. The crystal growth was carried out in air and at growth speeds of 0.15-
0.2mm/h for all samples. Annealingwas used to vary the hole doping of each sample.
Oxidation annealing is performed in air or under oxygen gas flow, and deoxidation
annealing is done in vacuum or under nitrogen gas flow. Inductively coupled plasma
spectroscopy was used for the composition analysis and a vibrating sample magne-
tometerwas used formeasurement of Tc. Each samplewas inserted into the cryogenic
ultra-high vacuum of the SI-STM system and cleaved at T ≈ 4K to reveal an atom-
ically flat BiO surface.
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Fig. 2.11 Cartoon unit cell
of NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2.
CuO2 planes are
incorporated between CaCl
layers. Hole doping is
achieved by substituting
Ca2+ ions for Na+ ions,
introducing holes into the
CuO2 planes. Reproduced
from Ref. [25]

2.6.2 NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2

The other material for which measurements are reported in this thesis is NaxCa2−x

CuO2Cl2. In this material the CuO2 planes are incorporated between CaCl layers,
as shown in Fig. 2.11. The material is tetragonal, with the I4/mmm space group
and does not have any incommensurate structural super-modulation. Hole doping is
achieved by substituting Ca2+ ions for Na+ ions, introducing holes into the CuO2

planes. In this thesis I present data from NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2 samples with p = 12%.
The NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2 samples were grown by Y. Kohsaka at the University of

Tokyo [24]. A flux method was used for growth, with high pressures used to increase
the solubility of Na. The samples were synthesised from powders of Ca2CuO2Cl2,
NaClO4 and NaCl in a high pressure anvil cell at pressures of 2–5.5 GPa.

2.7 Quasi-Particle Interference in Cuprates

Quasi-particle interference (QPI) is a technique used to extract the energy-momentum
dispersion of quasi-particles in a material using SI-STM [2, 3, 26]. It uses the char-
acteristic wave-lengths present in the density of states modulations formed by quasi-
particles scattering from impurities, often called Friedel oscillations. With a suitable
model, one can use the bias voltage dependence of these characteristic wave-lengths
to determine the quasi-particle dispersion.

This technique is applicable to both normal Landau quasi-particles as well as
Bogoliubov quasi-particles in a superconductor. In Chap.4 I will use Bogoliubov
quasi-particle interference in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ to determine geometric details of
the Fermi surface. In the following I will outline how this technique works and its
specific application to cuprates.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_4
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2.7.1 QPI - A Qualitative Understanding

For a clean metal where the quasi-particle states are described by Bloch func-
tions, ��k = ei �k·�r u�k(�r), the spatial dependence of the LDOS, n(�r , E = eV s) =∑

�k |��k |2δ(E − ε�k), only contains modulations with the periodicity of the atomic
lattice, encoded in u�k .

The introduction of impurities into the lattice leads to elastic scattering between
Bloch states, which are no longer the true eigenstates. The new eigenstates will be
linear superpositions of Bloch states that lie on the same constant energy contour in
�k-space. This mixing of �k-states leads to oscillations in n(�r , E) with wave-vectors
{�q} linking points on the contour of constant energy E . This can be illustrated as
follows:

|�(�r)|2 = |a1u �k1(�r)ei
�k1·�r + a2u �k2(�r)ei

�k2·�r |2 (2.39)

= |a1u �k1(�r)|2 + |a2u �k2(�r)|2 + (a1u �k1(�r)a∗
2u

∗
�k2(�r)e

i �q·�r + c.c) (2.40)

where �q = �k1 − �k2. This will be observed as modulations of the local density of
states, n(�r , E) with wavelength λ = 2π

|�q| .
As discussed above in Sect. 2.4, SI-STM yields spectroscopic maps I (�r , E) and

g(�r , E). Further, g(�r , E) is proportional to the local density of states n(�r , E). For
a fixed energy, g(�r , E) is a two-dimensional image and will contain quasi-particle
interference modulations from scattering between the contours of constant energy
E . By taking a two-dimensional Fourier transform to yield g̃(�q, E) we can extract
the LDOS modulation wave-vectors and hence infer geometric information about
the constant energy contours (CCEs) in the quasi-particle dispersion. By tracking
the wave-vectors present in these Fourier transforms systematically with energy we
can potentially extract the quasi-particle dispersion in a material.

To illustrate this consider a quasi-2D material with a cylindrical Fermi surface
with Fermi wavevector | �kF | in the presence of a point impurity (whose scattering
form factor will be momentum independent). The power spectrum of a conductance
map taken at zero bias will show a strong cusp at a circle of radius |�q| = 2| �kF |
because this is where the joint density of states for scattering is largest.

In this example it is easy to work backwards from the power spectrum to deduce
the Fermi-surface and by varying the bias we can determine the dispersion relation.
However, in cases where the scattering potential is not isotropic or the constant
energy contours are complicated this process becomes non-trivial and is one of the
major challenges of analysing this type of experiment. Luckily in cuprates, we have
a well established model of Bogoliubov quasi-particle interference called the “octet
model”, which I will now introduce.
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2.7.2 The Octet Model

It is well established that cuprate superconductors exhibit a d-wave superconducting
gap of the form,

��k = �0

2

(
cos(kxa0) − cos(kya0)

)
, (2.41)

with four nodes along the zone diagonals. This leads to a Bogoliubov quasi-particle
dispersion

E�k =
√

ε2�k + �2
�k , (2.42)

where ε�k is the dispersion of the underlying normal band. In the cuprates ∂k⊥��k �
∂k‖ε�k (∂k‖ε�k/∂k⊥��k ≈ 20 at the gap nodes [27]), where k⊥ and k‖ are perpendicular
and parallel to the Fermi wave-vector respectively. This results in banana-like con-
stant energy contours (CECs) in the Bogoliubon dispersion as shown in the Fig. 2.12.

As discussed in the previous section, the strongest modulations are usually seen
at wave-vectors for which the joint density of states for scattering between points
on the CECs are maximal. One way this can arise is through nesting, where large
sections of a Fermi surface are parallel to each other in �k-space.

In cuprates the situation is different. The points with the largest density of states

n(�k, E) ∝ 1

|∇�k(E)| (2.43)

Fig. 2.12 a Banana shaped constant energy contours (CECs) of the d-wave Bogoliubov quasi-
particle dispersion in �k-space. In the octet model, quasi-particle interference modulations in
the LDOS primarily arise from scattering between the eight tips of these bananas. This results
in 7 scattering vectors �q1, . . . , �q7. b Measured fourier transform Z(�q, |E |) from underdoped
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ shown LDOS modulations at the wave-vectors �q1, . . . , �q7. Reproduced from
Ref. [2]
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are those at the eight tips of the banana like CECs. In the absence of nesting, the
largest joint density of states for scattering will also be between these eight points
[8, 27]. Thus QPI LDOS modulations will arise from the set of 8× 7 = 56 pairings
that connect these.

These 56 pairings are not all distinct because the same scattering vector connects
multiple points. Taking this into account there are 16 independent �q vector measure-
ments that we can make at each bias voltage. But again, some of these are related
by the crystal symmetry, allowing us to make multiple independent measurements
of the 7 scattering vectors,

�q1(E) = (2kx , 0) (2.44)

�q2(E) = (kx + ky, ky − kx ) (2.45)

�q3(E) = (kx + ky, kx + ky) (2.46)

�q4(E) = (2kx , 2ky) (2.47)

�q5(E) = (0, 2ky) (2.48)

�q6(E) = (kx − ky, kx + ky) (2.49)

�q7(E) = (kx − ky, ky − kx ) , (2.50)

where �k = (kx , ky) corresponds to the momentum space coordinates of the banana
tips at a given energy.

Ultimately, we wish to determine an energy momentum-dispersion relation �k(E).
To do this we can invert Eqs. 2.44–2.50 to yield,

2kx (E) = |�q1|, q2x − q2y, q6y − q6x , |�q3 − �q7|/
√
2, |�q5| − √

2|�q7|, q4x (2.51)

2ky(E) = |�q5|, q2x + q2y, q6y + q6x , |�q3 + �q7|/
√
2,

√
2|�q7| − |�q1|, q4y . (2.52)

These expressions show that this octet model is geometrically over-constrained. At
each energy, E , we are able tomake 6 independent estimates of �k(E). Although I have
given some justification for this octet model above, its strength lies in its geometrical
over-determination. That the 6 independent estimates of �k(E) agree demonstrates
that the octet model is an internally consistent model of QPI in cuprates.

Having measured �k(E), how should we interpret this information? Due to the
condition ∂�k��k � ∂�kε�k being realised in cuprates, and Eq.2.41, E ≈ ��k . For every
measurement energy, the superconducting gap takes this value at the position �k(E) in
momentum space. Thuswe can directly determine themomentum space gap function
as shown in Fig. 2.13.

As can be seen in Fig. 2.12, the tips of the banana shaped CECs lie very close to the
position of the underlying Fermi surface in momentum space. Thus, by plotting all
of the points �k(E), one can trace out the position of the Fermi surface in momentum
space as shown in Fig. 2.13.
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Fig. 2.13 a d-wave superconducting gap function measured for Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ with p = 17%
using quasi-particle interference. Gap values are plotted against β, the angle from the nodal (π,π)

directions. (b) (kx , ky) values of all points shown in a. They trace out the underlying Fermi surface.
In Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ with p < 19% no quasi-particle interference is observed from quasi-particles
beyond the anti-ferromagnetic Brillouin zone (dashed lines). Plotted points represent the mean of
6 independent kx and ky estimates made from measured wave-vectors �q1, . . . , �q7 using Eqs. 2.51
and 2.52. Error bars represent the standard deviation of these 6 independent estimates

This technique will be used in Chap.4 to extract the Fermi surface geometry of
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ for a range of dopings. Here, instead of using the full octet of
scattering vectors, �q4 alone is used. The set of relations Eqs. 2.51 and 2.52 show that
this is sufficient.

2.8 Mapping Spatial Variations in the Amplitude and
Phase of LDOS Modulations

SI-STM spectroscopic maps contain a vast amount of information, with modulations
occurring on multiple length scales and in multiple directions. Often we are only
interested in the amplitude and phase of a small sub-set of these modulations. These
quantities can be extracted from our data sets by filtering their complex Fourier trans-
forms so that only wave-vectors proximal to those of interest remain. For instance, if
we are interested in modulations of the spectroscopic map M(�r , E) at wave-vector
�Q we would filter its Fourier transform M̃(�q, E) to yield

M �Q(�q, E) = M̃(�q, E)e− (�q− �Q)2

2�2 , (2.53)

where �−1 is the characteristic length scale below which variations in the amplitude
or phase of modulations at �Q will not be resolved in this process. I will refer to this
process as Fourier filtration.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_4
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Using an inverse Fourier transform one can then proceed to create the complex
real-space map,

M �Q(�r , E) = 2

(2π)2

∫
d �qei �q·�r M̃ �Q(�q, E) , (2.54)

that only contains modulations at wave-vectors proximal to �Q.
To make a real-space map of modulations at wave-vector �Q one simply takes the

amplitude of M �Q(�r),

A �Q(�r , E) =
√

(ReM �Q(�r , E))2 + (ImM �Q(�r , E))2 . (2.55)

Similarly the phase of these modulations, φ(�r), is given by

φ(�r) = arctan
ImM �Q(�r , E)

ReM �Q(�r , E)
. (2.56)

In other cases we are interested in removing a specific Fourier component from an
image because it is visually dominating andwewish to examine a smallermodulation
at anotherwave-vector. In this casewe can remove thosemodulations atwave-vectors
± �Q′ to create the real-space map

M ′
± �Q′(�r , E) = 2

(2π)2

∫
d �qei �q·�r

[
M̃(�q, E) − M̃ ′

± �Q′(�q, E)
]
, (2.57)

where

M ′
± �Q(�q, E) = M̃(�q, E) ×

[
e− (�q− �Q′)2

2�2 + e− (�q+ �Q′)2
2�2

]
. (2.58)
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Chapter 3
Sub-lattice Segregated SI-STM in Cuprates

In this chapter Iwill detail novelmethods, developed bymyself and others in our
group over the past 6years, extending spectroscopic-imaging STM (SI-STM) to
imaging states which have significant intra-unit-cell structure. I will a intro-
duce a method of finding and segregating different atomic sites or sub-lattices.
I will also outline the technical steps required to use the complex Fourier trans-
formof SI-STMspectroscopicmaps toprobe intra-unit-cell symmetrybreaking.
Focussing on cuprate superconductors, these methods will be used in Chap. 4
to determine the intricate intra-unit-cell structure of the charge density wave
in cuprates.

SI-STM is a real-space probe and therefore in principle retains all phase infor-
mation about spatial modulations, in contrast to scattering probes. One has access
to the full complex Fourier transform of conductance maps, g̃(�q, E), as opposed to
just the power spectrum |g̃(�q, E)|2.

This turns out to be incredibly useful for studying the structure of electronic states
within the unit cell. Consider the CuO2 plane with one copper and two oxygens
per unit cell. In a perfectly periodic lattice, these sets of different atoms or sub-
lattices will contribute to its Fourier transform with different phases. For instance,
in cuprates if we measure the function ReZ̃(( 2πa0 , 0), E) − ReZ̃((0, 2π

a0
), E), we are

directly measuring only differences in electronic structure between the two oxygen
sites in the unit cell [1]. The utility of phase-resolved SI-STM lies in this sub-lattice
specificity.

In order to enact such a scheme one must remove artifacts introduced in the
measurement process that distort the lattice in SI-STM spectroscopic maps away
from perfect periodicity. A procedure for correcting these distortions to give a perfect
lattice with the origin of co-ordinates lying on a specific atomic site, first introduced
by Lawler et al. in Ref. [1], will be described below.

Another advantage of mapping SI-STM data to a perfectly periodic lattice is that
it enables you to easily find the positions of atoms belonging to different sub-lattices.
Spectroscopic maps can then be segregated into several maps, each containing only
the sites of a single sub-lattice.

© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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All of these techniques will be heavily employed in Chap.4 where they are used to
make a direct detection of a d-symmetry form factor charge density wave in cuprates,
a state where a breaking of the symmetry between the oxygen sub-lattices within the
unit cell is periodically modulated in space.

As with the previous chapter, the rapid and fairly specialised development of the
field means that for completeness I must touch on a fairly large number of sub-topics,
some of which are fairly technical; one way to use this chapter might be to back-
reference to it from the main results chapters of the thesis rather than try to take in
every detail on first reading.

3.1 Data Acquisition Parameters

In order to implement sub-lattice segregated, phase-resolved SI-STM one requires
a large number of pixels within every unit cell. To effectively discriminate between
different sub-lattices we need at least three physical measurements along each Cu-
O-Cu bond; a minimum of 9 pixels per CuO2 plaquette. Measurements presented in
this thesis typically have between 9 and 25 pixels per unit cell. For Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ

this gives a pixel density 0.62–1.71Å−2 corresponding to between ≈400 × 400 and
650 × 650 measurement pixels in a typical 50nm × 50nm field of view.

3.2 Atomic Phase Correction Algorithm

I will now describe an algorithm for correcting picometer distortions in STM images
caused by the non-ideality of the scanner. Such an algorithm is required to sensi-
bly obtain intra-unit-cell information using the phase of spectroscopic map Fourier
transforms and is employed throughout this thesis. This algorithm was first designed
and implemented by Lawler et al. in Ref. [1].

Consider an atomically resolved STM topograph, T (�r), of a square lattice where
two orthogonal wave-vectors generate the atomic corrugations. These are the recip-
rocal lattice vectors �Qa = ( �Qax , �Qay) and �Qb = ( �Qbx , �Qby) with | �Qa| = | �Qb| =
2π/a0. The ideal topographic image of this perfect square lattice can be written as

Tideal(�r) = T0
[
cos( �Qa · �r) + cos( �Qb · �r)

]
. (3.1)

In SI-STM, T (�r) and its simultaneously measured spectroscopic current map,
I (�r , V ), and differential conductance map, g(�r , V ), are measured on a square array
of pixels with coordinates labeled �r = (x, y). The Fourier transform of T (�r),
T̃ (�q) = ReT̃ (�q) + i T̃ (�q), then exhibits two distinct peaks at �q = �Qa and �Qb.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_4
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In an actual experiment, T (�r) suffers picometer scale distortions from the ideal
representation in Eq.3.1 because of the time-dependent response of the piezo-tube
over the period of data acquisition (∼1week). This has the effect of applying a slowly
varying displacement field, �u(�r), to the atoms in the experimental topograph Texp(�r).
Identical distortions are also found in the spectroscopic data. Thus, a topographic
image, including distortions, is schematically written as

Texp(�r) = T0
[
cos( �Qa · (�r + �u(�r)) + cos( �Qb · (�r + �u(�r))

]
. (3.2)

Then, to remove the effects of �u(�r) requires a local transformation �r + �u(�r) �→ �r ′ so
that the corrected topograph Tcorr(�r) = Texp(�r ′). If �u(�r) is known exactly this results
in a perfect square lattice in Tcorr(�r). Thus we must establish a method to reliably
estimate �u(�r).

It helps to recast this problem in terms of the phase of the fundamental component
of atomic modulations at a given point �r

φ(�r) = �Qa · �r + θa(�r) (3.3)

φ(�r) = �Qa · �r + θa(�r) , (3.4)

where θi (�r) = �Qi · �u(�r) is an additional slowly varying phase generated by the
displacement field. If there were no distortions and the Texp(�r) image were perfectly
periodic then θi (�r) would be constant. In turn this recasts Eq.3.2 as

Texp(�r) = T0
[
cos(φa(�r)) + cos(φb(�r))

]
. (3.5)

From this perspective, the two-dimensional lattice in Eq.3.5 is a function of phase
alone. For example, the apex of every atom in the topographic image has the same
phase (modulo 2π) regardless of where it is in the image. When viewed in the �r
coordinates, the distance between such points of equal phase in the “perfect” lattice
and distorted lattice is not the same. The problem of correcting Texp(�r) then reduces
to finding a transformation to map points of equal phase in Texp(�r) and Tideal(�r) onto
each other. This is equivalent to finding a local transformation which makes θa(�r)
and θb(�r) constants over all space; call them θ̄a and θ̄b respectively.

θa(�r) and θb(�r) are determined by a “computational lock-in” method first used
by Slezak et al. [2]. Texp(�r) is first Fourier filtered, with filter width λ, separately for
the wave-vectors �Qa and �Qb to create two images T λ

a (�r) and T λ
b (�r). These are then

multiplied by reference sine and cosine functions with periodicity set by �Qa and �Qb

to yield four images

Xa(�r) = T λ
a (�r) × cos( �Qa · �r) , Ya(�r) = T λ

a (�r) × sin( �Qa · �r) (3.6)

Xb(�r) = T λ
b (�r) × cos( �Qb · �r) , Yb(�r) = T λ

b (�r) × sin( �Qb · �r) . (3.7)
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The phases θa(�r) and θb(�r) are then given by

θa(�r) = arctan
Ya(�r)
Xa(�r) , θb(�r) = arctan

Yb(�r)
Xb(�r) . (3.8)

It is then fairly simple to construct the transformation that needs to be applied to
Texp(�r). Let �r be a point on the unprocessed Texp(�r) and let �r ′ be the point of equal
phase on the perfect lattice periodic image, which needs to be determined. This
produces a set of relations

�Q·�r + θa(�r) = �Qa · �r ′ + θ̄a (3.9)

�Q·�r + θb(�r) = �Qb · �r ′ + θ̄b . (3.10)

To solve for u(�r) rewrite Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10 in matrix form

Q
(
x ′
y′

)
= Q

(
x
y

)
− Q

(
θ̄a − θa(�r)
θ̄b − θb(�r)

)
(3.11)

where

Q =
(
Qax Qay

Qbx Qby

)
. (3.12)

Because �Qa and �Qb are orthogonal, Q is invertible allowing one to solve for the
displacement field �u(�r) which maps �r to �r ′:

�u(�r) = Q−1

(
θ̄a − θa(�r)
θ̄b − θb(�r)

)
. (3.13)

In practice, we use the convention θi = 0 which generates a “perfect” lattice with an
atomic peak centered at the origin. This is equivalent to setting to zero the imaginary
component of the Bragg peaks in the Fourier transform.

To construct to corrected topograph, Tcorr (�r), one simply makes the assignment
Tcorr (�r) = Texp(�r + u(�r)).

3.3 Finding Atomic Positions

In order to examine tunnelling spectra of the individual atomic sub-lattices in a
material one must first find the locations of the different species of atom in the field
of view.Using the atomic phase correction procedure detailed in Sect. 3.2 this is fairly
simple in cuprates. Having mapped the topograph to a near perfect square lattice and
having set the origin of co-ordinates on an atomic site, we know that apices of the
atoms in the topograph appear at points where �Qa · �r = 0 mod 2π and �Qb · �r = 0
mod 2π.
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In Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ the cleavage plane is a BiO surface and the atomic contrast
originates from Bi atoms. It has been shown that the copper sites in the CuO2 plane
are registered to the Bi atoms to within a phase accuracy of 2% of 2π [3]. Thus in
spectroscopic maps we identify the positions of copper (Cu), x-directed oxygen (Ox )
and y-directed oxygen (Oy) using the criteria

�r ∈

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

�rCu θa = 0 mod 2π and θb = 0 mod 2π

�rOx θa = π mod 2π and θb = 0 mod 2π

�rOy θa = 0 mod 2π and θb = π mod 2π .

(3.14)

In NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2 the atoms primarily giving rise to atomic contrast in topogra-
phy are chlorine which, again, are positioned above the copper atoms in the CuO2

plane. As such the criteria listed in Eq.3.14 are also used for NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2.

3.4 Sub-lattice Segregation

Once lists of the positions of atoms lying in different sub-lattices have been con-
structed as detailed in Sect. 3.3, we can segregate maps according to sub-lattice
specific maps. From the three lists of atomic co-ordinates {�rCu}, {�rOx } and {�rOy },
three masking images, SCu(�r), SOx (�r) and SOy (�r) are created. These are discrete,
having the same number of pixels as the map we wish to segregate into sub-lattices,
M(�r).

For each of the elements in {�rCu}, the closest pixel in SCu(�r) is assigned the value
1 and all other pixels the value zero. The same process is carried out for {�rOx } and
SOx ; {�rOy } and SOy . To minimise the mismatch between the true atomic positions and
the pixel positions, the maps can be interpolated to higher pixel density.

If we wish to select more than 1 pixel around each atom, the isolated non-zero
values in SCu(�r), SOx (�r) and SOy (�r) can be replaced with appropriately sized square
blocks of ones. Typically between 1 and 9 pixels are used per atom.

The sub-lattice segregated functions Cu(�r), Ox(�r) and Oy(�r) are then given by

Cu(�r) = SCu(�r)M(�r) (3.15)

Ox (�r) = SOx (�r)M(�r) (3.16)

Oy(�r) = SOy (�r)M(�r) . (3.17)

Figure3.1a shows Z(�r , |E | = 150mV) for an NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2 sample with p ∼
12± 1%. In Fig. 3.1b–d I show sub-lattice segregated images Cu(�r), Ox (�r) and
Oy(�r) derived from (a).
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Fig. 3.1 aMeasured Z(�r , |E | = 150mV) for an NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2 sample with p ∼ 12± 1%. b
Copper sub-lattice segregated image,Cu(�r), with copper sites selected from a. c x-direction oxygen
sub-lattice segregated image, Ox (�r), with x-oxygen sites selected from a. d y-directed oxygen sub-
lattice segregated image, Oy(�r), with y-oxygen sites selected from a. The spatial mean has been
subtracted from b–d

3.5 Intra-Unit-Cell Spatial Registration of Measurements

Sometimes one would like to examine how the intra-unit-cell electronic structure
changes as a function of a tuning parameter, such as setup bias or magnetic field.
To do this we must register data sets, measured in the same field-of-view under
identical conditions apart from the change in tuning parameter, and register them to
each other with picometer accuracy. Unfortunately this is not possible to implement
directly in the measurement because of time-dependent variations in the response
of the piezo-tube to applied voltages. However, this can be implemented at the data
analysis stage.

For the two data sets to be registered, we will use their topographs, T1(�r) and
T2(�r), to align identical atoms in one data set with those in the other. The algorithm
is as follows:
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Fig. 3.2 Spatially registered
topographs of
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ taken at a
B = 8.25T and b B = 0T.
The images show a 65nm ×
65nm region of the sample
and are registered to within
10pm. Insets show
magnified images of the
region indicated by the
yellow squares
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1. Apply the phase-correction algorithm detailed in Sect. 3.2 to both T1(�r) and T2(�r)
to remove picometer distortions of the image introduced by non-ideality of the
piezo-tube.

2. T1(�r) and T2(�r) are then roughly aligned. This corrects for any small difference
in field-of-view between the measurements. It is implemented through an optimi-
sation process where rigid spatial translations are applied to T2(�r) to yield T ′

2(�r).
The parameter that is optimised is the cross-correlation of T ′

2(�r) and T1(�r).
3. For both T ′

2(�r) and T1(�r) the positions of the Cu, Ox andOy atoms are determined.
The positions of atoms 1 ... i in T1(�r) form a set {�r 1

i }. The identical set of atoms in
T ′
2(�r) have positions {�r 2

i }. The positions {�r 2
i } are used to form amesh byDelaunay

triangulation. Then, an affine transformation within each triangle of the mesh is
applied to move the points {�r 2

i } to positions {�r 1
i }, creating a topograph T ′′

2 (�r).
4. After this process, the atoms in topographs T1(�r) and T ′′

2 (�r) are registered with an
accuracy determined by the the filter size λ used in step 1, typically picometers
(see Sect. 3.2).

5. All transformations applied to T2(�r) and T ′
2(�r) are then applied to the simultane-

ously acquired spectroscopic maps.

Two registered topographs of a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ surface taken with B = 8.25T
and B = 0T respectively, registered with picometer accuracy, are shown in Fig. 3.2.
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Chapter 4
Atomic-Scale Electronic Structure
of the Cuprate d-Symmetry Form
Factor Charge Density Wave

The results of this chapter are reported in “Direct Phase-Sensitive Identification of a
d-Form Factor DensityWave in Underdoped Cuprates”, Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, 111, E3026 (2014) and “Atomic-Scale Electronic Structure of
the Cuprate d-Symmetry Form Factor Density Wave State”, Nature Physics, 12, 150
(2016).

This chapter details the use of sub-lattice segregated spectroscopic-imaging
STM to reveal the intra unit cell electronic structure of the charge density wave
in the cuprate superconductors Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ and NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2.

In Chap.1 I reviewed recent experimental evidence demonstrating that uncon-
ventional density wave order is a generic feature of cuprate superconductors. Many
authors have predicted that the charge densitywave (CDW) in cuprates should exhibit
a d-symmetry form factor, characterised by the modulation of a breaking of intra
unit cell rotational symmetry [1–17]. In this chapter I will demonstrate that the
short-ranged CDW order in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ and NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2 has a pre-
dominantly d-symmetry form factor, hitherto unobserved in nature.

While CDW order appears to be ubiquitous amongst cuprate materials, the mech-
anism of its formation, which lattice symmetries it breaks, and its relationship to
the pseudogap and high-temperature superconductivity are unknown. Furthermore,
little is understood about how the CDW is derived from or imparts itself upon the
electronic structure of the CuO2 plane. In this chapter I will utilise the development
of sub-lattice segregated spectroscopic-imaging STM (SI-STM), detailed in Chap.3,
to address these questions.

4.1 Form Factor Decomposition of Modulations
in the CuO2 Plane

In this chapter I will report on the detection of a predominantly d-symmetry form
factor CDW in cuprates. Such a CDW consists of an intra-unit-cell breaking of
rotational symmetry that is modulated periodically in space. In cuprates, the CuO2
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Fig. 4.1 Cu,Ox andOy orbitals, on the three sub-lattices in theCuO2 plane; �rCu sub-lattice contains
only the Cu sites, �rOx sub-lattice contains only the Ox sites, and �rOy sub-lattice contains only the
Oy sites

plane has three sub-lattices (Fig. 4.1): copper sites at positions {�rCu}, x-directed
oxygen sites at positions {�rOx } and y-directed oxygen sites at positions {�rOy }.

Density waves consisting of modulations on the x-directed oxygen sites (Ox )
that are distinct from those on the y-directed oxygen sites (Oy) can be challenging to
conceptualise. Among themanyways of organising density waves in the CuO2 plane,
one is to think of them as a modulation on the copper sites (Cu), a modulation on
the Ox sites, and a modulation on the Oy sites. The results presented in this chapter,
however, present a compelling case that another organisation captures the density
wave observed in a remarkably simple way. This way organises them by form factors
that I will call s, s’ and d.

The wave-vector of a CDW itself breaks rotational symmetry. This means that
the form factor of a CDW does not alone determine its rotational symmetries. Con-
sequently there is a freedom in the choice of form factor definition. Here I adopt
the convention introduced by Sachdev and La Placa in Ref. [10] which is detailed
in Appendix B. In the discussion below I will refer to spatial modulations of a den-
sity ρ(�r). This density could be any density-like observable (i.e., invariant under
time-reversal and spin rotations), such as charge or local density of states.

We can think of the form factor organisation as a modulation of intra-unit-cell
(�q = 0) electronic configurations whose point group symmetry is well defined, as
shown in Fig. 4.2. The �q = 0 s-symmetry form factor has a density,

ρ(�rCu) = As, ρ(�rOx ) = 0, ρ(�rOy ) = 0 , (4.1)

the �q = 0 s’-symmetry form factor has density,

ρ(�rCu) = 0, ρ(�rOx ) = As ′ , ρ(�rOy ) = As ′ , (4.2)

and the �q = 0 d-symmetry form factor has density,

ρ(�rCu) = 0, ρ(�rOx ) = AD, ρ(�rOy ) = −AD . (4.3)

As these three intra-unit-cell configurations preserve lattice translational symme-
try, they correspond to specific representations of the point group symmetry of the
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 4.2 a Schematic of uniform density on the Cu atoms (s-symmetry). The inactive O sites are
now indicated by black dots. b Schematic of uniform density on the O atoms (also an s-symmetry
referred to here as extended-s or s’-symmetry). The inactive Cu sites are indicated by black dots. c
Schematic pattern with opposite-sign density on Ox and Oy (d-symmetry). The inactive Cu sites are
indicated by black dots. d Real component of Fourier transform of the s-symmetry intra-unit-cell
patterns derived only from Cu sub-lattice in a and with no CDWmodulation. The Bragg peaks have
the same sign, indicating the intra-unit-cell states have s-symmetry. e Real component of Fourier
transform of the s’-symmetry intra-unit-cell patterns derived only from Ox and Oy sub-lattices in
b and with no CDW. The only Bragg peaks within the CuO2 reciprocal unit cell is at (0,0). f Real
component of Fourier transform of the d-symmetry intra-unit-cell patterns derived only from Ox
and Oy sub-lattices as shown in c and with no CDW modulation. The Bragg peaks now have the
opposite sign, indicating the intra-unit-cell states have d-symmetry

lattice.1 Phase-resolved Fourier transforms of each arrangement could reveal their
point group symmetry from the relative signs of the Bragg amplitudes. The s- and s’-
symmetry form factors both share 90◦ rotational symmetry in theirBragg-peak ampli-
tudes, whereas the Bragg-peak amplitudes for a d-symmetry form factor change sign
under 90◦ rotations as shown in Fig. 4.2. Thus, by studying the magnitude and sign of
the Bragg amplitudes in phase-resolved sub-lattice segregated SI-STM images, one

1Note that s- and s’-symmetry form factors both transform as the trivial representation of the point
group and thus, even at �q = 0, are not symmetry distinct.
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can extract the degree to which any translationally invariant intra-unit-cell arrange-
ment has an s, an s’, or a d-symmetry form factor.

The intra-unit-cell (�q = 0) nematic previously reported by phase-resolved STM
measurements in underdoped cuprates, in this description, consists of an admixture
of all three of these form factors [18–20]. The presence of a non-zero d-symmetry
component is that which indicates a breaking of the point group symmetry.

Modulating these form factors at �Q �= 0, we then obtain,

ρs(�r) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

As cos( �Q · �r + φs), �r = �rCu

0, �r = �rOx

0, �r = �rOy

(4.4)

ρs ′(�r) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

0, �r = �rCu

As ′ cos( �Q · �r + φs ′), �r = �rOx

As ′ cos( �Q · �r + φs ′), �r = �rOy

(4.5)

ρD(�r) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

0, �r = �rCu

AD cos( �Q · �r + φD), �r = �rOx

−AD cos( �Q · �r + φD), �r = �rOy ,

(4.6)

where φS,S′,D are the phases of each of the CDW form factor components. If, for
simplicity, we choose φS = φS′ = φD = φ(�r) and allow for spatial disorder of the
phase of the CDW we arrive at

ρ(�r) = [
S(�r) + S′(�r) + D(�r)] cos( �Q · �r + φ(�r)) , (4.7)

with S(�r) = AS if �r ∈ �rCu and otherwise zero; S′(�r) = AS′ if �r ∈ �rOx or �rOy and
otherwise zero; D(�r) = AD if �r ∈ �rOx , −AD if �r ∈ �rOy and otherwise zero.

Switching back to the individual sub-lattice picture we can see that an s-symmetry
form factorCDWconsists of amodulation of theCu sites alone.An s’-symmetry form
factor CDW will modulate the Ox and Oy sites with equal amplitude and in-phase.
In the case of a d-symmetry form factor CDW, the Ox and Oy sites are modulated
with equal amplitude but in anti-phase. This π phase shift between the oxygen sub-
lattices is the essence of the d-symmetry form factor and encodes the local breaking
of rotation symmetry. Cartoons of these different form factor modulations are shown
Fig. 4.3a–c.

A generic CDW can actually have S, S′, and D all nonzero because the direction-
ality of the modulation wave-vector �Q breaks rotational symmetry itself. Therefore,
to measure the form factor components of a CDW, one should consider the structure
of its Fourier transform. Figure4.3d–f show the Fourier transforms for s-, s’ and
d-symmetry form factor CDWs respectively.

For an s-symmetry form factor CDWwith wave-vector �Qx , the Fourier transform
(Fig. 4.3d) will exhibit peaks at the primary wave-vectors ± �Qx , as well as Bragg-
satellites �Q′ = (1, 0) ± �Qx and �Q′′ = (0, 1) ± �Qx . In the absence of disorder all
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-

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (f)(e)

Fig. 4.3 a Spatial modulation with wave-vector �Q = (Q, 0) of the s-symmetry intra-unit-cell
patterns in Fig. 4.2a is described by ρS(�r) = S(�r) cos( �Q · �r); only Cu sites are active. The inactive
O sites are indicated by black dots. b Spatial modulation with wave-vector �Q of the patterns in
Fig. 4.2b described by ρ′

S(�r) = S′(�r) cos( �Q · �r); only Ox and Oy sites are active but they are
always equivalent within each unit cell. The inactive Cu sites are indicated by black dots. c Spatial
modulation with wave-vector �Q of the patterns in Fig. 4.2c described by ρD(�r) = D(�r) cos( �Q · �r);
only Ox and Oy sites are relevant but now they are always inequivalent and indeed π out of phase. d
Reρ̃S(�q), the real component of Fourier transform of the pattern in a. For this s-form factor CDW,
the CDW satellites of Bragg peaks �Q′ and �Q′′ exhibit the same sign. e Reρ̃S′ (�q), the real component
of Fourier transform of the pattern in b. For this s’-form factor CDW, the peaks at �Q are clear but
there are no Bragg-satellites at �Q′ and �Q′′. f Reρ̃D(�q), the real component of Fourier transform of
the pattern in c. For this d-symmetry form factor CDW, the CDW Bragg-satellite peaks at �Q′ and
�Q′′ exhibit opposite sign. More profoundly, because they are out of phase by π the contributions
of Ox and Oy sites in each unit cell cancel, resulting in the disappearance of the CDW modulation
peaks �Q within the Brillouin zone (dashed box)

peaks will have the same sign. An s’-symmetry form factor CDW will also have
peaks the primary wave-vector ± �Qx , but not at the Bragg-satellites (Fig. 4.3e).

A d-symmetry form factor has modulations on both oxygen sub-lattices but with
a π phase shift between them. This leads to a cancellation of the peaks at the primary
wave-vectors ± �Qx within the first Brillouin zone (dashed box Fig. 4.3f). However,
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there will be peaks at the Bragg satellites �Q′ = (1, 0) ± �Qx and �Q′′ = (0, 1) ± �Qx

but with a sign change between them. An equivalent effect is seen for the �q = 0 case
in Fig. 4.2f.

These distinct patterns of peaks in the Fourier transforms allow us to measure the
relative proportion of each form factor component in a CDW. A strategy for doing
so using sub-lattice segregated SI-STM will be discussed in Sect. 4.3, with specific
emphasis on the experimental signatures of a predominantly d-symmetry form factor
CDW. The next section will discuss theoretical proposals for why a cuprate CDW
might possess this quality.

4.2 Proposals for a d-Symmetry Form Factor CDW
in Cuprates

Many recent theories of a cuprate CDWpredict that it should exhibit a predominantly
d-symmetry form factor [1–17]. These theories can be assigned to one of three
broad categories with regard to their physical reason for the predominance of the
d-symmetry form factor.

One class of models used to consider a cuprate CDW are the spin-fermion “hot-
spot” models [5–8, 12, 14, 15]. In these models a complete hole-like Fermi surface
arising from an effective one-band model of the CuO2 plane is coupled to anti-
ferromagnetic spin fluctuations. The effective interaction between fermions can lead
to both particle-particle and particle-hole instabilities. The former is an instability
to dx2−y2 superconductivity and the latter an instability towards a CDW with a pre-
dominantly d-symmetry form factor [5]. In both cases the d-wave character of the
order arises from the momentum dependence of the effective interaction. The effec-
tive interaction is maximal and repulsive on-site, but attractive on nearest neighbour
sites [21]. This naturally leads to d-wave like ordering.

Another potential physical reason for a predominantly d-symmetry form factor
CDW in cuprates is coupling to a phononwith dx2−y2 character [3, 4]. Such a scenario
is supported by “kinks” in the band dispersion, as determined by ARPES, associated
with coupling to a B1g phonon [22] as well as the softening of phonon modes at the
CDW wave-vector in YBa2Cu3O6+x [23].

The third scenario is that the predominantly d-symmetry form factor of the CDW
arises as a result of the Coulomb interaction within the unit cell [9, 13, 16, 17].
The large on-site Coulomb repulsion (Hubbard U) for the Cu 3d orbitals acts to
suppress charge modulations on this site, naturally favouring a modulation in the
occupation of oxygen 2px,y orbitals instead (an s’ or d-symmetry form factor). The
Coulomb interaction between the x and y directed oxygen sites will then favour a
predominantly d-symmetry from factor CDW.Additionally this would alsominimise
the net charge accumulation within the unit cell and hence reduce the long range
coulomb interaction between unit cells [24].
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4.3 SI-STM Signatures of a d-Symmetry Form
Factor CDW

With the recent development of STM techniques to image intra-unit-cell electronic
structure detailed in Chap.3 [18–20, 25], it was suggested by Subir Sachdev that
a practical approach to determining the form factor of underdoped cuprate CDWs
would be to partition each such image of the CuO2 electronic structure into three
separate images. The first image contains only the measured values at Cu sites,
Cu(�r), and the other two images Ox (�r) and Oy(�r) contain only the measurements
at the x/y-directed oxygen sites. Once the original electronic structure image is thus
separated, the phase-resolved Fourier transform of Cu(�r), Ox (�r) and Oy(�r) (C̃u(�q),
Õx (�q), Õy(�q)) may, in principle, be used to reveal the form factor of a CDW.

Figure4.4a shows a �q = 0 state with a d-symmetry form factor, a state known
as an intra-unit-cell nematic. Its phase-resolved Fourier transform (Fig. 4.4b) has a
sign change between Bragg peaks that are related by 90◦ rotations. In Fig. 4.4c this
�q = 0 state is modulated at the wave-vector �Q = �Qx to give a d-symmetry form
factor CDW. By considering the two trajectories parallel to �Qx marked Ox and Oy ,
we see that the amplitude of the wave on Ox is exactly π out of phase with that
along the adjacent trajectory on Oy . For this reason, when its Fourier transform is
determined in Fig. 4.4d, no peaks occur at the primary wave-vectors ± �Qx , inside
the first Brillouin zone (dashed box). The second distinctive feature of the Fourier
transform is that the Bragg satellite peaks at �Q′ = (1, 0)± �Qx and �Q′′ = (0, 1)± �Qx

have opposite sign.
A d-symmetry form factor CDWwithmodulations along both x and y axes at �Q =

(Q, 0); (0, Q) should then exhibit two key characteristics exemplified by Fig. 4.4e
whose equivalent experimental information is contained in ReÕx (�q)+ReÕy(�q). The
first is thatmodulationpeaks at± �Q shoulddisappear in ReÕx (�q)+ReÕy(�q)whereas
the Bragg-satellite peaks at �Q′ = (1, 0)± �Q and �Q′′ = (0, 1)± �Qx should exist with
opposite sign as shown in Fig. 4.4e (the same being true for ImÕx (�q) + ImÕy(�q)).

The second predicted characteristic is that the primary CDW peaks at ± �Q
should exist clearly in ReÕx (�q) − ReÕy(�q) whereas their Bragg-satellite peaks
at �Q′ = (1, 0) ± �Q and �Q′′ = (0, 1) ± �Qx should disappear (the same being true
for ImÕx (�q) − ImÕy(�q)). This is required because, if all Oy sites are multiplied
by −1, as when we take the difference ReÕx (�q) − ReÕy(�q), a d-symmetry form
factor CDW is converted to an s’-form factor CDW. For this reason, the signature
of a d-symmetry form factor CDW in ReÕx (�q) − ReÕy(�q) is that it should exhibit
the characteristics of Fig. 4.4f. A calculation demonstrating that these signatures are
robust, in the presence of arbitrary disorder of the CDW amplitude and phase is
presented in Appendix C.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_3
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Fig. 4.4 a Schematic of translationally invariant electronic structure pattern with opposite-sign
density on Ox and Oy (d symmetry). The inactive Cu sites are indicated by gray circles. Inset
shows elementary Cu, Ox , and Oy orbitals, on the three sub-lattices in the CuO2 plane. b Fourier
transform of the �q = 0 C4-breaking pattern of opposite-sign density on Ox and Oy in a. The Bragg
peaks have the opposite sign, as a result of the intra-unit-cell states having d-symmetry. c Schematic
of a d-symmetry form factor CDW ρD(�r) = D(�r) cos( �Qx · �r) with the origin chosen at a Cu site
and modulating only along the x-axis. The colors represent the density ρD(�r) at every oxygen
site. Two thin lines are shown; one labeled Ox traverses parallel to �Qx and passes only through
oxygen sites oriented along the x axis, and the second one labeled Oy again traverses parallel to
�Qx but passes only through oxygen sites oriented along the y axis. The colour scale demonstrates
how the amplitude of the CDW is exactly π out of phase along these two trajectories. d The real
component of the Fourier transform of the pattern in c. For this d-symmetry form factor CDW, the
Bragg-satellite peaks at �Q′ and �Q′′ exhibit opposite sign. More profoundly, because they are out
of phase by π, the modulations of Ox and Oy sites cancel, resulting in the disappearance of the
CDWmodulation peaks at± �Q within the first Brillouin zone (dashed box). e The Fourier transform
ReÕx (�q)+ReÕy(�q) of a dsymmetry form factor CDWhavingmodulations at �Q = (Q, 0); (0, Q);
the CDW satellites at �Q′ and �Q′′ exhibit opposite sign, and the primary CDW modulation peaks
at ± �Q have disappeared from within the first Brillouin zone, as indicated by open circles. f The
Fourier transform ReÕx (�q) − ReÕy(�q) of a dsymmetry form factor CDW having modulations
at �Q = (Q, 0); (0, Q); the CDW satellites of inequivalent Bragg peaks at �Q′ and �Q′′ now cancel
whereas the primary CDW modulation peaks at ± �Q are robust within the first Brillouin zone
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4.4 Detection of a d-Symmetry Form Factor CDW
in Cuprates

In this section I will present sub-lattice segregated, phase-resolved SI-STM data on
the short-ranged incommensurateCDWinBi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ andNaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2
[25–27]. These data provide a direct determination of the CDW form factor, allowing
the hypothesis that these CDWs exhibit a predominantly d-symmetry form factor to
be tested.

Throughout this section I will refer to the non-dispersing modulations at
wave-vectors �Qx ≈ (0.25, 0)2π/a0 and �Qy ≈ (0, 0.25)2π/a0 observed in SI-STM
spectroscopic maps as a CDW. This is justified because, despite STM not directly
measuring local charge density, the quantities measured by STM are scalar, phase
invariant and time-reversal invariant quantities. This does not in itself mean that the
state is not best described microscopically by another order such as a spin density
wave or pair density wave but, as described in Sect. 6.3, these orders will generally
induce attendant CDW components. The only modulations that may manifest in the
local density of states are those of the symmetry allowed CDW components. In this
sense, the assignment of non-dispersive modulations in SI-STM spectroscopic maps
to CDW modulations is rigorously justified.

I will begin by analysing the energy integrated function R(�r , E) = I (�r ,+|E |)/
I (�r ,−|E |) which, as detailed in Sect. 2.4.2, naturally includes greater contributions
from the non-dispersing modulations expected of a CDW. It also removes the setup-
effect artifact discussed in Chap. 2. In Sect. 4.5 I will go on to discuss how the CDW
imparts itself on the energy-resolved tunnelling spectra using the functions g(�r , E)

and Z(�r , E) = g(�r ,+|E |)/g(�r ,−|E |).

4.4.1 Form Factor Measurement Using Sub-Lattice
Segregated SI-STM

As detailed in Chap.2, to study non-trivial intra-unit-cell structure it is highly advan-
tageous to collect data with many pixels within each unit cell, whilst maintaining a
large field-of-view (FOV). This allows for effective discrimination of distinct atomic
sites in the lattice. Data acquired under these circumstances are displayed in Fig. 4.5a
which shows the measured R(�r , |E | = 150meV) for a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ sample
with hole concentration p ∼ 8 ± 1%. This field-of-view (FOV) contains ∼15,000
each of individually resolved Cu, Ox , and Oy sites. Figure4.5b shows a magnified
part of this R(�r) with Cu sites indicated by blue dots.

Figure4.5c is the simultaneous topographic image fromwhich the positions of the
Cu, Ox , and Oy atoms are determined. The atomic contrast in this topograph comes
primarily from the Bi atoms of the BiO surface layer. These atoms sit directly above
the Cu sites in the CuO plane and indicate their positions [20]. Oxygen sites are
assumed to lie equidistant between Cu sites. The detailed algorithm for determining
atomic positions is discussed in Chap.3.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_6
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_3
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Fig. 4.5 a Measured R(�r)
with ∼16 pixels within each
CuO2 unit cell and ∼45nm
square FOV for a
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ sample
with p = 8 ± 1%. This R(�r)
electronic structure image
reveals extensive local
intra-unit-cell C4 symmetry
breaking [18, 28, 29]. b
Smaller section of R(�r) in
FOV of a, now showing the
location of the Cu lattice as
blue dots. The well-known
breaking of C4 rotational
symmetry within virtually
every CuO2 unit cell and the
modulations thereof are
obvious. c Topographic
image of FOV in b showing
Cu lattice sites as identified
from the Bi atom locations as
blue dots. By using the
Lawler–Fujita algorithm [18,
20] spatial-phase accuracy
for the CuO2 plane of
∼0.01π is achieved
throughout. d In the same
FOV as b, we measure the
value of R at every Ox site
and show the resulting
function Ox (�r). e In the
same FOV as b, we measure
the value of R at every Oy
site and show the resulting
function Oy(�r)

(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure4.5d, e show the segregation of measured R(�r) into two oxygen sub-lattice
images Ox (�r) and Oy(�r) determined from Fig. 4.5b. Larger FOV Cu, Ox and Oy

sub-lattice segregated images, derived from Fig. 4.5a, are shown in Fig. 4.6.
Now consider the complex Fourier transforms of Ox (�r) and Oy(�r), Õx (�q) and

Õy(�q), as shown in Fig. 4.7a, b. I show only the real part here but both real and
imaginary parts are shown in Appendix D. Each of these exhibit broad peaks at
wave-vectors �Qx,y within the first Brillouin zone. They also exhibit Bragg-satellite
peaks at wave-vectors �Q′ = (1, 0)2π/a0 ± �Qx,y and �Q′′ = (0, 1)2π/a0 ± �Qx,y . In
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Fig. 4.6 aMeasured R(�r) for Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ sample with p ∼ 8± 1%. These data are a subset
of Fig. 4.5a. b Copper site segregated image, Cu(�r), with copper sites selected from a. c x-directed
oxygen sub-lattice segregated image, Ox (�r), with x-oxygen sites selected from a. d y-directed
oxygen-site segregated image, Oy(�r), with y-oxygen sites selected from a. The spatial mean has
been subtracted from b–d

Sect. 4.3 we concluded that to search for a CDW with a predominantly d-symmetry
form factorwe should look at the combinations of these sub-lattice Fourier transforms
Õx (�q)±Õy(�q). Upon calculating the sum ReÕx (�q)+ReÕy(�q) as shown in Fig. 4.7c,
we find no CDWmodulation peaks in the vicinity of �Qx,y . This is exactly as expected
for a CDWwith a d-symmetry form factor and results from the π phase shift between
the modulation on x and y directed oxygen sub-lattices.

The peaks at �Qx,y inside the first Brillouin zone that are weak in Fig. 4.7a, b and
absent in Fig. 4.7c are clearly visible in ReÕx (�q) − ReÕy(�q) as shown in Fig. 4.7d.
Hence the absence of this feature in ReÕx (�q) + ReÕy(�q) cannot be ascribed to
broadness of the features surrounding �q = 0; rather, it is due to a high-fidelity phase
cancellation between the modulations on Ox and Oy occurring with �q ∼ �Qx,y .

Finally, the Bragg-satellite peaks at �Q′ and �Q′′ that were clear in ReÕx (�q) +
ReÕy(�q) are absent in ReÕx (�q) − ReÕy(�q). Comparison of these observations
with predictions for a d-symmetry form factor CDW in Fig. 4.4 demonstrates that
the modulations at �Qx,y maintain a phase difference of approximately π between Ox

and Oy within each unit cell and therefore constitute a CDW with a predominantly
d-symmetry form factor.
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Fig. 4.7 a Measured ReÕx from R(�r) in Fig. 4.5a. It shows four CDW peaks at �Qx,y and 16
CDW Bragg-satellite peaks. b ReÕx from R(�r) in Fig. 4.5a. Again, it shows four CDW peaks at
�Qx,y and 16 CDW Bragg-satellite peaks. c Measured ReÕx (�q) + ReÕy(�q) from a and b. The
four CDW peaks at �Qx,y are not detectable whereas the CDW Bragg-satellite peaks are enhanced
and well resolved. Compared to Fig. 4.4, these are the expected phenomena of a d-symmetry form
factor CDW. dMeasured ReÕx (�q)− ReÕy(�q) from a and b. The primary CDW peaks at �Qx,y are
strongly enhanced whereas the CDWBragg-satellite peaks have disappeared. Compared to Fig. 4.4,
these are once again the expected phenomena of a d-symmetry form factor. e Measured ReÕx for
an NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2 sample with p ∼ 12± 1%. It shows four CDW peaks at �Qx,y and 16 CDW
Bragg-satellite peaks. f Measured ReÕx for NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2. It also shows four CDW peaks at
�Qx,y and 16 CDW Bragg-satellite peaks. gMeasured ReÕx (�q) + ReÕy(�q) from e and f. The four
CDW peaks at Qx,y are no longer detectable whereas the CDW Bragg-satellite peaks are enhanced
and well resolved. Compared to Fig. 4.4, these are the expected phenomena of a d-symmetry form
factor CDW. (h) Measured ReÕx (�q) − ReÕy(�q) from e and f. The four CDW peaks at �Qx,y are
enhanced whereas the CDW Bragg-satellite peaks have disappeared. Compared to Fig. 4.4, these
confirm the conclusion that the CDW has a predominantly d-symmetry form factor
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To demonstrate that these phenomena are not a specific property of a given crystal
symmetry, surface termination layer, or cuprate material family, we carry out the
identical analysis on data from NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2 samples with p ∼ 12 ± 1%. For
this compound, Fig. 4.7e, f show the measured ReÕx (�q) and ReÕy(�q). Again, the
absence of CDW peaks at �Qx,y in Fig. 4.7g, which shows ReÕx (�q) + ReÕy(�q), is
due to cancellation between Ox and Oy contributions, as these peaks are visible in
ReÕx (�q) − ReÕy(�q).

ReÕx (�q)− ReÕy(�q) reveals again that the peaks at �Qx,y inside the first Brillouin
zone that are invisible in Fig. 4.7g become vivid in Fig. 4.7h, whereas the Bragg-
satellites disappear. One can see directly that these results are comprehensively con-
sistentwith observations in Fig. 4.7a–d,meaning that theCDWofNaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2
also exhibits a robust d-symmetry form factor. This observation rules out materials
systematics as the source of the signal and therefore signifies that these d-symmetry
form factor charge correlations are an intrinsic property of the underdoped CuO2

plane, at least in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ and NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2.
One can quantify the magnitude of the s-, s’-, and d-symmetry form factor com-

ponents of the observed CDW near �Qx,y . As form factor specific measures of CDW
amplitude I introduce the complex Fourier transforms

S(�q) = C̃u(�q) (4.8)

S′(�q) = 1

2

[
Õx (�q) − Õy(�q)

]
(4.9)

D(�q) = 1

2

[
Õx (�q) − Õy(�q)

]
, (4.10)

where the factors of two arise because there are twice as many atomic sites included
in S′(�r) and D(�r) as in S(�r). In Fig. 4.8a–c I show the power spectral densities
|S(�q)|2, |S′(�q)|2 and |D(�q)|2. Note that (b) and (c) show the same pattern of peaks
as Fig. 4.7c, d, indicating that the conclusions drawn from the real part of the Fourier
transform hold for the full complex Fourier transform. In Fig. 4.8d, line-cuts along
the dashed lines through �Qx,y in Fig. 4.8 show that the d-form factor component is
by far the predominant component. No peak above the background is evident at �Qx,y

in |S(�q)|2 and |S′(�q)|2.
This information can now be used to understand the real-space patterns observed

by intra-unit-cell resolution STM [18, 28, 29]. In Fig. 4.9a I show one typical wave-
length of the CDW in underdoped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ and NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2. Here
the CDW modulations are almost entirely along the x-direction and the electronic
structure retains lattice translational symmetry along y. I will term this a unidirec-
tional domain.

In Fig. 4.9b I plot a simulation of one 4a0 wavelength of a unidirectional d-
symmetry form factor CDW. Comparison with Fig. 4.9a is a compelling real-space
confirmation that the CDW in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ and NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2 is an ≈4a0
period modulation with a predominately d-symmetry form factor.
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Fig. 4.8 Power spectral-density (PSD) Fourier transforms a |S(�q)|2, b |S′(�q)|2 and c |D(�q)|2. The
spectral weight proximal to �Qx,y in these images provides a measure of the relative weight of the s-,
s’-, and d-symmetry form factor contributions to the CDW respectively. d |S(�q)|2 (black), |S′(�q)|2
(red) and |D(�q)|2 (blue) plotted along the dashed line through �Qx,y shown in a–c. The d-symmetry
form factor is clearly predominant

Recent advances in resonant x-ray scattering methods have allowed access to
similar information in the bulk [26]. A special geometry where the sample is rotated
by an angle α about an axis parallel to the CDW ordering wave-vector �Q is used.
Through analysis of the scattering intensity for scans in momentum space through
�Q as a function of α and of incident photon polarisation these studies concluded that
the charge order in YBa2Cu3O6+x has a predominantly d-symmetry form factor [30].

Resonant x-ray scattering is primarily sensitive tomodulations in the valence elec-
tronic states [26]. In contrast, conventional (non-resonant) x-ray diffraction experi-
ments are sensitive to modulations in the total electronic charge, typically dominated
by the concomitant displacement of atomic positions and core electrons. By studying
the CDW hard x-ray diffraction peaks in many Brillouin zones for YBa2Cu3O6+x ,
Forgan et al. found the three-dimensional pattern of atomic displacements associated
with the CDW. These results are consistent with a predominantly d-symmetry form
factor [31].
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Fig. 4.9 a Measured R(�r) images of local unidirectional CDW patterns that commonly occur in
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ and NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2 [18, 28, 29]. The Cu and Ox sites (labeled by solid
and dashed arrows, respectively) were determined independently and directly from topographic
images. b (Left) d-symmetry form factor CDW model with �Q = (0.25, 0)2π/a0 and amplitude
maximum on the central Ox site (dashed arrow). (Right) The calculated density-wave pattern
from this model. Therefore, a d-symmetry form factor CDW model with this particular spatial
phase provides an excellent explanation for the patterns observed in a and reported previously in
[18, 28, 29]

As a counterpoint this, resonant x-ray scattering studies of La2−xBaxCuO4+δ have
revealed that the charge order has a predominantly s’-symmetry form factor [32].
This is just one of the many differences between charge order in La2CuO4 based
cuprates and the other cuprate materials explored in this chapter.

It is perhaps not surprising that the predominance of one specific form factor of
the CDW is not universal across cuprate materials. After all, these form factors do
not uniquely determine the point group symmetry of the CDW. Hence, long-range
ordered versions of the CDW present in different materials would not constitute
different states of matter (based on the set of symmetries they break). However,
differences in predominant form factor between materials may give some insight
into the microscopic mechanism of charge ordering in these materials.

The high-temperature superconductivity and the CDW form factor share a dx2−y2

symmetry in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ , NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2 and YBa2Cu3O6+x . Does this
observation have any significance? For a certain class of cuprate CDW theories; yes.
In spin-fermion “hot-spot” models, CDW and d-wave superconductivity are formed
by the exchange of (π,π) spin-fluctuations between the eight “hot-spots” where the
Fermi surface intersects the anti-ferromagnetic zone boundary [33]. In this situation,
there is a deep connection between the symmetry of the superconductivity and the
form factor of the CDW because they arise from the same fermions and the same
interactions. However, the applicability of these models to real cuprate materials has
been questioned [24].

In a less model specific way, d-wave superconductivity and short-ranged d-
symmetry form factor CDW are, in a sense, natural partners. The form factor for
scattering of Bogoliubov quasi-particles from a puddle of d-symmetry form fac-
tor CDW is vanishing at the d-wave nodes, thus protecting the coherence of nodal
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quasi-particles in what have been termed “cold-spots” [34]. It is tempting to draw
a connection between the s’-symmetry form factor (for which no such protection
exists) and the extremely small Tc in the stripe phase of in La2−xBaxCuO4+δ .

Combining these x-ray studies with our STM results we can conclude that the
charge order in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ , NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2 and YBa2Cu3O6+x all have
a predominantly d-symmetry form factor. This discovery is in accord with many
theoretical treatments of charge order in the CuO2 plane [1–17]. However, this does
not in itself allowus to discriminate between differentmechanismofCDWformation.
For this we will require additional information. To this end, the following sections
will investigate the temperature dependence of the CDW, whether it is unidirectional
(stripe-like) or bi-directional (chequerboard-like) and how the CDWmanifests itself
in the energy resolved tunnelling spectrum.

4.4.2 Temperature Dependence of the CDW Phenomena

So far all data shown were taken deep in the superconducting state (T 	 Tc). How-
ever, x-ray scattering studies show that the CDW correlations onset at a temperature
TCDW > Tc [26]. I will now compare and contrast sub-lattice segregated SI-STM
data taken with T < TCDW but for T < Tc and T > Tc. Figure4.10a shows a typical
Z(�r , 150meV) image of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x with p = 8% for T < Tc in the super-
conducting phase. Figure4.10b shows the equivalent Z(�r , 150meV) for T > Tc
in the cuprate pseudogap phase for a sample of the same doping. Both visually in
real-space and through their Fourier transforms |D̃(�q)|2, no pronounced differences
in phenomenology are observed between the two.

The clear peaks at �Qx,y in |D̃(�q)|2 (Fig. 4.10c, d) with approximately the same
line-width indicate a predominantly d-symmetry form factor CDW with approxi-
mately the same correlation length above and below Tc. Figure4.10 shows some
evidence for an enhanced s’ component of the CDW above Tc, but this has not been
systematically studied.

These observations show that the CDWdetected in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ for T 	 Tc
persists to temperatures above Tc (but below TCDW) with little change in phenom-
enology. That these conductance modulations (specifically those at |E | ≈ �1) are
essentially unchanged between T < Tc and T > Tc is significant for their inter-
pretation. It implies that these modulations are not the spectroscopic signature of a
modulation in charge caused by the co-existence of the d-wave superconductivity
with a pair density wave with wave-vector �Qx,y . As will be explained in detail in
Sect. 6.6, this scenario would entail a disappearance of the conductance modulations
above Tc which is clearly not observed in experiment.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_6
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(a) (b)

(c) (e) (f)(d)

(g) (h)

Fig. 4.10 a Measured Z(�r , 150meV) at T < Tc in the superconducting phase of p ∼ 8% hole-
doped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ (T = 4.2K). b Measured Z(�r , 150meV) at T > Tc in the pseudogap
phase of p ∼ 8% hole-doped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ (T ∼ 45K). The CDWphenomena are essentially
indistinguishable from observations at T < Tc. c The d-symmetry form factor power spectral
density |DZ (�q, |E |)|2 = |(Õ Z

x (�q, |E |) − Õ Z
y (�q, |E |))/2|2 determined from sub-lattice segregated

analysis of data in a. d |DZ (�q, |E |)|2 determined from sub-lattice segregated analysis of data in
b. The �q-space structure of the CDW phenomenology is identical in the pseudogap phase and
in the superconducting phase (apart from a slightly larger s’-symmetry form factor component).
e, f Using only the regions within the dashed circles in c and d the �r -space amplitudes of the
CDW in a and b are calculated for modulations along �Qx and �Qy . Then using F(�r) = (|Dx (�r)| −
|Dy(�r)|)/(|Dx (�r)+|Dy(�r)|) regions primarily modulating along y-axis with−1.0 < F(�r) < −0.3
are shaded blue. Regions primarily modulating along x-axis with +0.3 < F(�r) < +1.0 are shaded
orange. g Configuration of unidirectional d-symmertry form factor CDWmodulations contained in
a at T < Tc. The unidirectionality colour scale for F(�r) demonstrated in e and f is overlaid on the
data in a. The dashed circle shows the �r -space radius equivalent to the �q-space filter used to generate
the Dx,y(�r) images by Fourier filtering. hDomain configuration of unidirectional d-symmetry form
factor CDWmodulations contained in figure at T > Tc. The unidirectionality colour scale for F(�r)
demonstrated in e and f is overlaid on the data in b. The dashed circle has same definition as in g
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4.4.3 Short-Range Unidirectional CDW Domains

I will now go on to discuss how the objects shown in Fig. 4.9a are tiled in space to
fill a large field of view. Although elements indistinguishable from Fig.4.9a can be
seen in Fig. 4.10a, b, no long-range order is obvious. In Fourier space this manifests
itself as the broad peaks in Fig. 4.10c, d. These correspond to a spatial correlation
length of ≈24Å(6.3a0 or ∼1.6 CDW wavelengths).

To explore the spatial arrangements of the CDWI introduce the complex functions
Dx (�r) and Dy(�r), which are a spatially-resolved measure of the d-symmetry form
factor amplitude. D(�q) is Fourier filtered around the wave-vectors �Qx,y to determine
the complex-valued Dx,y(�r), as detailed in Sect. 2.8. Summarising, we take the full
complex Fourier transform D(�q) and Fourier filter to create two complex real-space
maps of d-symmetry Form Factor CDW amplitude at wave-vectors �Qx,y ,

Dx (�r) = 2

(2π)2

∫

d �qei �q·�r D̃(�q)e− (�q− �Qx )2

2�2 (4.11)

Dy(�r) = 2

(2π)2

∫

d �qei �q·�r D̃(�q)e− (�q− �Qy )2

2�2 , (4.12)

where �−1 is the characteristic length scale over which variations in Dx,y(�r) can
be resolved and is set by the filter width in Fourier space. The magnitudes of these
functions,

|Dx(�r)| =
√

(ReDx (�r))2 + ImDx (�r))2 (4.13)

|Dy(�r)| =
√

(ReDy(�r))2 + ImDy(�r))2 , (4.14)

represent the local amplitude of d-symmetry form factor CDW modulations along
�Qx and �Qy respectively. As such, we may visualise the local directionality of CDW
domains through

F(�r) = |Dx (�r | − |Dy(�r |
|Dx (�r | + |Dy(�r | . (4.15)

Through its sign, this function will identify regions where the CDW modulation is
primarily along the x or y axis.

Figure4.10e, f shows how regions of −1.0 < F(�r) < −0.3 (shaded blue) are
primarily modulating along y-axis whereas regions +0.3 < F(�r) < +1.0 (shaded
orange) are primarily modulating along x-axis (those with −0.3 < F(�r) < +0.3
shaded white appear at boundaries). Figure4.10g, h reveal the results of this analysis
for the data in Fig. 4.10a, b respectively.

Overall, the system is configured into spatial regions within which the CDWalong
only one direction is dominant. By overlaying the colour scale for F(�r) on the data in
Fig. 4.10a, b to create Fig. 4.10g, h, one can see directly these unidirectional domains
of short-ranged CDW.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
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That the CDW in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ is short-ranged (short correlation length) is
quantitatively consistent with x-ray scattering studies [35]. Similarly short correla-
tion lengths (�80 Å) are observed in Bi2−yPbySr2−xLaxCuO6+δ , HgBa2CuO4+δ and
YBa2Cu3O6+x [26, 36–38]. That the CDW is not long-ranged in these materials is
not surprising. A Ginzburg–Landau analysis shows that an incommensurate CDW
cannot be truly long ranged ordered in a system with quenched charge disorder,
which is present in all of these materials [39]. But is disorder the factor limiting
correlation lengths or are the short correlation lengths a more intrinsic property of
the CuO2 plane?

The question of whether disorder is limiting the zero magnetic field CDW cor-
relation length in YBa2Cu3O6+x was addressed by Achkar et al. [40]. They used
resonant x-ray scattering to measure oxygen-ordered YBa2Cu3O6+x samples before
and after disordering the oxygens in the chain layer by heating and quench-cooling.
They concluded that while the additional disorder did reduce the scattering intensity
in the CDW peaks, it did not significantly alter the wave-vector or correlation length.
This suggests that disorder is not the factor limiting the CDW correlation length in
YBa2Cu3O6+x .

That the in-plane correlation length is seen to peak and then decrease again below
Tc with decreasing temperature in YBa2Cu3O6+x suggests the role of superconduc-
tivity in limiting the correlation length [41, 42]. Further weight is added to this by
the observation in YBa2Cu3O6+x , at B = 30T, of a magnetic field induced CDW
with a resolution limited in-plane correlation length ξ ≥ 230Å [43].

In our STMstudies of bothBi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ andNaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2 we find that
the short-range ordered CDW takes the form of small locally unidirectional domains.
These observations of coexisting nanoscale unidirectional regions are in reasonable
agreement with deductions from x-ray studies of YBa2Cu3O6+x [44]. Again, the
question of whether this unidirectionality is property of the quenched disorder or
instead something intrinsic to the CuO2 plane arises [45].

Interestingly the high field CDW observed in YBa2Cu3O6+x appears to be com-
pletely unidirectional [43, 46]. However, the orthorhombicity of YBa2Cu3O6+x

means that this is not a true breaking of rotational symmetry because the Cu-O
directions were not equivalent to begin with. One could argue, though, that the sym-
metry breaking field provided by the orthorhombicity is sufficiently weak that the
observed unidirectionality reflects an intrinsic property of the CuO2 plane. This is
supported by theoretical work finding that unidirectional (striped) states have a lower
energy than bi-directional (chequerboard) states [6, 47].

One way to determine whether this unidirectionality is truly an intrinsic property
of the CuO2 plane would be to search for a inequivalence of the magnetic field
induced CDW at wave-vectors �Qx and �Qy in a material whose crystal structure has
symmetry equivalent Cu-O directions. The observation of any inequivalence in the
field enhanced CDWamplitude between the two Cu-O directions would be a positive
identification of an intrinsic tendency toward unidirectional CDW order in the CuO2

planes.
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4.5 Characteristics of CDW Modulations in the Spectral
Function

Figure4.11 shows how a typical tunnelling conductance spectrum representative of
strongly underdoped cuprates exhibits two characteristic energies. The lower energy
scale �0 represents the maximum energy at which Bogoliubov quasi-particle inter-
ference (QPI) modulations are observed [19, 28] while the higher energy scale �1

(dashed blue line) is the cuprate pseudogap energy scale, as determined from its
comparison with the doping dependence of the pseudogap in photoemission [25].

These two energy scales, �0 and �1, are also manifest in the set of spatial mod-
ulations observed in Z(�r , |E |). For |E | < �0 a set of dispersive wave-vectors �q1,
�q2, . . . �q7 arising from Bogoliubov QPI is observed in Z(�q, |E |) [25]. For energies
|E | > �0 these dispersive wave-vectors give way to ultra-slowly dispersing CDW
modulations at �q∗

1 ≈ �q1(�0) and �q∗
5 ≈ �q5(�0), as shown in Fig. 4.12. Importantly,

�q∗
5 = 2π/a0 − �q∗

5 , signifying that these two wave-vectors correspond to two differ-
ent form factor components of the same CDW modulation. Those at �q∗

1 correspond
to CDW modulations with s-/s’- symmetry form factor whereas those at �q∗

5 have
d-symmetry form factor. With increasing energy the s-/s’ form factor CDW modu-
lations quickly die off and those with d-symmetry form factor grow to a maximum
at the pseudogap energy scale |E | = �1 [19, 28].

In the previous section I showed, through the use of R(�r), that CDWmodulations
in the tunnelling current, arising from the integrated contributions of states up to
an energy |E |=150meV away from the chemical potential, exhibit a predominantly
d-symmetry form factor. In the following I will use the energy resolved functions
g(�r , E) and Z(�r , E) = g(�r ,+|E |)/g(�r ,−|E |) to investigate which electronic states,
labelled by energy and momentum, are primarily responsible for these modulations.

Fig. 4.11 The tunnelling
differential conductance
spectrum
g(E = eV ) = d I/dV for a
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ sample
with p ∼ 6%, typical of
underdoped cuprates. The
energy �0 beyond which
Bogoliubov QPI is not
observed [19, 28] and the
pseudogap energy �1 are
indicated by dashed red and
blue lines respectively
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Fig. 4.12 The energy dispersion of seven dispersive modulations characteristic of Bogoliubov
QPI in cuprate superconductors (�q1 . . . �q7) are shown as red triangles, except for �q1 and �q5 which
are plotted as red circles. These Bogoliubov QPI modulations are all simultaneously observable
only below the energy �0, as indicated by dashed red line. Here we demonstrate that they exhibit a
predominantly s’-symmetry form factor, indicated by the red colour. At energies above�0, Z(�r , E)

evolves quickly to consist of only non-dispersive �Qx and �Qy wave-vectors of the d-symmetry
form factor CDW. We plot the dispersion of these modulations by showing the energy dependence
of the maxima in |D̃Z (�q, E)| as blue squares, with the blue bars representing the full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of each such peak. The same physical modulations when analysed using
|S′Z (�q, |E |)| appear as the non-dispersive wave-vectors shifted by one reciprocal lattice vector
shown as red circles, with the red bars representing the FHWM of each such peak

To this end I introduce the energy-resolved counterparts to Eq.4.8 derived from
Z(�r , |E |),

SZ (�q, |E |) = C̃u
Z
(�q, |E |) (4.16)

S′Z (�q, |E |) = 1

2

[
Õ Z

x (�q, |E |) − Õ Z
y (�q, |E |)

]
(4.17)

DZ (�q, |E |) = 1

2

[
Õ Z

x (�q, |E |) − Õ Z
y (�q, |E |)

]
. (4.18)

Examples of these form factor specific Fourier transforms are shown in Fig. 4.13.
Peaks proximal to the wave-vectors �Qx and �Qy (circled by broken lines) signify
CDW modulations with s-, s’- and d-symmetry form factors respectively. Note that
d-symmetry form factor modulations appear in S′(�r , |E |) and visa versa but shifted
by a reciprocal lattice vector as show in Fig. 4.14.

The amplitude of each form factor component at a given energy can be quantified
by summing the spectral weight inside the the red circles proximal to �Qx,y to yield
energy-resolved form factor amplitudes S(|E |), S′(|E |) and D(|E |). As shown in
Fig. 4.15, for |E | < �0, where dispersive BogoliubovQPImodulations are observed,
the s- and s’-symmetry form factors are dominant (S(|E |), S′(|E |) > D(|E |)). For
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4.13 Power spectral densities a |SZ (�q, 18meV)|2, b |S′Z (�q, 18meV)|2, and c
|DZ (�q, 88meV)|2. The amplitude of the s-, s’- and d-symmetry form factor components in a
modulation at �Qx,y are calculated by integrating the weight inside the dashed circles for each of
a–c respectively. The energies shown are chosen to be near where each of the form factor amplitudes
are maximal. Bragg peak locations are marked by +

Fig. 4.14 |S′Z (�q, 88meV)| (left) and |DZ (�q, 88meV)| (right). The black arrows demonstrate that
the d-symmetry form factor modulations at wave-vector �Qx,y present |E | = �1 in underdoped
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ manifest themselves in both |S′Z (�q, 88meV)| and |DZ (�q, 88meV)| but shifted
by a reciprocal lattice vector

|E | > �0, S(|E |) and S′(|E |) diminish rapidly. In contrast D(|E |) grows rapidly for
|E | > �0 to a maximum at the pseudogap energy scale |E | = �1. This demonstrates
that the non-dispersive CDW modulations have a predominantly d-symmetry form
factor, in accord with the analysis of the energy integrated function R(�r). Further, it
demonstrates that the CDW results in modulations in the electronic structure which
are maximal in amplitude for states with |E | ≈ �1.
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Fig. 4.15 Measured energy
dependence of form factor
amplitudes S(E) (black),
S′(E) (red) and D(E)

(blue). To calculate these, �q
is integrated over the region
inside the solid red circles in
Fig. 4.13. These data reveal
that the d-symmetry form
factor amplitude is
concentrated at energies
surrounding 90meV, which,
at this hole density, is the
independently measured
pseudogap energy scale �1
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4.6 Phase Relationship Between the Modulation of Filled
and Empty States

Key information on the microscopic cause of the CDW is also contained in the rela-
tionship betweenmodulations of states above and below the Fermi energy. To explore
this issue in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x , I show in Fig. 4.16a, b the measured g(�r ,+94meV)

from filled states and g(�r ,−94meV) from empty states respectively, each at the
pseudogap energy scale �1 for this doping (p ∼ 6%).

For these two images the sub-lattice Fourier transform, D̃g(�q, E), is calculated and
reveals a predominantly d-symmetry form factor modulation with wave-vectors near
�Qx and �Qy . Next, we use D̃g(�q, E) to determine the complex-valued functions Dg

x (�r)
and Dg

y(�r). These encode the amplitude and spatial phase of the CDW modulation
along Qx and Qy . Dg(�q, E) is Fourier filtered around the wave-vectors �Qx,y to
determine the complex-valued Dg

x,y(�r), as detailed in Sect. 2.8. Summarising,we take
the full complex Fourier transform Dg(�q) and Fourier filter to create two complex
real-space maps of d-symmetry form factor CDW amplitude at wave-vectors �Qx,y ,

Dx (�r) = 2

(2π)2

∫

d �qei �q·�r D̃(�q)e− (�q− �Qx )2

2�2 (4.19)

Dy(�r) = 2

(2π)2

∫

d �qei �q·�r D̃(�q)e− (�q− �Qy )2

2�2 , (4.20)

where �−1 is the characteristic length scale over which variations in Dx,y(�r) can
be resolved, and is set by the filter width in Fourier space. The phase of the CDW
modulation along �Qy , say, is then given by

φy(�r , E) = arctan(ImDg
y(�r , E)/ReDg

y(�r , E)) . (4.21)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
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Fig. 4.16 a Differential tunnelling conductance image g(�r ,+94meV). b Differential tunnelling
conductance image g(�r ,−94meV). The colour scale is reversed compared to a. c The spatial phase
of the d-symmetry form factor CDW modulating along the y-direction, φy(�r) is calculated using
Eq.4.21 from g(�r ,+94meV) shown in a. The dashed circle shows the �r -space radius equivalent
to the �q-space filter used to generate the φx .y(�r , E) images by Fourier filtering (see Sect. 2.8). d
The spatial phase of the d-symmetry form factor CDW modulating along the y-direction φy(�r) is
calculated using Eq.4.21 from g(�r ,−94meV) shown in b. e From the field of view of a and b, we
show the energy dependence of the relative phase of g(�r ,+E) and g(�r ,−E) modulations along
the y-axis: φy(�r ,+E) − φy(�r ,−E) when summed over every pair of identical pixel locations �r . f
Similarly we show the relative phase of g(�r ,+E) and g(�r ,−E) for modulations along the x-axis:
φx (�r ,+E)−φx (�r ,−E). The low-energy modulations at +E and −E are in phase spatially and so
have a relative phase difference of 0. As the pseudogap energy, �1 (≈ 90meV at this doping), is
approached the relative spatial phase of empty state and filled state CDWmodulations varies wildly
in the narrow energy grange shaded grey, and then quickly develops a robust phase shift of π

This is shown for E = +94meV in Fig. 4.16c and for E = −94meV in Fig. 4.16d.
Visual comparison reveals that these two φy(�r ,±E) images are out of phase with
each other by π. Indeed, the spatial-average value of φy(�r ,+E) − φy(�r ,−E) as a
function of E (over the whole field of view of Fig. 4.16a, b) is shown in Fig. 4.16e.
It reveals that the relevant �Qy components of g(�r ,+E) and g(�r ,−E) are in phase
with each other at low energy but rapidly evolve at |E | > 70meV and become π out
of phase at |E | ∼ �1 (Fig. 4.16a, b). The shaded region indicates evolution through
a situation where some areas exhibit φ ∼ 0 and some φ ∼ π, but this is quickly
resolved on reaching the pseudogap energy �1. In Appendix F I demonstrate that
this cannot be an effect of the “setup-effect” artifact described in Chap. 2.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
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Similar analysis of the phases φx (�r ,±E) of �Qx modulations yields a virtually
identical result (Fig. 4.16f). These phenomena occur throughout the underdoped
region of the Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ phase diagram (see Appendix G). This demonstrates
that a π phase shift between CDW modulations in the density of states above and
below the chemical potential at the energy scale �1 is a generic feature of the CDW
in these materials.

4.7 Doping-Dependence of the CDWWave-Vector

Figure4.12 shows the dispersion of the scattering vectors, �q2, . . . �q7, arising from
Bogoliubov QPI for |E | < �0 (extracted from |S′Z (�q, |E |)|) as red points. As
detailed in Sect. 2.7, these scattering vectors originate from scattering between the
tips of “bananas” formed by equal energy contours of the Bogoliubon dispersion.
These banana tips trace out the �k-space path of the ungapped Fermi surface [25,
48]. As such, the octet of scattering vectors can be inverted to infer position of the
underlying Fermi surface in �k-space.

It is known that for Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ with p � 0.19 the tips of these bananas
do not trace out a complete Fermi surface [19]. Rather, the QPI modulations, which
extinguish at |E | ≈ �0, trace out incomplete “Fermi-arcs”. These arcs are shown
for a series of hole concentrations in Fig. 4.17a.

For energies |E | > �0 the wave-vectors of d-symmetry form factor CDW mod-
ulations, | �Qx,y |, (extracted from |DZ (�q, |E |)|) are shown as blue points. As stated
above and as expected for a CDW, the modulations are non-dispersive over a wide
range of energies. Adopting the common convention in x-ray studies [35–37] for
estimating the CDW wave-vector magnitude | �Q|, we measure |D̃Z (�q, |E |)| along
lines in the high symmetry directions (1,0) and (0,1) that pass through the CDW
peak and fit these data to a background plus Gaussian. The peak positions of the two
Gaussians are then assigned to be the values of �Qx and �Qy .

It is important to appreciate that a wide range of �Q values can actually be detected
under each peak in |D̃Z (�q, |E |)| and in x-ray scattering intensities. It remains to be
determined whether these broad peaks with incommensurate maxima are due to
domains of continuously incommensurate CDW or domains of commensurate CDW
separated by discommensurations [49]. Indeed recent work in our group concludes
that the latter is true [50].

In Fig. 4.17b, the doping dependence of the CDW wave-vector is shown using
blue symbols. It is a decreasing function of hole concentration in agreement with
x-ray studies of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ , Bi2−yPbySr2−xLaxCuO6+δ , YBa2Cu3O6+x and
HgBa2CuO4+δ [26]. On the same axes I also plot the magnitude of the shortest vector
joining the tips of the arcs shown in Fig. 4.17a for the same series of hole concen-
trations. There is reasonable quantitative agreement between these two evolutions.
This trend is also reported in combined ARPES and x-ray studies linking the CDW
wave-vector the vector linking the tips of the Fermi-arcs observed in the pseudo-

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
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Fig. 4.17 a Measured doping dependence of �k-space arcs traced out by Bogoliubov QPI vec-
tor �q4 indicating the position of arc like sections of the Fermi surface. The Bogoliubov QPI is
observed to terminate at the anti-ferromagnetic Brillouin zone boundary (grey line) for p < 0.19
in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ . Coloured double headed arrows indicate the doping dependence of the �q-
vector linking tips of these arcs. b Doping dependence of the CDW �Qx and �Qy in underdoped
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ as measured from the position of the peak maxima in |D̃Z (�q,�1)| is shown
using blue symbols. The measured doping dependence of the �q-vector linking tips of arcs beyond
which the signature of Bogoliubov QPI disappears (Fig. 4.12 and references [19, 28] ) is shown by
all other colours

gap regime (T > Tc) of Bi2−yPbySr2−xLaxCuO6+δ [37]. In contrast, in La2CuO4

derived cuprates the wave-vector increases with increasing hole doping, consistent
with segregation into hole-rich conducting regions separated by insulating regions.

These results are curious because they are in clear agreement with many of the
predictions of Fermi-surface driven CDW instability whilst being in similarly clear
disagreement with others. Specifically, for a CDW of wave-vector �Q formed by
nesting of two sections of Fermi surface for which �k1 − �k2 = �Q over some finite
domain, a gap should open at the Fermi energy in the nested regions. The resulting
wave-functions would then form bonding/anti-bonding states below/above the Fermi
level which are proportional to ei �k1·�r ± ei �k2·�r . The local density of states would then
exhibit spatial modulations given by |ei �k1·�r ± ei �k2·�r |2 = 2(1 ± cos( �Q · �r)). Here
modulations above and below the chemical potential are π out of phase as is observed
in our measurements.

However, it has been established that the doping evolution of the CDW wave-
vector does not match that connecting the anti-nodal sections of the Fermi surface
but rather the vector joining the tips of Fermi arcs [37]. If it were strong coupling
between these eight points, or “hot-spots”, that leads to CDW formation the CDW
gap formed should be maximal at these points. Clearly what is observed is that this
is exactly the point where the pseudogap closes [25, 51].
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Nevertheless, that theCDWwave-vector inBi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ , Bi2−yPbySr2−xLax
CuO6+δ , YBa2Cu3O6+x and HgBa2CuO4+δ evolves in the same way as a vector link-
ing sections of the Fermi surface suggests that the Fermi surface plays some role in
determining it.

4.8 Conclusions and Proposed Future Experiments

In this chapter I have shown that the short-ranged CDWpresent in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ

and NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2 has a predominantly d-symmetry form factor. While pre-
dicted for some time, this is the first CDW with a d-symmetry form factor to be
observed in nature. Similar observations have also been made in YBa2Cu3O6+x by
x-ray scattering, which is in contrast to the predominantly s’-symmetry form factor
observed in La2−xBaxCuO4+δ [30–32].

A d-symmetry form factor arises naturally in spin-fermion “hot-spot” models
of the cuprates, where it has a deep connection with the d-wave superconductivity
because they arise out of the same fermions and the same effective interaction [5–8,
12, 14, 15]. A d-symmetry form factor is also a natural partner to d-wave supercon-
ductivity in the sense that it acts to protect the coherence of nodal quasi-particles
against scattering from the disordered CDW in so called “cold-spots” [34].

Another possible explanation for the observed d-symmetry form factor is the
Coulomb repulsion between holes on the oxygen sites of the CuO2 plane, which
acts to favour their unequal occupation within the unit cell, i.e. a d-symmetry form
factor [9, 13, 16, 17]. The observation of a short ranged CDW in the electron doped
cuprate Nd2−xCexCuO4, where carriers are first doped into bands derived from the
Cu 3dx2−y2 orbitals, provides a way to falsify this hypothesis [52]. If measurements
sensitive to the CDW form factor reveal that it is predominantly d-symmetry in
electron doped cuprates the hypothesis cannot be true.

I also showed in this chapter that the magnitude of the incommensurate CDW
wave-vector in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ decreases with increasing hole concentration, as
also observed by x-ray studies of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ , Bi2−yPbySr2−xLaxCuO6+δ ,
HgBa2CuO4+δ and YBa2Cu3O6+x but in contrast to the doping dependence in
La2CuO4 derived cuprates which shows the opposite trend [26]. This phenomenol-
ogy clearly suggests a role for the Fermi surface geometry in determining the CDW
wave-vector.

This chapter demonstrates that the charge order in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ and Nax
Ca2−xCuO2Cl2 consists of nanoscale domains of unidirectional d-symmetry form
factor CDW. Recent high-magnetic field measurements in YBa2Cu3O6+x reveal a
magnetic-field induced CDW that is completely unidirectional [43, 46]. This is sug-
gestive that the CuO2 plane has an intrinsic instability to unidirectional ordering. A
cautionary caveat is that YBa2Cu3O6+x is structurally orthorhombic, and so posseses
no symmetrybetweenCu-Odirections. I propose thatmeasurements ofmagneticfield
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induced CDW in cuprates with a structural symmetry between the Cu-O directions
be performed with the aim of directly demonstrating this unidirectional tendency of
the CuO2 plane.
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Chapter 5
The Scanned Josephson Tunnelling
Microscope

The main results of this chapter are reported in “Direct Detection of a Cooper-pair
Density Wave in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ”, Nature, 532, 343 (2016).

This chapter details the development of a scanned Josephson tunnelling
microscope. Motivated by the search for a pair density wave in cuprates, we
employ a high temperature d-wave superconducting STM tip operating at
temperatures <50mK [1].

Scanned Josephson tunnelling microscopy (SJTM) is a direct probe of the super-
conducting order parameter on the nanometer scale [2]. It utilises the tunnelling of
Cooper-pairs between a superconducting STM tip and a superconducting sample to
measure the Cooper-pair condensate directly. In contrast, traditional STM measures
the spectrum of single-particle excitations. Prior to the development of SJTM, super-
conductivity could be probed on the nanometer scale only indirectly using STM (by
measuring the single-particle tunnelling gap) or with atomic site sensitivity using
NMR or μSR.

There are many cases where the gap in the single-particle tunnelling spectrum
is not sufficient to characterise spatial variations in superconductivity. Firstly, it is
known that at magnetic impurities in s-wave superconductors the superconducting
order parameter, �, is suppressed whereas the single-particle gap, �, is unperturbed
[3–6]. Similarly, there is also a gap at the centre of superconducting vortices in cuprate
superconductors where � → 0 [7]. Finally, there are pair density wave states which
we would not expect to exhibit a modulation in� and thus cannot be unambiguously
detected by STM.

In the face of these adversities a handful of groups have initiated efforts to develop
SJTM as a direct probe of the superconducting order parameter [8–14]. In our group
we have focussed on an implementation of SJTM using high temperature d-wave
superconducting tips to search for a pair density wave in cuprate superconductors [1].
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5.1 Fundamentals of SJTM Operation

The purpose of the scanned Josephson tunnelling microscope is to directly visualise
spatial variations in the superconducting order parameter on the nanometer scale.
To achieve this we employ a superconducting STM tip, as shown in Fig. 5.1a. In
contrast to normal STM, this allows the tunnelling of Cooper pairs between the tip
and a superconducting sample, otherwise known as the Josephson effect. As will be
detailed in Sect. 5.3, this tunnelling of Cooper pairs leads to a peak in the tunnelling
current near zero voltage bias. The magnitude of this peak current can be used as a
direct measure of the superconducting order parameter.

The superconducting tip also allows superconductor-insulator-superconductor
(SIS) single-particle tunnellingbetween the tip and sample, as discussed inSect. 2.1.4.
Thus, the same tip-sample junction can be used to measure both the superconducting
order parameter and properties of the single-particle excitation spectrum in the sam-
ple, such as the superconducting gap energy or the energy of an impurity resonance.

SJTM operates like an enhanced version of the spectroscopic-imaging STM (SI-
STM) that was discussed in Chap.2. As with SI-STM, junctions between the tip and
sample will be established with set-point voltage and current, Vs and Is , on a fine
two-dimensional grid of points {�ri }. At each of these points the STM feedback loop
will be turned off upon attaining the set-point current and the tip-sample separation,
zi , recorded in the topograph, T (�r), as T (�ri ) = zi .

The bias voltage, VB ,1 is then ramped and the current and differential conductance,
I (VB) and g(VB) = d I/dVB , recorded. For each point on the surface of the sample,
I (VB) and g(VB) such as those shown in Figs. 5.1b, c are recorded. Combining the
measurements from all points in the field of view yields the familiar spectroscopic
maps I (�r , E = eVB) and g(�r , E = eVB).

For |VB |, |Vs | > 1mV, T (�r), I (�r , E = eVB) and g(�r , E = eVB) are entirely
equivalent to those obtained using normal SI-STM, albeit with a more complicated
tip density of states. This is because, in this voltage range, the current is carried
almost entirely by single particles. Conversely, for |VB | � 10−100µV the current
is carried predominantly by Cooper pairs. This allows us to extract another spectro-
scopic map, Ic(�r), which directly measures spatial variations in the superconducting
order parameter.

In Sect. 5.3 I will show that the expected signature of Cooper pair tunnelling is a
steep quasi-linear increase in current away for VB = 0, reaching a maximum current
Ic, before dropping sharply. Figure5.1d shows an enlarged portion of Fig. 5.1b near
VB = 0 that exhibits just this phenomenology. On increasing VB beyond the point
where the current drops sharply, the current once again increases but with a much
smaller gradient. Here the current is predominantly carried by single particles.

The Cooper pair tunnelling is confined to a small range of voltages around VB = 0
and exhibits amuch larger differential conductance than the single-particle tunnelling
channel (steeper gradient near VB = 0 in Fig. 5.1d). This allows us to effectively

1In this chapter the bias voltage output by the STM electronic control unit will be denoted VB to
distinguish it from the voltage dropped across the tunnelling junction VJJ . See Sect. 5.3 for details.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
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Fig. 5.1 a A high temperature d-wave scanned Josephson tunnelling microscope (SJTM). A
nanometer sized piece of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ is attached to a tungsten STM tip to form a super-
conducting STM tip. b A typical I (VB) characteristic for tunnelling between a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ

sample and our Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ nano-flake tip. For |VB | > 1mV the current is carried almost
entirely by single-particle tunnelling. c g(VB) = d I/dVB corresponding to b. d Enlargement of
b near VB = 0 showing a region with far greater conductance than the single-particle channel
that terminates in a peak current Ic. In this region the current is carried predominantly by Cooper
pair tunnelling. e Ic(�r) map visualising variations in the superconducting order parameter. It is
derived from I (VB) curves of the type shown in d, measured on a fine grid of points in the field of
view. f g(�r ,−20mV) for the same field of view as e, simultaneously visualising variations in the
single-particle excitation spectrum
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separate single-particle and Cooper pair tunnelling contributions and hence simulta-
neously visualise superconducting order parameter and local density of states varia-
tions using the spectroscopic maps Ic(�r) and g(�r , E = eVB) respectively. Ic(�r) and
g(�r , E = eVB) measured in the same field of view are shown in Fig. 5.1e, f. This
ability to simultaneously and directly visualise both the ground state condensate and
its single-particle excitation spectrum lies at the heart of SJTM’s utility.

Having briefly described the utility and operation of SJTM I will now discuss how
the Josephson effect may be used as a probe of the superconducting order parameter
and how, for our ultra-small junctions, it leads to I (VB) characteristics of the form
shown in Fig. 5.1d.

5.2 The Josephson Effect as a Measure
of the Superconducting Order Parameter

In Chap.1 I described superconductivity as being defined by the phase rigidity of a
charged condensate. Perhaps the most striking physical manifestation of this phase
rigidity is the Josephson effect [15]. Josephson realised that if two superconductors
were coupled, for instance through a tunnel junction, that this phase rigidity should
extend to coupling the phases of the two superconductors. This insightful, yet con-
troversial, assertion led to him being awarded the Nobel Prize in 1973 following the
experimental confirmation of his theory [16].

To examine the consequences of coupling between superconductors let us fol-
low a simple phenomenological treatment before returning later to a microscopic
description which is closer to Josephson’s original reasoning. Consider two isolated
superconductors with order parameters �1 = |�1|eiθ1 and �2 = |�2|eiθ2 . Then
introduce a coupling between these superconductors and consider its first symmetry
allowed term in the free energy expansion,

FJ = 1

2
κ(�1�

∗
2 + �2�

∗
1 ) (5.1)

= κ|�1||�2| cos(θ1 − θ2) (5.2)

= κ|�1||�2| cos(φ) , (5.3)

where κ is a constant that characterises the strength of the coupling between the
condensates.

The coupling between the superconductors depends linearly on the magnitude of
each the superconducting order parameters and, crucially, on the difference in phase
between them, φ. Thus, this coupling term represents a rigidity to changes in the
relative phase of the two superconductors.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_1
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However, Eq. 5.3 is not gauge invariant. To satisfy local gauge symmetry then
under a transformation of the magnetic vector potential, �A(�r , t) → �A(�r , t) +
∇χ(�r , t), the phase of the superconductors and the electric potential, �(�r , t), must
undergo transformations,

θ1 → θ1 − 2e

�
χ(�r1, t) (5.4)

θ2 → θ2 − 2e

�
χ(�r2, t) (5.5)

�(�r , t) → �(�r , t) − ∂χ(�r , t)
∂t

. (5.6)

Thus to make our original coupling free energy in Eq.5.3 invariant under local gauge
transformations, we should replace φ with a gauge invariant phase difference,

γ = φ + 2e

�

∫ 2

1

�A · d�l , (5.7)

where the integral is along any line joining the two superconductors. This yields a
coupling free energy,

FJ = κ|�1||�2| cos(γ) , (5.8)

which is invariant under local gauge transformations.
We can also use local gauge invariance to address the relationship between the

phase difference and voltage, VJJ , across the junction. In the absence of a magnetic
field, the voltage across the junction is given by the difference in the electric potential,
�� = �(�r2) − �(�r1). If there is no voltage across the junction then φ should take
the value that minimises Eq.5.3 and there should be no time evolution of the phase.
This must be true in any gauge. By reference to Eqs. 5.4–5.6 one can see that the
only way of relating φ and �� that enforces this is through

dφ

dt
= 2e

�
�� , (5.9)

which one can verify is gauge invariant.
To find a gauge invariant relationship between the phase difference and VJJ we

should now take the time derivative of the gauge invariant phase,

dγ

dt
= dφ

dt
+ 2e

�

d

dt

∫ 2

1

�A · d�l (5.10)

= dφ

dt
− 2e

�

∫ 2

1
(∇� + �E) · d�l (5.11)

= dφ

dt
− 2e

�
�� − 2e

�

∫ 2

1

�E · d�l . (5.12)
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Then substituting for dφ
dt using the gauge-invariant relationship in Eq.5.9 we obtain

dγ

dt
= 2eVJJ

�
. (5.13)

This is one of Josephson’s famous equations relating the rate of change of the gauge
invariant phase to the voltage across the junction.

In Chap.1 I showed that phase rigidity in a superconductor led directly to the pos-
sibility of equilibrium supercurrents. Anticipating that phase rigidity in a Josephson
junction will do the same we can calculate the reversible work done by an external
current source in changing the phase difference across the junction using,

dFJ = IpVJJdt (5.14)

= Ip
�

2e

∂γ

∂t
dt , (5.15)

and thus

Ip = �

2e

dFJ

dγ
. (5.16)

Substituting for FJ from Eq.5.8 we then arrive at Josephson’s other equation,

Ip = IJ sin(γ) , (5.17)

where

IJ = �

2e
κ|�1||�2| . (5.18)

Remembering that this is an equilibrium current that must flow without dissipation,
these equations imply that there is a phase-difference dependent Cooper pair current
that can flow between the junctions without any voltage dropped, i.e. a supercurrent.
Importantly for the research presented in this thesis, the maximum supercurrent that
can flow is proportional directly to |�1| and |�2|. The significance of all of this to
SJTM is that if one canmeasure the quantity IJ as a function of position on a sample’s
surface, then it follows directly from Eq.5.18 that we can map spatial variations in
the sample’s order parameter.

Recapping, we have made three assumptions:

1. Superconductors are phases of matter which break a global phase symmetry.
2. Local gauge-invariance is preserved.
3. The order parameters of the superconductors are allowed to weakly couple.

The consequences of these assumptions were the Josephson equations,

Ip = IJ sin(φ) (5.19)

dφ

dt
= 2eVJJ

�
, (5.20)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_1
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which I have chosen to write in a form that assumes �B = 0, as I will not discuss
magnetic fields in the remainder of this chapter. Thus, with a minimal number of
assumptions we conclude that any SJTM measurement of IJ will map spatial varia-
tions in the superconducting order parameter, regardless of themicroscopic details of
the condensate. The subject of Sects. 5.3 and 5.6 will be how to measure IJ from the
current-voltage characteristics of the ultra-small Josephson junctions used in SJTM
when they are embedded in realistic experimental circuits.

The most famous objector to Josephson’s idea was Bardeen. The essence of
his objection was that assumption (3) above was violated. Quoting from Ref. [17]
Bardeen writes:

In a recent note, Josephson uses a somewhat similar formulation to discuss the possibility
of superfluid flow across the tunnelling region, in which no quasi-particles are created.
However, as pointed out by the author, pairing does not extend into the barrier, so that there
can be no such superfluid flow.

However, it is possible to microscopically demonstrate that the phase of two
superconductors can couple through a tunnelling junction. The approach taken by
Josephson was the tunnelling Hamiltonian formalism introduced in Chap.2 with left
and right electrodes described by BCS wave-functions with gaps �1 = |�1|eiθ1 and
�2 = |�2|eiθ2 and same the tunnelling Hamiltonian we used to calculate single-
particle tunnelling rates,

ĤT =
∑
�k,�q

M�k,�q
(
ĉ†�kσ ĉ�qσ + ĉ†−�q−σ ĉ−�k−σ

)
+ H.C , (5.21)

where ĉ†�kσ creates an electron in state �k with spin σ on the left electrode and ĉ†�qσ

creates an electron in state �q with spin σ on the right electrode [18].
Following the treatment of Anderson in Ref. [19], the second order perturbative

correction to the ground state energy due to ĤT at T = 0 is given by

�E = −N1(0)N2(0)|M |2 |�1||�2|
|�1| + |�2|K

(∣∣∣∣ |�1| − |�2|
|�1| + |�2|

∣∣∣∣
)
cos(φ) , (5.22)

where N1(0) and N2(0) are the densities of states of the two electrodes, K (x) is a
complete elliptical integral of the first kind, |M�k,�q | = |M | and terms independent
of φ have been omitted. This microscopically establishes that, in as much as the
tunnelling Hamiltonian formalism is a valid description of a tunnelling junction,
there is a coupling between the phases of the two superconductors.

Comparing Eqs. 5.3–5.22 and noting that the normal state resistance of the junc-
tion, RN , is given by,

1

RN
= 4πe2

�
|M |2N1(0)N2(0) , (5.23)

one arrives at a expression for IJ in terms of microscopic parameters of the super-
conductors:

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
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IJ RN = 2

e

|�1||�2|
|�1| + |�2|K

(∣∣∣∣�1 − �2

�1 + �2

∣∣∣∣
)

. (5.24)

For non-zero temperature Ambegaokar and Baratoff found a similar analytic expres-
sion in the case where |�1| = |�2| = |�(T )|:

IJ RN = π|�(T )|
2e

tanh

( |�(T )|
2kBT

)
. (5.25)

We can make a connection between this expression and the phenomenological one
in Eq.5.18 using the work of Gor’kov, who showed that for T ≈ Tc, � ∝ � [20].
Expanding Eq.5.25 about � = 0 gives IJ ∝ |�|2 ∝ |�|2. Equation5.18 has the
same dependence on |�|, demonstrating the consistency of both approaches. For
T → 0 Eq.5.25 yields IJ ∝ �. In this limit one can demonstrate consistency
between Eqs. 5.25 and 5.18 by noting that the superfluid density, ρs ∝ |�|2, is
proportional to N (0)� for T → 0.

Later in this chapter I will present SJTM measurements of the cuprate supercon-
ductor Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ which has a predominantly d-wave superconducting order
parameter. The internal structure of the pair wave-functions will only enter into our
phenomenological calculation of the Josephson current in the coupling constant κ,
leaving the form of the Josephson equations unchanged. The value of κ will depend
on the pairing symmetry on either side of the junction, as well as details of the
junction itself, such as its orientation with respect to the crystallographic axes of the
superconductors.

S̆makov et al. calculated IJ using the tunnelling Hamiltonian formalism for c-axis
tunnelling between an s-wave superconductor with gap |�k | = |�0| and a d-wave
superconductor with gap |�k | = |�0|(cos(kx ) − cos(ky)), finding that IJ = 02 [2].
Anticipating that IJ will be highly suppressed for Josephson tunnelling between a
d-wave superconductor and an s-wave superconducting tip our implementation of
cuprate SJTM uses a d-wave tip, whose fabrication is detailed in Sect. 5.5.

For a d-wave to d-wave junction, IJ is sensitive to the relative orientation of the
tip and sample order parameters. It is maximal when they are aligned and zero when
rotated from each other by an azimuthal angle α = π

4 [2]. In Sect. 5.5 I present
evidence that the crystallographic axes of our Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ nano-flake tip are
aligned with those of the sample in our measurements. Generally though, the relative
orientation of the tip and sample only affects the absolute magnitude of IJ and does
not impact the ability of SJTM to measure relative spatial variations in IJ .

2Physical quantities are not identically zero by coincidence, this is a result of an underlying sym-
metry. Consider two tetragonal superconductors with order parameters �1 and �2 separated along
their c-axis by a junction that is invariant under 90◦ rotations about that axis such as vacuum or an
amorphous insulator. The coupling free energy, FJ = 1

2κ(�1�
∗
2 +�2�

∗
1 ), must be invariant under

those same 90◦ rotations. Consequently, if �1 and �2 transform as different irreducible represen-
tations of the tetragonal point group then κ must be identically zero. Thus κ is identically zero if
�1 and �2 transform as B1g (dx2−y2 ) and A1g (s-wave) representations respectively.
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5.3 Josephson Current-Voltage Characteristics
in Ultra-small Junctions

In the above I demonstrated that the intrinsic Josephson critical current, IJ , of a
tunnelling junction formedbetween a superconducting sample and a superconducting
STM tip can be used as a direct measure of the superconducting order parameter in
the sample, regardless of microscopic details of the condensate. In SJTM we hope
to measure IJ using the current-voltage characteristic, I (VJJ), of the tip-sample
Josephson junction. However, the ultra-small tip-sample junctions required to attain
nanometer resolution can have radically different current-voltage characteristics to
the micron scale junctions most of us are familiar with. At the root of this are the
strong phase fluctuations present in ultra-small junctions.

In the following I will discuss the physics of ultra-small Josephson junctions and
their expected current-voltage characteristics under conditions applicable to SJTM.
To this end, Iwill begin by reviewing themore familiar current-voltage characteristics
of Josephson junctions with strong phase coupling, which are typically larger.

The material contained in this section is necessarily quite technical. While
included here for logical flow, one way to use this material would be to refer back to
it as necessary from the Sects. 5.4–5.8 which detail the experimental implementation
and validation of SJTM.

5.3.1 I (VJJ) Characteristics for Josephson Junctions
with Strong Phase Coupling

The Josephson equations,

Ip = IJ sin φ (5.26a)

dφ

dt
= 2e

�
VJJ , (5.26b)

demonstrate that in order to calculate the current-voltage characteristic of a Josephson
junction, I (VJJ), we must first understand the dynamics of the phase difference, φ,
across the junction.

We can model the dynamics of φ semi-classically using the parallel combination
of a Josephson circuit element, a capacitance and a resistance as shown in Fig. 5.2.
The Josephson element represents the tunnelling current of Cooper-pairs and obeys
Eq.5.26a. The capacitance, CJ , is that between the electrodes and the resistance,
R, represents their single-particle tunnelling channel. This model is known as the
Resistively and Capacitively Shunted Junction (RCSJ) model [21, 22].
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Fig. 5.2 Circuit diagram for the Resistively and Capacitively Shunted Junction (RCSJ) model.
A Josephson circuit element carrying a Cooper-pair current is current biased in parallel with a
capacitance, CJ , and ohmic resistance, R. For an SJTM experiment, CJ is between the tip and
sample and R represents the single-particle tunnelling channel of the junction (which would in
reality be non-ohmic). A voltage, VJJ , develops across the junction as a result of the current bias, I

The equation of motion for φ,

I = IJ sin φ + VJJ

R
+ CJ

dVJJ

dt
, (5.27)

is obtained by conservation of current. Substituting for VJJ from Eq.5.26b we obtain

d2φ

dτ 2
+ 1

Q

dφ

dτ
+ sin φ = I

IJ
, (5.28)

where τ = ωpt , Q = ωp RCJ and ωp =
√

2eIJ
�C . In the limit where φ(mod) 2π → 0

this describes a damped driven harmonic oscillatorwith quality factor Q and resonant
frequency ωp, known as the Josephson plasma frequency. In analogy to a mechanical
system, the capacitance provides the inertia, the shunt resistance the damping and
the Josephson element is the “spring”.

If we bias the junction with a DC current, the dynamics of φ have an intuitive
mechanical analogue. When I (t) = IDC Eq.5.28 describes a massive particle, mov-
ing with viscous drag, through a potential,

U (φ) = −EJ cosφ − �IDC
2e

φ , (5.29)

resembling a “tilted washboard”. EJ = �IJ
2e , the Josephson energy, is the potential

barrier between adjacent minima in this Josephson potential. The famous zero volt-
age state of the DC Josephson effect corresponds to the particle resting in metastable
equilibrium in a minimum of the potential. We will use this washboard analogy,
depicted in Fig. 5.3, to understand the different dynamic regimes of Josephson tun-
nelling and their I (VJJ) characteristics.

As for a mechanical oscillator, the dynamical regimes of a Josephson junction
are determined by its quality factor Q. If Q2 	 1 the junction is under-damped
and its dynamics are dominated by its capacitance. In the mechanical analogy this
means that the work done by gravity in moving the particle to an adjacent minimum
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.3 The tilted washboard potential of the RCSJ model presented in Fig. 5.2 for the cases a
IDC < IJ and b IDC = IJ . The red circle symbolises a fictitious point-particle whose dynamics,
under gravity and viscous damping, are analogous to that of the φ
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Fig. 5.4 I (VJJ ) characteristic for Josephson junctions with coherent phase dynamics when they are
a over-damped and b under-damped. In the case of the under-damped junction there is significant
hysteresiswith a difference between the Josephson critical current, IJ , and the re-trapping current, Ir

of the washboard potential is much greater than the energy dissipated by the viscous
damping. Conversely, if Q2 
 1 the junction is over-damped and the phase dynamics
are viscous, with the velocity of the particle directly proportional to the force on it.
Whether the dynamics are over or under-damped will be critical for the form of the
I (VJJ) characteristic.

As theDCcurrent bias in increased, the slope of thewashboard potential increases.
For IDC < IJ the phase will remain stationary in a minimum of the potential. Equa-
tion5.26b tells us that this means VJJ = 0. As such, all current will flow without
resistance through the Josephson junction and none will flow through the shunt resis-
tance. When IDC = IJ there ceases to be a minimum in the potential and the particle
will roll down the slope resulting in VJJ �= 0 and current flowing through the shunt
resistance as shown in Fig. 5.4. This behaviour is the same regardless of whether the
junction is over-damped or under-damped.
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The I (VJJ) characteristics of the under and over-damped regimes differ when
IDC is subsequently decreased. For the over-damped junction, where the phase has
negligible inertia, it will become re-trapped as soon as IDC < IJ and a minimum
exists in the potential. The re-trapped current, Ir , equals IJ and there is no hysteresis
in the I (VJJ) curve.

For the under-damped junction, the inertia of the mass is sufficient to carry it
over the maxima in the potential that appear for IDC < IJ . For a current Ir < IJ ,
the damping will be sufficient to re-trap the phase in a minimum of the potential
and the voltage across the junction will return to zero. This results in the significant
hysteresis shown in Fig. 5.4b.

For real Josephson junctions fluctuations in φ will inevitably result from ther-
mal voltage noise [23, 24]. For a junction biased with current IDC < IJ the phase
will oscillate around a minimum in the tilted-washboard potential. A sufficiently
strong thermal fluctuation in φ will knock the phase into an adjacent minimum. The
subsequent dynamics of the junction will depend upon the value of Q2.

For an under-damped junction with Q2 	 1 the phase will continue to roll down
the washboard potential, resulting in premature switching to the resistive state of the
junction. For the over-damped junction with Q2 
 1 the phase will be re-trapped in
the adjacent minimum and the junction will return to the zero-resistance state. The
phase slip will give rise to a voltage pulse.

If the phase dynamics of a Josephson junction are over-damped and phase fluc-
tuations sufficiently strong that these phase slip events occur frequently, then the
time-average of the associated voltage pulses will result in a non-zero DC voltage
across the junction. Consequently the resistance for the Cooper pair current through
the junction will be small but non-zero.

A general criterion for whether a zero-resistance DC Josephson current will be
observable can be obtained by comparing the height of the potential barrier between
adjacent minima in the Josephson potential, 2EJ , to the characteristic energy of ther-
mal fluctuations, kT . A zero-resistance DC Josephson effect will only be observed if

EJ

kT
	 1 . (5.30)

For the ultra-small junctions used in SJTM, EJ is typically � kT . Consequently, no
zero-resistance DC Josephson effect will be observed. However, its turns out that we
are still able to measure a Cooper pair current in these junctions. From their I (VJJ)

characteristics we can extract the intrinsic critical current, IJ , and hence measure
the superconducting order parameter in our sample. I will now move on to discuss
the form we expect these I (VJJ) characteristics to take and how IJ can be extracted
from them.
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Fig. 5.5 A modified circuit
diagram for a current biased
RCSJ model that is shunted
by an frequency dependent
impedance Z(ω)

5.3.2 Thermal Phase Fluctuations in Ultra-small Josephson
Junctions

The ultra-small size of SJTM junctions means that they have IJ ∼ 1 nA which
corresponds to an EJ/k of ∼ 10mK. In the experimentally accessible temperature
range we will have EJ � kT . Consequently, the DC Josephson effect presented in
Fig. 5.4 will typically not be observed in SJTM. In Sect. 5.3.3 I will discuss how
this can be true even at T = 0 due to quantum phase fluctuations arising from the
junction’s charging energy.

Another facet of the ultra-small size of SJTM junctions is that they can have a
junction capacitance, CJ , as small as ∼1fF and a shunt resistance provided by the
SIS single-particle tunnelling channel of ∼0.1−100M� [8–14]. On the face of it
the small capacitance would favour over-damping while the large resistance favours
under-damping. However, the single-particle tunnelling channel presented by R(VJJ)

in Fig. 5.2 is not the relevant characteristic resistance in this problem.
The frequency scale of phase slippage and re-trapping events is given by the

Josephson plasma frequency, ωp, which is typically ∼1011 Hz. At these frequencies
the damping of ultra-small Josephson junctions used in SJTM experiments will be
dominated by the shunt impedance of the bias circuitry and not the DC resistance
of the single-particle tunnelling channel [25]. This shunting of the junction by its
electromagnetic environment is given a lumped circuit representation in Fig. 5.5 by
including a frequency dependent shunt impedance Z(ω) in parallel with the junction.

At frequencies near DC, Z(ω) is effectively infinite. However, for frequencies
∼1011 Hz the junction can dissipate energy by radiating microwaves. In this fre-
quency range the shunting impedance of the leads attached to the junction can
be modelled as an infinite transmission line [26–29]. This is justified because the
impedance to radiating microwaves will be controlled by the first few millimeters
(∼one wavelength) of the leads around the junction and any discontinuities in the
leads will occur on a length scale much greater than this.

The high-frequency impedance of such a transmission line is given by Z1 ∼
Z0
2π ∼ 100�, where Z0 is the impedance of free space [26–29]. This real, dissipative
impedance is much less than that provided by the single-particle tunnelling channel
and leads to the junction being over-damped at high-frequencies.

This over-damping of SJTM junctions at high frequencies allows the observation
of a Cooper-pair current even if EJ � kT . In this case, using the tilted washboard
analogy, the rate of hopping to adjacent minima will be large but the over-damping
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Fig. 5.6 a An RCSJ model is biased by a non-ideal current source consisting of a voltage source in
series with a large biasing resistance RB . A parasitic capacitance, CP , and a frequency dependent
impedance, Z(ω), representing the electromagnetic environment of the junction are included. For an
SJTMexperimentCP is typically	 CJ . As a result the voltage across the junction is approximately
time-independent and it may be regarded as effectively voltage biased as shown in b

will ensure that the phase is re-trapped during each event. This allows the dynamics to
be modelled as a biased random-walk with the phase diffusing down the washboard
potential. The smaller barrier height for hopping down the washboard will lead to a
time-average phase velocity 〈φ̇〉 and hence DC voltage �

2e
˙〈φ〉.

Before calculating the I (VJJ) expected from this phase-diffusion process wemust
first address whether the junction is under current or voltage bias conditions. While
this may at first seem to be obvious from the type of source used in the circuit, there
is a subtlety that arises from the parasitic capacitance of the leads attached to the
junction.

In Fig. 5.6a I take the ideal current biased circuit in Fig. 5.5, explicitly include a
parasitic capacitance between the junction leads, CP , and replace the ideal current
source by a voltage source in series with a large biasing resistor RB .3 In SJTM exper-
iments CJ can be as small as∼1fF and CP is typically∼1nF. As a result, the voltage
across CP can be well approximated as independent of time even though the current
flowing through the Josephson junction consists of current spikes corresponding to
tunnelling events [28].

3Note that although in going from Figs. 5.5 and 5.6a the impedance Z(ω) has been moved from
being in parallel with the junction to in series with it, this still represents a high-frequency dissipative
shunt because it is in series with the junction capacitance CJ .
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Fig. 5.7 I (VJJ )
characteristics for an
over-damped junction in the
presence of strong thermal
fluctuations. The curves
plotted correspond to
Eq.5.31 with T = 500mK,
Z = 100� and
IJ = 100 pA−1 nA in equal
increments. Ic ∝ I 2J denotes
the maximum Cooper pair
current

This time-independence of the voltage across CP renders the junction effectively
voltage biased. Thus, in modelling the behaviour of the junction we can replace the
circuit in Fig. 5.6a by that in Fig. 5.6b. In this scheme the actual voltage source and
biasing resistor are replaced by an effective voltage source with potential difference
VJJ across it. VJJ must be determined self-consistently from the DC current flowing
through the junction, i.e. VJJ = VB − RB I (VJJ).

To calculate the I (VJJ) characteristic for a junction in the phase-diffusion regime
Ivanchenko and Zi’lberman used a circuit as in Fig. 5.6b with R(V ) = ∞ and real
impedance, Z(ω) = Z , in thermal equilibrium at temperature T acting as source of
Johnson voltage noise across the junction [24]. In the limit where EJ 
 kT and
C → 0, the solution to the resulting stochastic equation is

Ip(VJJ) = I 2J Z

2

VJJ

V 2
JJ + V 2

C

, (5.31)

where VC = 2eZkT/�. These Ip(VJJ) curves are plotted in Fig. 5.7. Note that the
subscript p has been applied to denote that this current arises entirely from the flow
of Cooper pairs.

There are several pertinent features of these Ip(VJJ) curves. Firstly, as IJ is
decreased the average diffusive phase velocity increases and with it the resistance
of the junction near VJJ = 0. Comparing Figs. 5.4 and 5.7 we can see that the effect
of strong phase fluctuations has been to give a finite slope to the Ip(VJJ) curves at
VJJ = 0. Secondly, they exhibit a peak in the Cooper-pair current at non-zero voltage,
VC , whose magnitude, Ic is proportional to I 2J . This fact is crucial for the operation
of SJTM because measuring spatial variations in Ic allows one to measure spatial
variations in IJ and hence the superconducting order parameter.
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5.3.3 Including Both Thermal and Quantum Phase
Fluctuations

In the previous section I treated the dynamics of the phase classically, despite its
quantum origin. The conclusion was that strong thermal fluctuations in φ lead to
Ip(VJJ) curves that have a finite slope at VJJ = 0 and a peak Cooper-pair current
proportional to I 2J . In this section I will take into account quantum fluctuations of
the phase resulting from the Coulomb charging of the junction and find that these
properties of Ip(VJJ) persist.

In the limit of strong fluctuations of the phase difference across a Josephson junc-
tion there is no DC Josephson effect. However, one can still measure IJ through the
current that arises from incoherent tunnelling of Cooper pairs between the electrodes.
As the Josephson effect is often described as the tunnelling of Cooper pairs, the dis-
tinction between incoherent Cooper pair tunnelling and the coherent tunnelling that
occurs in the standard Josephson effect warrants some explanation.

Consider the following model Hamiltonian of a junction between two supercon-
ducting electrodes labelled 1 and 2, each with optimum Cooper pair number, N0,
that minimises its electrostatic self-energy,

Ĥ = EC N̂
2 − EJ cos(φ̂) , (5.32)

where N̂ = N̂1 − N̂2 is the Cooper pair number imbalance operator. EC = 2e2/CJ

is the charging energy of the junction and EJ = �IJ
2e is the Josephson energy. Note

that N̂ and φ̂ do not commute and obey an uncertainty relationship �N�φ ≤ 1
2 .

Let’s work in the basis of number projected BCS wave-functions |N 〉1 and |N 〉2
for the electrodes. Writing the Josephson term in the form,

EJ cos(φ̂) = EJ

2

(
ei θ̂2e−i θ̂1 + e−i θ̂2ei θ̂1

)
, (5.33)

and noting that e−i θ̂i |N 〉i = |N + 1〉i , we see that this term acts to transfer a Cooper
pair between the two electrodes. Consequently, it has vanishing expectation if the
state of the two electrodes has a definite number of Cooper pairs on each electrode.

In the limit where EJ 	 EC the ground state will be well approximated by
a coherent superposition of product states with total Cooper pair number 2N0 but
different numbers of Cooper pairs on each electrode,

|�〉 =
∑
j

α j |N0 − j〉1|N0 + j〉2 , (5.34)

so as to give the ground state a definite phase difference [25]. Thus, the ground state
energy is phase difference dependent and this phase rigidity will result in a phase
dependent equilibrium Cooper pair current, i.e. the Josephson effect. This is what I
will term coherent Cooper pair tunnelling because the ground state of the junction
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Fig. 5.8 A Cooper-pair
(blue) tunnels to the
condensate on the other side
of a potential barrier under
voltage bias VJJ by emitting
a photon of energy
�ω = 2eVJJ

has coherence between states that differ by the transfer of a Cooper pair between the
electrodes.

In the opposite limit where EC 	 EJ the ground state is well approximated by a
product state with a definite number of Cooper pairs on each electrode,

|�〉 = |N01|N0〉2 , (5.35)

so as to minimise the charging energy of the junction. The expectation of the Joseph-
son term is then zero, resulting in the absence of a phase dependence to the ground
state energy and consequently no equilibrium Josephson current.

However, we can regard the Josephson term as a Cooper pair tunnelling Hamil-
tonian and treat it perturbatively using Fermi’s golden rule. At T = 0 the Cooper
pair tunnelling rate from electrode 1–2 is given by,

�1→2 = 2π

�
|〈N0 + 12〈N0 − 11EJe

−i φ̂|N0〉1|N0〉2|2δ(μ1 − μ2) , (5.36)

where μ1 and μ2 are the chemical potentials for Cooper pairs in the two electrodes.
This process I will refer to as incoherent Cooper pair tunnelling.

Two important points arise from this. In contrast to single-particle tunnelling
there is not a continuum of initial and final states. Thus �1→2 is only non-zero
when μ1 − μ2 = 2eVJJ = 0, where VJJ is the voltage across the junction. But in
this case �1→2 = �2→1 by symmetry and there is no net Cooper pair tunnelling
current. The only way that a net Cooper pair current can occur is if Cooper pairs
tunnel inelastically, by exchanging energy 2eVJJ with their environment when they
tunnel, as depicted in Fig. 5.8. This means that the exact form of Ip(VJJ) will depend
sensitively on the details of the interaction with the environment.

However,whatwe can tell fromEq.5.36 is that the currentwill scalewith E2
J ∝ I 2J .

It is this property of incoherent Cooper pair tunnelling that will allow us to measure
IJ in ultra-small SJTM junctions despite the absence of a coherent Josephson effect.
Note that this is exactly the same scaling behaviour exhibited by the classical phase
diffusion model in the limit of strong thermal phase fluctuations. This is a result
of the fact that in both cases, phase fluctuations mean that states with a different
number inbalance of Cooper pairs on the electrodes are combined only incoherently
and hence the Cooper pair current arises from incoherent tunnelling.
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What follows below is a extension of the argument above to include the effects of
finite temperature and the electromagnetic environment. I will follow the treatment
of Devoret et al. [30] who treated single-particle tunnelling junctions as open quan-
tum systems and coupled them to a Caldera-Leggett model for the electromagnetic
environment. This approach was subsequently extended to Josephson junctions in
Refs. [31–34]. Full details of the calculation below can be found in Ref. [28].

A Hamiltonian for the Josephson junction embedded in its environment is given
by,

Ĥ = Ĥ0 − EJ cos(φ̂) + Ĥenv , (5.37)

where Ĥ0 describes the Cooper pair condensates in the electrodes and the environ-
ment Hamiltonian,

Ĥenv = Q̂2

2CJ
+

∞∑
n=1

[
q̂2
n

2Cn
+

(
�

e

)2 1

2Ln

( ˆ̃φ − φ̂n

)2
]

, (5.38)

encodes the the electrostatic charging energy of the junction capacitance and the cou-
pling to a dissipative reservoir [34]. Here Q̂ is the charge on the junction capacitance

CJ . Note that in using the operator ˆ̃φ = φ̂ − 2e
�
VJJ t we are subtracting the trivial

time dependence of φ. The reservoir in this open quantum system is modelled as an
infinite number of LC resonators of resonant frequency, ωn = 1/

√
LnCn , bi-linearly

coupled to the phase difference across the junction. Models for the reservoir of this
type were first introduced by Caldera and Leggett [35].

If EJ 
 EC or kT then wemay treat the term−EJ cos(φ) perturbatively. Apply-
ing Fermi’s golden rule the forward tunnelling rate is given by,

�i→ f = 2π

�
|〈 f |EJe

−i φ̂|i〉|2δ(Ei − E f ) , (5.39)

where the initial and final states |i〉 and | f 〉 are the combined states of the electrodes
and the environment, with Ei and E f their corresponding energies. Tracing out the
environmental degrees of freedom as detailed in Ref. [28] the forward tunnelling rate
is given by,

�� = E2
J

4�2

∫ ∞

−∞
dt exp

(
i
2e

�
V t

)
〈e ˆ̃φ(t)e

ˆ̃φ(0)〉 , (5.40)

with the average 〈...〉 takenwith respect to thepartition functionTr{exp (−Ĥenv/kT )}.
This can be rewritten in the more compact form,

�� = E2
J

4�2
P(2 eV ) , (5.41)
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where,

P(E) = 1

2π�

∫ ∞

−∞
dt exp

[
J (t) + i

�
Et

]
, (5.42)

with phase correlation function J (t) = 〈
[ ˆ̃φ(t) − ˆ̃φ(0)

] ˆ̃φ(0)〉. P(E) can be inter-

preted as the probability of a Cooper pair exchanging energy E with the environment.
Using the Caldera–Leggett model in Eq.5.38 for the environment, J (t) can be

expressed in terms of a single parameter Zt (ω) = [iωCJ + Z−1(ω)]−1 to be

J (t) = 2
∫ ∞

−∞
dω

ω

ReZt (ω)

RQ

(
e−iωt − 1

1 − e−�ω/kT

)
, (5.43)

where Zt (ω) is the input impedance of the environment and RQ = h/4e2 is the
quantum of resistance. Assuming a knowledge of the total impedance, Zt (ω), then
the tunnelling current is given by the difference between the forwards and backwards
tunnelling rates of Cooper-pairs:

Ip(VJJ) = 2e[��(2eVJJ)− ��(−2eVJJ)] = �πeI 2J
4e

[P(2eVJJ)−P(−2eVJJ)] . (5.44)

This is a simple and powerful expression for the Cooper pair tunnelling current Ip.
Its physical interpretation is the difference in probability for a Cooper pair to emit

energy or absorb energy 2eVJJ into the environment, multiplied by a pre-factor �πeI 2J
4e

which depends only on the superconducting order parameters in the electrodes and
the strength of coupling between them.

5.3.4 Expected Pair-Current IP(V ) in Ultra-small Josephson
Junctions

The details of Zt (ω) for the junctions used in SJTM experiments are in general
difficult to know or control. However, as discussed in Sect. 5.3.2, at high frequencies
the leads attached to the junction provide an impedance well approximated as ohmic
and equal to Z1 ≈ Z0/2π ≈ 100�. In this case, at T = 0, P(E) is sharply peaked
at E = 0 as shown in Fig. 5.9a and equal to zero for E < 0 [28].

Non-zero temperatures redistribute weight in P(E) to larger voltages, with the
weight at negative energies given by the principle of detailed balance, P(−E) =
e−βE P(E), as shown schematically in Fig. 5.9b. From Eq.5.44 the pair current can
then be directly calculated as shown in Fig. 5.9c.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 5.9 a Schematic P(E) for an SJTM junction at T = 0. The probability for a Cooper-pair to
tunnel whilst emitting a photon (red) is strongly peaked at VJJ = 0. The probability for tunnelling
with absorption of a photon (blue) is zero. b Schematic P(E) for an SJTM junction at T �= 0. The
effect of T �= 0 is to broaden the distribution and populate the modes of the environment so that a
Cooper-pair may absorb a photon whilst tunnelling. c I (VJJ ) calculated directly from the difference
of the red and blue curves in b (see Eq.5.42). It exhibits a peak current at VJJ �= 0 whose magnitude
is proportional to I 2J . This peak may be used to spatially map variations in the superconducting
order parameter �

Figure5.9c is extremely similar to the I (VJJ) curves inFig. 5.7 thatwere calculated
in the presence of strong classical phase fluctuations. Both exhibit a resistance at
VJJ = 0 that increases with decreasing IJ as well as a peak in the pair current whose
magnitude is proportional to I 2J . This reflects the fact that the effects of both quantum
and thermal phase fluctuations are roughly the same. They both prohibit coherent
Cooper pair tunnelling and thus the pair currentmust flow through incoherent Cooper
pair tunnelling.

In an SJTM experiment we wish to measure spatial variations in IJ because it
is directly proportional the superconducting order parameter in the sample. We will
impose a constant temperature and Zt (ω), being dominated by the measurement
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apparatus rather than sample, will also remain constant. Relative spatial variations
in IJ , and hence � can thus be mapped by picking any feature of the I (VJJ) curve
that is easy to identify experimentally and taking the current or derivative at this
point. A sensible experimental strategy is to measure the spatial variations in the
peak Cooper-pair current, which we will call Ic. Using Eq.5.44 we see that Ic ∝ I 2J .
Having established in Sect. 5.2 that IJ ∝ |�|, this shows us that using SJTM to
measure Ic as a function of position will yield a spatial map of relative variations in
|�|2.

5.4 Experimental Strategy for Cuprate SJTM

The technical challenge of large field-of-view nanometre-resolution SJTM imaging
is to measure, in a reasonable time (days), an array of Ic values with ∼1% precision
using typically 256 × 256 pixels. To enact this scheme you require the following:

1. As large a superconducting tip gap, �T , as possible so as to maximise IJ and
hence the observed Ic (see Eq.5.25).

2. A d-wave superconducting STM tip so as to maximise its Josephson coupling to
the predominantly d-wave superconducting condensate of the cuprates.

3. An ultra-low-vibration STM that is engineered for sub-picometre stability in
taking spectroscopic data while out of feedback. It should operate at the lowest
practical temperatures to minimise the surpression of Ic by thermal fluctuations.

4. Environmental radio-frequency (RF) shielding to protect the Josephson junctions
formed by the tip and sample from ambient microwave radiation.

Motivated by point (1) above we achieve a large�T by picking up a nanometre-sized
flake of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ on the end of our tungsten tip. This also satisfies point (2)
because the tip has a d-wave superconducting order parameter. Points (3) and (4) are
fulfilled by using a dilution refrigerator based STM operating below 50mK, housed
in an RF shielded, vibrationally isolated room of the type described in Sect. 2.5.

Clearly the fabrication of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ nano-flake superconducting tips was
critical to our experimental scheme. In the following section I will describe the
fabrication and characterisation of these tips in greater detail.

5.5 Superconducting STM Tips for Cuprate SJTM

In the following I will discuss the fabrication of the Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ nano-flake
tips used in our cuprate SJTM experiments. I will also characterise the supercon-
ductivity and geometry of these tips as well as demonstrating their stability during
spectroscopic imaging.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
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Fig. 5.10 Conversion of
single-particle SIN (dashed)
to single-particle SIS (solid)
spectra when
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ

nano-flake adheres to
tungsten tip. The tip gap
�T ≈ 25meV is the
difference between the SIN
and SIS peaks (red
double-headed arrows)

5.5.1 Fabrication of Superconducting Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ

Nano-flake Tips

For the reasons discussed above, in implementing cuprate SJTM we chose to make
superconducting tips by picking up a piece of our Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ sample on the
end of normal tungsten STM tips. This was achieved by manually adjusting the z-
piezo voltage to extend the tip into the fragile Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ surface. However,
this does not always result in a superconducting tip.

The first crucial test of whether the tip is superconducting is to measure the dif-
ferential tunnelling conductance spectrum g(VB). For a normal tungsten STM tip
on a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ surface this is shown as the dashed curve in Fig. 5.10. This
conductance spectrum can be thought of as the superconducting density of states
in the material (see Sect. 2.1.4). If, after picking up a piece of the sample, both tip
and sample have a superconducting density of states, this converts the measured
superconductor-insulator-normal (SIN) tunnelling spectrum to a superconductor-
insulator-superconductor (SIS) spectrum.

As detailed in Sect. 2.1.4, the SIS single-particle tunnelling current, I (VB), is
given by,

I (VB) = 2πe

�
|M |2

∫ eVB

0
nS(ε)nT (E + eVB)dε , (5.45)

and the differential conductance,

g(VB) = d I

dVB
= 2πe2

�
|M |2

[
nS(E)nT (E + eVB) +

∫ eVB

0
nS(ε)

∂

∂(eVB)
nT (ε + eVB)dε

]
,

(5.46)

where nS(E) and nT (E) are the sample and tip superconducting density of states
respectively.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
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(b) (c)

(a)

Fig. 5.11 a Schematic d I/dVB spectrum for a d-wave superconductor with gap �T . b Schematic
of SIS tunnelling between a superconducting tip with energy gap �T and sample with gap �S .
Filled states are shaded. No bias has been applied across the junction and there is no net tunnelling
current. c A bias (�S + �T )/e is applied across the junction that aligns the filled coherence peak
of the tip and the empty coherence peak of the sample. This gives rise to a peak in d I/dVB

For tip and sample superconductors with single-particle coherence peaks sepa-
rated by 2�T and 2�S respectively, this leads to an SIS spectrum with an energy
separation 2�SI S ≈ 2(�S + �T ) between conductance peaks. This occurs because
the differential tunnelling conductance will peak when VB is such that the unfilled
coherence peak of the tip aligns in energywith the filled coherence peak of the sample
and visa versa. This is most easily understood graphically as shown in Fig. 5.11.

Figure5.10 demonstrates this phenomenology for one of our Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ

nano-flake tips. The dashed line is a spatially averaged SIN tunnelling spectrum taken
with a normal tungsten STM tip on a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ sample with hole concentra-
tion p = 0.17. The solid line is an average SIS spectrumbetween aBi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ

nano-flake tip and a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ sample of the same hole concentration. The
difference in energy between the coherence peaks of the two spectra (indicated by
red double headed arrows) indicates that the tip has a gap �T ≈ 25meV.

That the tunnelling spectra of our nano-flake tips show strong agreement with our
expectations for SIS tunnelling is good evidence that they are indeed superconduct-
ing. Of course, the strongest evidence comes from the fact that the nano-flake tips
exhibit an I (VB) for VB � 100µV that is characteristic of Cooper-pair tunnelling.
This will be discussed in detail in Sect. 5.6.
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6 nm

(a) (c) (e)

(d) (f)(b)

Fig. 5.12 Typical d I/dVB spectrum, topography and magnitude of its Fourier transform T̃ (�q)

measured with two completely distinct Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ tips on two different Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ

samples: tip 1 (a, c and e) and tip 2 (b, d and f)

5.5.2 Characterisation of Nano-flake Tip Geometry

Having characterised the superconductivity in our nano-flake tips I will now move
on to discuss their geometry, i.e. their size, resolution and orientation with respect to
the crystallographic axes of the sample crystal.

In Fig. 5.12 I compare the performance of two completely different Bi2Sr2CaCu2
O8+δ nano-flake tips. Figure5.12a, b show their measured d I/dVB spectra; they are
obviously very similar. Figure5.12c, d show SIS topographic images for these two
tips and Fig. 5.12e, f are their corresponding Fourier transforms.

In both the real-space topographs and their Fourier transforms the Bi2Sr2CaCu2
O8+δ bulk crystal super-modulation (see Sect. 2.6.1) is easily resolved. Further, for
both tips, topographic inhomogeneities can be resolved on the scale of ∼1nm.
Together these observations indicate that our nano-flake tips have a spatial resolution
of ∼1nm.

Although Bragg peaks at reciprocal lattice vectors can be seen in both Fourier
transforms (Fig. 5.12e, f), this does not indicate that our tips have true atomic res-
olution. Strong atomic modulations would occur for a tip of infinite extent, as long
as its crystallographic axes are aligned with the sample, due to the strong variation

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
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(a)
(c) (e)

(d) (f)(b)

Fig. 5.13 a Surface topography T (�r) of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ sample, obtained with a con-
ventional metallic tungsten tip. b Magnitude of Fourier transform (FT) of a. c Model for
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ nanoflake tip that is aligned with the Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ surface in a. d Con-
volution of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ surface image in a and aligned Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ nanoflake tip in
c. Inset shows resultant Fourier Transform with Bragg peaks in the corners and supermodulation
peaks. e Model for BSCCO nanoflake tip that is misaligned with the Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ surface
in a. f Convolution of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ surface image in a and misaligned Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ

nanoflake tip in e. Inset shows resulting Fourier transform with many additional broad peaks caused
by Moiré pattern effects. Comparison to d and Fig. 5.12e, f demonstrates that the tip used in the
studies reported here was well aligned with the sample

in tunnelling matrix elements as the atoms in the tip and sample move in and out of
alignment.

To check the relative orientation of the Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ nano-flake crystal axes
to the axes of the sample, we evaluate simulations to see what might be expected of
such a tip. Figure5.13a, b show ameasured SIN topograph T (�r) ofBi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ

taken with a conventional tungsten tip, and its Fourier transform. To simulate what
would be observed if the crystal axes of a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ nano-flakewere oriented
(or not) to those of the sample crystal axes, we extract a typical ∼2-nm-diameter
patch from this image and then convolute the patch image with T (�r). This results in
a simulated SIS topograph that is expected when using a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ nano-
flake tip with (or without) axes aligned to the crystal axes.
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If the axes of the patch are aligned to the crystal as in Fig. 5.13c, the result is as
in Fig. 5.13d. If the axes are misaligned with the crystal as in Fig. 5.13e, the result
is as in Fig. 5.13f (see the Fourier transform in the inset). As the vivid Moiré effects
in the Fourier transform of the latter are not observed in the actual experiments
(Fig. 5.12e, f), we conclude that the axes of the nano-flake are aligned with those
of the Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ bulk crystal. This is perhaps not surprising given that the
nano-flake tips were extracted from the very same surface that they are measuring.

5.5.3 Stability of Tips During Ic(�r) Measurement

Given that our nano-flake tips are extended objects extracted from the fragile
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ surface it is important to establish that our tips are in the vac-
uum tunnelling limit, as opposed to the point contact regime, and that they exhibit
the stability necessary for spectroscopic imaging. The latter requires that the tip is
not altered by interaction with the surface during measurement, so that a repeat of
that measurement yields an almost identical result.

In Fig. 5.14a, b we show topographic images taken with the same Bi2Sr2CaCu2
O8+δ nano-flake tip before and after a typical Ic(�r)mapping experiment. Comparison
of the topographs shows them to be virtually identical and demonstrates that no
significant changes occur in the geometry of the tip during the map. The implication
is that the nano-flake at the end of the tip never once touches the surface and that all
such Ic(�r) studies reported are in the vacuum tunnelling limit.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5.14 a Topograph taken with Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ tip before typical Ic(�r) SJTM map. b Topo-
graph taken with same Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ tip after the same Ic(�r) SJTM map. Comparison of a
and b shows that tip and surface are very well preserved in our SJTM protocol
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5.6 Experimental Josephson Current-Voltage
Characteristics

In the following I will make predictions for the I (VB) and I (VJJ) we expect to
measure for Josephson tunnelling between a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ sample and the
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ nano-flake tips characterised in the previous section. The physics
of ultra-small Josephson junctions such as these was discussed in Sect. 5.3.1. The
strong non-linearity of the I (VJJ) characteristics expected for these Josephson junc-
tions means that the form of I (VB)measured in experiments is very sensitive to other
elements in the measurement circuit. Here I will include details of the measurement
circuit used in our SJTM experiments and predict I (VB) and I (VJJ) that can be
compared directly with experiment.

Figure5.15a shows a diagram of the hybrid STM/SJTM measurement circuit
used in our experiments. A load resistor RB = 10 M� is biased, in series with
the Josephson junction formed between the STM tip and the sample, by a voltage
VB . The tip-sample junction is represented by the parallel combination of an ideal
Josephson element with intrinsic critical current, IJ , a junction capacitance, CJ , and
non-linear resistor, R(VJJ), that represents the SIS single-particle tunnelling channel.
The voltage dropped across the junction is denoted as VJJ . The ideal ammeter in this
diagram is a low-noise current-to-voltage pre-amplifier in actual experiments, as
detailed in Fig. 2.9.

To model the I (VB) characteristics of the circuit I will take the current due to
incoherent Cooper-pair tunnelling, IP(VJJ), to be,

IP(VJJ) = aI 2J
VJJ

V 2
JJ + V 2

C

, (5.47)

which is the form predicted by Ivanchenko and Zi’lberman for classical phase dif-
fusion in the limit CJ → 0 (see Sect. 5.3.1) [24]. Here I use this function only as
an approximate analytic form for the pair current because it exhibits a pair current
peak at voltage VC �= 0 which scales in magnitude with I 2J . As detailed in Sect. 5.3.4
these are generic features of ultra-small Josephson junctions in a low impedance
environment and so this approach is justified. Equation5.47 is not intended to be
used to extract the absolute value of IJ .

Although the Josephson junction could be regarded as current biased due to the
use of a large series resistance, it can be effectively treated as voltage biased, as
discussed in detail in Sect. 5.3.2 [28, 30]. This is because the parasitic capacitance
between the leads on either side of the junction, CP , is typically much larger than
the capacitance of the junction itself. As a result, the voltage across CP can be well
approximated as independent of time even though the current flowing through the
Josephson junction consists of current spikes corresponding to tunnelling events.
This renders the junction effectively voltage biased.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
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Fig. 5.15 aCircuit diagram of the hybrid STM/ SJTM setup used in these experiments. The voltage
bias VB is from the usual STM bias controller; the load resistor RB = 10M�; the single-particle
tunnelling resistance of the Josephson junction formed between the tip and sample is R(VJJ ), and
the voltage actually developed across the junction is VJJ . b The dynamics of this circuit produces
two predominant effects. First there is a discontinuous change in the I (VB) characteristic when the
current reaches a value Ic ∝ I 2J measured with the external ammeter shown. The second predicted
effect is strong hysteresis depending on which direction the external voltage is swept; this is shown
as the difference between the solid-red and dashed-blue lines. Both effects are seen very clearly
and universally in the measured I (VB) throughout our studies. c The current as in b but plotted
against the voltage across the Josephson junction VJJ

TheDC I (VB) for the circuit shown in Fig. 5.15a is then given by the simultaneous
solution of

I = VR

RB
= aI 2J

VJJ

V 2
JJ + V 2

C

(5.48a)

and
VB = VR + VJJ . (5.48b)

We set R(VJJ) = ∞ because the shunt provided by the SIS single-particle tunnelling
channel has a characteristic resistance that is typically much larger than that of the
Josephson junction for small VJJ .
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Fig. 5.16 Measured
evolution of the SJTM
I (VJJ ) with diminishing
tip-sample distance
(diminishing RN ) at
T = 45 mK (junction
formation conditions given
in blue text). The maximum
current Ic for a typical
I (VJJ ) used in an Ic(�r)
measurement is indicated by
a dashed green arrow

Figure5.15b shows the numerical solutions to Eq.5.48. The red and blue lines
show the trajectories that the forwards and backwards sweeps take through the I (VB)

plane. The non-linearity of the circuit introduces discontinuities in the measured
I (VB). A discontinuity occurs at the point where the current reaches the maximum
pair current that the junction can pass, I = Ic, and thusmakes this current experimen-
tally identifiable by the sharp I (VB) feature associated with it. Figure5.15c shows
the same trajectories but as a function of the voltage across the junction VJJ .

This circuit’s non-linearity also generates hysteresis in the I (VB) characteristic
even if the dynamics of the Josephson junction itself are non-hysteretic. This hys-
teresis is indeed observed throughout our SJTM studies of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ and
systematic errors due to the hysteresis are avoided during our I = Ic(�r) imaging
experiments by sweeping the applied voltage always in the same direction once the
Josephson junction has been formed at each location �r .

We are now in a position to compare the above predictions with the Joseph-
son tunnelling signatures detected in our experiment. Figure5.16 shows the I (VJJ)

characteristic between our Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ nano-flake tip and a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ

sample, for T = 45 mK and fixed �r , as a function of decreasing junction resistance,
RJ = Vs/Is , and thus decreasing tip-sample distance.

First notice that, as predicted in the previous section and with comparison to
Fig. 5.15c, these I (VJJ) curves have a sharp discontinuity at their maximum cur-
rent and exhibit pronounced hysteresis. Further, as the Josephson critical current IJ
increases with diminishing distance, the magnitude of the pair current peak increases
as expected. These features are in accord with our predictions for I (VJJ) arising from
incoherent Cooper pair tunnelling between a superconducting tip and sample. Taken
together they further demonstrate that our Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ nano-flake tip is indeed
superconducting.

As discussed in Sect. 5.3, the maximum Cooper pair current arising from inco-
herent Josephson tunnelling, Ic, is proportional to I 2J and IJ is directly proportional
to the amplitude of the sample superconducting order parameter |�|. Thus, Ic as
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Fig. 5.17 Typical SJTM Ic(�r) measurement of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ sample with p = 17% using a
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ nanoflake tip. Strong quasi-periodic modulations along the vertical axis are due
to the Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ bulk crystal super-modulation. Red dots numbered 1–9 pass through the
location of zinc impurity atom and are the locations for a series of I (VB) curves shown in Fig. 5.19
that demonstrate the almost complete suppression of Ic at the impurity site

measured from one of our I (VJJ) curves is related to the sample’s superconducting
order parameter through Ic ∝ |�|2 ∝ ρs , where ρs is the sample superfluid stiffness.
This means that by measuring I (VJJ) at a series of points across the surface of a sam-
ple it is possible to create a spectroscopic map, Ic(�r), that directly measures spatial
variations in the superconducting condensate through Ic(�r) ∝ |�(�r |2 ∝ ρs(�r).

In general, we functionally define the quantity Ic(�r) to be the maximum magni-
tude of current achieved on sweeping away from VB = 0 with the tip at position �r
on the surface. An example of an Ic(�r) map is shown in Fig. 5.17. The most imme-
diately apparent features are a strong quasi-periodic modulation along the vertical
axis and dark regions where Ic is almost completely suppressed. These are due to the
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ bulk crystal super-modulation and individual Zn impurity atoms
respectively. In the following section I will use these features to validate SJTM as
a probe of the superconducting order parameter using their known effect on the
superconductivity in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ .

5.7 Validating SJTM as a Probe of the Order Parameter

The experiments reported in this chapter are the first that successfully map spatial
variations in the superconducting order parameter with nanometre resolution using
SJTM. As such, it is pertinent to validate our SJTMmethod as a faithful probe of spa-
tial variations in the superfluid density, in a model independent way. In the following
we achieve this using known features of the superconductivity in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ ,
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namely a modulation of the superconducting gap with the bulk structural super-
modulation and the suppression of the superfluid density at individual Zn impurity
atoms.

5.7.1 Imaging the Suppression of �(�r) at Individual Zinc
Impurities

To test the Cooper-pair condensate visualisation capabilities of this Ic(�r) imaging
technique directly, we use two approaches. First we study Ic(�r) in the vicinity of Zn
impurity atoms. This is an excellent test of our technique because muon spin rotation
studies have shown that the superfluid density is completely suppressed in a radius
of a few nanometers around each Zn atom [36].

Figure5.18a shows a 76nm × 76nm image of the SIS single-particle tunnelling
conductance g(�r ,−20meV). One can locate each Zn impurity atom by its charac-
teristic scattering resonance peak, which is shifted by convolution with the super-
conducting tip density of states from its resonance energy, � = 1.5meV, to
|E | = � + �T ≈ 25meV (vertical red line in the inset to Fig. 5.18a) [37]. Thus, the
Zn impurity atoms are at the dark spots in Fig. 5.18a.

In Fig. 5.18b I show Ic(�r) measured at 45 mK in the same field of view as
Fig. 5.18a. This reveals how Ic(�r) is suppressed within a radius of approximately
3nm around each Zn atom site. The evolution of measured I (VB) curves at a spe-
cific sequence of locations along a line passing through a Zn impurity is shown in
Fig. 5.19. The almost complete (∼95%) suppression of Ic as this sequence passes
through the site of a Zn atom is seen in panel 5 of Fig. 5.19. These typical data demon-
strate directly the unprocessed signal-to-noise ratio for measurement of Ic and how
the spatial evolution of unprocessed I (VB) spectra yields the high fidelity seen in the
Ic(�r) images.

The almost complete suppression of Ic(�r) at positions which are independently
determined to be Zn impurity sites (through their single-particle tunnelling signature)
is a model independent verification that Ic(�r) measured in our SJTM experiments is
a faithful probe of variations in the superconducting order parameter.

5.7.2 Modulation of Superconductivity by the Bulk
Structural Super-Modulation

A second test is possible because of the bulk crystal super-modulation at wave-vector
�QSM present inBi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ (see Sect. 2.6.1). Oneway inwhich this ismanifest
is the strong quasi-periodic modulations in the topograph T (�r), as shown using
an normal tungsten tip in Fig. 5.20a. This super-modulation is known to modulate
the single-particle tunnelling gap at the same wave-vector, as demonstrated by SIN

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
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Fig. 5.18 a Single-particle
SIS conductance map
g(r, E = −20meV). The
inset is the conductance
spectrum at a Zinc impurity
site. The convolution of
� = 1.5meV Zn impurity
resonance with the
superconducting spectrum of
the tip shifts the resonance to
|E | ≈ |�| + |�T |. The
measured SIS
g(r, E = −20 meV) image
near this energy (vertical red
line) identifies the site of
each Zn. b Ic(�r) image
measured at 45mK in the
same field of view as a. A
deep minimum (≈95%
suppression) occurs in Ic(�r)
surrounding each Zn site
where the Cooper-pair
condensate is suppressed.
For visual clarity
modulations at the
wave-vector of the crystal
super-modulation have been
removed by the Fourier
filtration method described
in Sect. 2.8

(a)

(b)

tunnelling measurements shown in Fig. 5.20c–f [38]. We searched for a concomitant
modulation in Ic(�r) to further validate our cuprate SJTM method.

Turning back to measurements made with Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ nano-flake tips,
Fig. 5.21a shows clear modulations in Ic at �QSM . In Fig. 5.21b we plot the Fourier
transform of the SIS topograph, T̃ (�q), in grey and Ĩc(�q) in orange, both measured
simultaneously along the (1,1) direction through �QSM . This directly demonstrates
the capability of SJTM to visualise Cooper-pair density modulations induced by the
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ crystal super-modulation.

Overall, these tests show that Ic(�r) faithfully measures spatial variations in the
superconducting order parameter. Thus, we have achieved nanometer resolution
Cooper pair condensate visualisation using our Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ nano-flake tip
SJTM approach.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
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5nm

Fig. 5.19 Nine individual I (VB) spectra measured at the locations passing through a zinc impurity
site, indicated by numbers 1–9 in the Ic(�r) image (right hand side). The Ic(�r) image is a small
section of that shown in Fig. 5.17. As the sequence passes through the site of a Zn atom, the value
of Ic diminishes by ≈95% from its maximum, as expected from μSR experiments

5.8 Conclusions and Future Directions of SJTM

Using a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ nanoflake tip SJTM we have made the first direct,
nanometer-resolution visualisation of the condensate in any superconductor. In doing
so we have visualised the suppression of the superconducting order parameter at Zn
impurities in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ , confirming a well known result of μSR studies and
validating our method.

5.8.1 Future State of the Art in Condensate Imaging

In detecting atomic-scale spatial variations in the superconducting condensate
directly, our SJTM has fulfilled much of the promise it showed in its conception
[2]. The next advance in the state of the art will be to achieve intra unit cell resolu-
tion imaging capabilities on a cuprate superconductor. Such resolution has recently
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Fig. 5.20 a Typical 35nm × 35nm topographic image T (�r) of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ surface (crystal
supermodulation runs vertically). b Typical g(E) = d I/dVB(E = eV) differential conductance
spectra of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ . The maximum energy gap � is half the distance between peaks.
c �(�r) (gapmap) for p ∼ 17% Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ in same field of view as a. d Magnitude of
Fourier transform of c, |�̃(�q)| (crosses at q = (π/a0, 0);(0,π/a0)) showing a single peak due to
the super-modulation (blue arrow). e Fourier transform magnitude of topograph |T̃ (�q)| (crosses
at q = (π/a0, 0);(0,π/a0)). The super-modulation is a quasi-periodic modulation along the (1,1)
direction with wavevector �QSM indicated by blue arrow. f Simultaneously measured |�̃(�q)| and
|T̃ (�q)| from d, e along the (1,1) direction. Their primary peaks coincide
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Fig. 5.21 a Ic(�r) map showing clear modulations at �QSM . b Simultaneously measured magnitude
of Ĩc(�q) (Fourier transform of a) and T̃ (�q) along the CuO2 (1,1) direction. The primary peaks in
Ĩc(�q) and T̃ (�q) from the super-modulation coincide, demonstrating the ability of SJTM to visualise
modulations in �(�r)
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been achieved on the surface of lead, using a lead coated tungsten tip [14]. For cuprate
SJTM however, our nanoflake tip approach is unlikely to ever yield intra unit cell
resolution.

An obvious scheme to improve the resolution of cuprate SJTM would be to use a
superconducting tipmaterial that can be formed into a sharp point eithermechanically
or by chemical/physical etching. However, thesematerials typically have a supercon-
ducting gap that is at least an order of magnitude smaller than a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ

nanoflake tip, greatly reducing Ic for a given junction resistance.
Furthermore, because the practical material choices are s-wave superconductors

we expect a strong suppression of Ic (at a given junction resistance) due to the
fact that the s-wave component, �s of the cuprate order parameter ranges from
�s ≈ 0 − 0.1�d , depending on cuprate material [39, 40]. To achieve a similar
magnitude of Ic as those reported here, the junction resistance would have to be
greatly reduced.

The micaceous nature of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ makes its surface unstable to a sharp
metallic tip at low junction resistances.However,YBa2Cu3O6+x has�s ∼ 0.1�d and
a stable surface. This material, in combination with a conventional superconducting
STM tip, could yield intra unit cell resolution cuprate SJTM.

5.8.2 Inelastic Cooper-Pair Tunnelling Spectroscopy

SJTM utilises the inelastic tunnelling of Cooper-pairs to access the superconducting
order parameter. As discussed in Sect. 5.3.3, this is the simplest form of inelastic tun-
nelling because the Cooper-pair condensate does not form a continuum of initial and
final states. This allows an easier route to determine the environmental impedance,
Zt (ω), than inelastic single-particle tunnelling spectroscopy.

While the super-current peak observed in our SJTM I (VJJ) is a generic result of
the small ohmic impedance provided by the environment, in principle we can detect
resonances in Zt (ω). Indeed, resonances arising from the antenna modes of the tip
have already been observed in the Josephson tunnelling current [11, 12, 14].

If a molecule absorbed onto a superconducting substrate has an absorption line at
a frequency ν, it could be detected in the inelastic Cooper-pair tunnelling current as
a peak at 2eVJJ = hν. Alternatively the GHz radiation field emitted from a typical
SJTM junction could be used in the coherent manipulation of single spins as sug-
gested in Ref. [12], where large GHz photon fluxes have already been demonstrated.
The principle advantage of performing atomically resolved spectroscopy or atomic
manipulation of this kind with SJTM as opposed to a normal STM tip, is that the
source and detector of high frequency signals is the junction itself. As such, normal
low-temperature STM cryostats with wiring designed for low frequency signals can
be used, greatly simplifying the experimental design.
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Chapter 6
Pair Density Waves in Cuprates

In this chapter I will define what is meant by a pair density wave (PDW). I
will also discuss how the PDW couples to charge density wave, spin density
wave and uniform superconducting orders. After reviewing the experimental
evidence and theoretical proposals for a PDW in cuprate superconductors, I
will discuss how to experimentally distinguish between these proposals.

6.1 The Pair Density Wave

In 1964 Fulde, Ferrel, Larkin and Ovchinnikov (FFLO) predicted a new state of
matter: a superconductorwhere the pairing amplitudemodulates periodically in space
[1, 2]. The family of states with such a periodically modulating pairing amplitude are
known as pair density waves [3]. Phenomenologically we can examine these states
by expanding the pairing amplitude in order parameters,

〈ψ̂†
σ(�r1)ψ̂†

−σ(�r2)〉 = F0(�r1 − �r2)�0( �R)

+ F1(�r1 − �r2)
[
� �Qx

( �R)ei
�Qx · �R + �− �Qx

( �R)e−i �Qx · �R + � �Qy
( �R)ei

�Qy · �R + �− �Qy
( �R)e−i �Qy · �R]

+ ... ,

(6.1)

where ψ̂†
σ(�r1) creates a quasi-particle of spin σ at location �r1 and �R = (�r1 + �r2)/2.

�0 is a complex scalar field corresponding to a uniform charge 2e superconductor.
� �Qx

, �− �Qx
, � �Qy

and �− �Qy
are pair density wave (PDW) order parameters [3, 4].

They also are complex scalar fields, but they carry momenta �Q±x and �Q±y running
along orthogonal directions �x and �y.

With the uniform superconducting component �0 equal to zero, the PDW will
itself break a global U(1) phase symmetry making the pair density wave a super-
conductor, capable of exhibiting flux quantisation and a Meissner effect. It will also
breaks lattice translational symmetry and may additionally break lattice rotational
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and time-reversal symmetry. In general� �Q and�− �Q are independent complex num-
bers so as to encode both the broken global U(1) phase symmetry that makes it a
superconductor and the broken U(1) symmetry that corresponds to the phase of the
spatial modulation.

Here I have chosen to consider a tetragonal system with quasi two-dimensional
order so that the PDW wave-vectors lie in the square planes of the tetragonal lattice.
In the context of the cuprate high-temperature superconductors �x and �y will be the
two symmetry equivalent Cu-O directions in the CuO2 planes. The symmetry of
the uniform superconducting order parameter �0 is manifest in how F0(�r1 − �r2)
transforms under a 90◦ rotation of the co-ordinate system. An A1g(s-wave) order
parameter is invariant under such a rotation whereas a B1g (dx2−y2 ) order parameter
will change sign.

The function F1(�r1−�r2) is the form factor of the PDW.As for the case of the CDW
discussed in Chaps. 1 and 4, the fact that the PDW breaks translational symmetry
means that its form factor is not sufficient in itself to determine which irreducible
representation of the point group the PDW transforms as. However, if F1(�r1 − �r2) is
even under 90◦ rotation then the PDW can be termed to have an s-wave symmetry
form factor whereas if it is odd it has a d-wave symmetry form factor [5].

The expansion in Eq.6.1 can be regarded as the wave-function of a Cooper-pair
and thus the coordinate �R as the centre of mass of the Cooper-pair. For the uniform
superconducting component, �0, the conjugate momentum, �Q, of the Cooper-pair
is zero, as we would expect from the pairing of quasi-particles at opposite momenta
in BCS theory. In the PDW state the order parameters have non-zero momentum
± �Qx,y associated with them because they arise from the pairing of quasi-particles at
momenta �k and −�k + �Q to form a Cooper-pair with centre of mass momentum �Q.
This is shown schematically in Fig. 6.1a.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6.1 a Schematic of Cooper pairing on a cylindrical Fermi surface, leading to the formation of
PDW state. A quasi-particle with momentum �k and spin σ pairs with another at momentum−�k+ �Q
and spin −σ. They form a Cooper pair with centre of mass momentum �Q and hence a PDW with
wave-vector �Q. In general, there is no weak-coupling instability to the PDW state because �k and
−�k + �Q only lie on the Fermi surface for one choice of �k as depicted in b

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_1
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_4
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In Chap.1 I discussed how for arbitrarily weak effective interaction U < 0, the
RPA particle-particle susceptibility

χpp(�q,ω) = χ0
pp(�q,ω)

1 +Uχ0
pp(�q,ω)

, (6.2)

always diverges for finite temperature for �q , ω → 0. This is because, in the presence
of time-reversal symmetry, the bare susceptibility χ0

pp diverges logarithmically with
decreasing temperature, as discussed in Chap. 1. This famous “BCS log” leads to
uniform superconducting phases such as that represented by �0. For finite momen-
tum pairing there is, in general, no divergent susceptibility to particle-particle pairing
based on fermiology alone, as was also the case for the particle-hole (CDW) sus-
ceptibility in dimension higher than one [6]. This is apparent in Fig. 6.1b from the
fact that �k ′ = −�k + �Q only lies on the Fermi surface for one choice of �k. Therefore
we expect a phase transition to a PDW state only in the presence of a special Fermi
surface or strong interactions between quasi-particles.

FFLO considered an example of a special Fermi surface, i.e. that of a metal in a
large applied magnetic field [1]. Here, Fermi surfaces of opposite spin will be Zee-
man split by an energy gμB B, where g is the effective g-factor for quasi-particles in
the normal metal (Fig. 6.2). If the material were to form a uniform superconductor,
where the formation of spin-singlet Cooper pairs does not allow any magnetisa-
tion of the itinerant quasi-particles, the paramagnetic energy of the superconductor

(a) (b)

Fig. 6.2 a Spin singlet Cooper pairing between Zeeman split Fermi surfaces leads to the formation
of an FF state with wave-vector �QH ≈ 2μB �H/�vF . b In such an FF state pairing only occurs on
sections of the Fermi surface near the black dots, leaving large sections of Fermi surface un-paired as
indicated by the dashed red lines. This allows for a net magnetisation and renders the condensation
energy of the FF state less than that of the uniform BCS state

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_1
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_1
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would be higher than that of the normal metal by Ep = 1/2χnH 2 where χn is the
spin-susceptibility of the normal metal and H the magnetic induction. However, the
energy of the superconductor will be lowered from that of the normal metal by its
condensation energy Econ = 1/2N (0)�2

0 [7], where �0 is the BCS gap.
Somewhat rarely, it will be the competition between the energy scales Ep and

Econ that determines the upper critical field Hc2 of a type-II superconductor. If this
were the only contribution to pair-breaking then at T = 0 we would expect a first-
order phase transition between the superconducting and normal metal states when
Ep = Econ , leading to a pauli-limited upper critical field H p

c2 = √
2�0/gμB [8, 9].

Themore usual situation is that Hc2 is dominated by the orbital contribution; that is the
decrease in condensation energy caused by the kinetic energy of the super-currents
surrounding the vortex cores. In the case where the upper critical field is determined
only by this orbital contribution, the upper critical field Horb

c2 = �0/2πξ2 is reached
when vortex cores overlap [63]. The relative importance of these two contributions
can be measured by the Maki parameter [63]

α = √
2
Horb

c2

H p
c2

. (6.3)

Fulde and Ferrel noted that for materials with α 
 1 superconductivity can be
extended to magnetic fields larger than H p

c2 by forming a pair density wave state,

〈ψ†
σ(�r1)ψ†

−σ(�r2)〉 = � �QH
ei

�QH · �R , (6.4)

where pairing between sections of the Zeeman split Fermi surfaces results in Cooper-
pairswith centre-of-massmomentum �QH ≈ 2μB �H/�vF [1]. This is shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 6.2a. In this Fulde-Ferrel (FF) state the magnitude of the superconduct-
ing order parameter is constant, while its phase rotates with period 2π/| �QH |. As
shown in Fig. 6.2b, only part of the Fermi surface is paired in this state with the other
de-paired sections allowing a net magnetisation. While the condensation energy of
the FF state is less than that of the uniform BCS state, this net magnetisation reduces
the Zeeman energy and leads the FF state to be favoured over the uniform BCS state
at high fields.

The FF state breaks time-reversal symmetry by including a modulation of the
pairing amplitude at �QH but not − �QH . Larkin and Ovchinnikov considered a state
that preserves time-reversal symmetry by taking a linear combination of these two
degenerate states to give

〈ψ̂†
σ(�r1)ψ̂†

−σ(�r2)〉 = � �QH
ei

�QH · �R + �− �QH
e−i �QH · �R (6.5)

with�− �Q �H
= �∗ �Q �H

[2]. This state has a lower free-energy than the FF state (Eq. 6.4)
[9]. In contrast to the FF state, in the LO state the density of Cooper-pairs is modu-
lated.
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Despite decades of searching there is still no unambiguous detection of an FFLO
state in a superconductor, though its signatures have been detected ultra-cold 6Li
gas [10]. This is likely because the conditions under which it can be formed are
rather stringent. The superconductor must be strongly type-II and have a small Maki
parameter. Additionally it must be very clean, because the FFLO state is readily
destroyed by disorder [9]. The strongest contenders for fulfilling these criteria are
heavy fermion superconductors and organic superconductors. The status of the search
for such a phase in these materials is reviewed in detail by Matsuda and Shimahara
in reference [9]. Although there is a great deal of indirect evidence suggesting the
existence of an FFLO phase, there is no consensus that an FFLO phase has been
observed.

The states considered by FFLO are just two of a number of possible PDW states.
By writing down the Ginzburg-Landau expansion for the free-energy density of the
PDW we can examine the range of possible states. For a quasi-two dimensional
system with square lattice planes this is

f = α
∑
i

|� �Qi
|2 + β1

(∑
i

|� �Qi
|2

)2

+ β2

∑
i< j

|� �Qi
|2|� �Q j

|2 + β3

(
|� �Qx

|2|�− �Qx
|2 + |� �Qy

|2|�− �Qy
|2

)

+ β4

[
� �Qx

�− �Qx

(
� �Qy

�− �Qy

)∗ +
(
� �Qx

�− �Qx

)∗
� �Qy

�− �Qy

]

+ κ1

∑
i

| �D� �Qi
|2 + κ2

∑
i

(−1)i
[
|Dx� �Qi

|2 − |Dy� �Qi
|2

]
+ κ3

∑
i

|Dz� �Qi
|2 + 1

2
(∇ × �A)2 , (6.6)

where (−1)i is -1 for �Qi = ± �Qx and 1 for �Qi = ± �Qy with �D = −i∇ − 2e �A and
�B = ∇ × �A.
The possible PDW phases resulting from this free-energy density in Eq.6.6 are

listed in Table6.1. The FF and LO states discussed above are numbered 1 and 3
respectively. In Sect. 6.4 I will explicitly discuss the coupling of the PDW order
parameter to that of a charge density wave (CDW) and spin density wave (SDW),
with the result that different PDW states will induce CDW and SDW at different
wave-vectors. These results are summarised in Table6.1 and may be used as a tool
to differentiate between different PDW states [3].

Table 6.1 Possible PDW phases (numbered 1–5) allowed by the free energy density in Eq.6.6.
These phaseswill induceCDWandSDWat thewave-vectors listed in the table due to their symmetry
allowed coupling to the PDW in the free energy density as detailed in Sect. 6.4

Phase � �Qx
� �Qy

� �−Qx
�− �Qy

CDW Modes SDWModes

1 eiφ1 0 0 0 None None

2 eiφ1 eiφ2 0 0 ρ �Qx− �Qy
SZ

�Qx− �Qy

3 eiφ1 0 eiφ2 0 ρ2 �Qx
None

4 eiφ1 eiφ2 eiφ3 ei[φ1+φ3−φ2] ρ2 �Qx
,ρ2 �Qy

,ρ �Qx− �Qy
None

5 eiφ1 ieiφ2 eiφ3 iei[φ1+φ3−φ2] ρ2 �Qx
,ρ2 �Qy

SZ
�Qx− �Qy

,SZ
�Qx+ �Qy
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Clearly the case considered by FFLO is a very special situation and in general
we do not expect PDW formation in weakly coupled superconductors. However, we
might still expect a divergent susceptibility to a PDW state to arise from a strongly
correlated many-body state. It has been proposed that a PDW exists in the cuprates
for this very reason. In the following sections I will review the experimental evidence
and theoretical proposals for the cuprate PDW.

6.2 Experimental Evidence for a Cuprate PDW

Prior to the new results presented in Chap. 7 there was no direct evidence for a
spatially modulating pairing amplitude in the cuprates. However, there were many
intriguing pieces of indirect experimental evidence that led to proposals of a PDW
in cuprates. In this section I will review this evidence before going on to discuss the
various theoretical proposals for the cuprate PDW state in the next section.

6.2.1 Decoupling of Superconductivity Between the CuO2
Planes

The strongest evidence for a PDW state comes from the group of cuprate materials
based on the insulator La2CuO4. Many of these materials form “stripe” order where
co-linear anti-ferromagnetic spin and charge modulations �Qs and �Qc exist with
the relationship �Qc = 2 �Qs ≈ ( 14 , 0); (0, 1

4 ) [11]. The stripe order is strongest in the
vicinity of hole-doping p ≈ 1/8 where there is an anomalous suppression in the bulk
superconducting Tc, known as the “1/8th anomaly” [12]. The principal observation
pointing to PDW order in these materials is that there are many signatures that the
individual CuO2 planes become superconducting at a temperature much higher than
the bulk Tc.

In La2−xBaxCuO4 a large anisotropy between the in-plane resistivity, ρab, and out-
of-plane resistivity, ρc, onsets at the same temperature as spin-stripe order Tspin =
42K [13]. This anisotropy is most pronounced in the temperature range 10K < T <

16K. Here ρab is, to within error, zero; whilst ρc has a value characteristic of a bad
metal (1-10m�cm). For 16K < T < Tspin, ρab exhibits a temperature dependence
that fits that predicted above a Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless transition, indicating
that superconducting fluctuations are confined to the 2D planes.

Similarly, below Tspin a diamagnetic response is seen in themagnetic susceptibility
for fields perpendicular to the CuO2 planes (requiring screening currents in the plane)
whereas none is seen for a field within the planes (requiring screening currents along
the c-axis) [14]. Together, these observations are highly indicative of the fact that
superconductivity onsetswithin theCuO2 planes at a temperature significantly higher
than the bulk Tc.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_7
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On tuning, by chemical doping, to within the stripe-ordered region of the phase
diagram there is also strong suppression of the superfluid stiffness along the c-axis
[15]. The layered, quasi-2D nature of the cuprate superconductors means that their
response to an electric field polarised along the c-axis can be modeled as a stack
of intrinsic Josephson junctions where the CuO2 planes are the superconducting
electrodes, separated by weak links formed by the dopant layers [16].

As discussed in Sect. 5.3.1, the dynamics of a Josephson junction are analogous
to that of a damped pendulum with resonant Josephson plasma frequency �ωJ =√
2EJ EC , where EJ is the Josephson coupling energy and EC the capacitive charging

energy. In c-axis polarised optical spectroscopy, this leads to an adsorption edge with
frequency proportional to

√
EJ for fixed interlayer capacitance. This is known as the

Josephson plasma resonance.
In La1.85−yNdySr0.15CuO4 the Josephson plasma resonance rapidly shifts to lower

frequencies as y is increased towards the stripe-ordered region. Upon exceeding the
critical Nd concentration where stripe-order is stabilised, the Josephson plasma res-
onance all but disappears [15]. Furthermore, when a c-axis magnetic field is applied
to La1.9Sr0.1CuO4 there is a pronounced reduction of the Josephson plasma res-
onance frequency while the in-plane superfluid density shows little change [17].
These results point towards a situation where entry into the stripe-ordered phase
strongly suppresses the Josephson coupling between adjacent CuO2 planes, so that
the bulk Tc for 3D superconductivity is much less than that at which the CuO2 planes
themselves become superconducting.

It has been proposed that the frustration of interlayer Josephson coupling needed to
explain these anomalous observationswould naturally be provided by the existence of
a particular PDW state within the stripe-ordered region of the La2CuO4 family phase
diagram [18, 19]. What is known experimentally is that co-linear CDW and SDW
order with wave-vectors along the Cu-O directions exists with periodicity ≈ 4a0 and
8a0 respectively [11]. This is attributed to the segregation of holes in the CuO2 plane
into regions of un-doped antiferromagnetic insulator separated by domain walls of
holes with a periodicity of 4a0 [20].

Across the domain walls the (π,π) anti-ferromagnetism undergoes a π phase-
shift resulting in an SDW periodicity of 8a0. The picture put forward by Berg et al.
is that the hole rich regions superconduct but are separated by regions of correlated
insulator that result in a negative Josephson coupling between them. This leads to a
π phase-shift of the pairing amplitude across the insulating region. The result of this
is a spatially modulated superconducting order parameter with periodicity 8a0 and a
mean of zero.

In the low temperature tetragonal (LTT) phase of La2−xBaxCuO4 where stripe-
order is found there are two CuO2 planes per unit cell [21, 22]. It is widely thought
that the stripes are orthogonal in adjacent planes and that the stripes are offset from
each other by 2a0 in adjacent unit cells to minimise coulomb repulsion as shown
in Fig. 6.3 [20]. This would lead to an exact cancellation of the Josephson coupling
between the first, second and third neighbour planes [19].

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_5
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.3 a Hierarchy of temperature scales associated with spin-stripe order at x = 1/8 in
La2−xBaxCuO4. A large resistivity anisotropy sets in below Tspin. For 10K < T < 16K the in
plane resistivity, ρab, is zero to within error whilst the out-of-plane resistivity, ρc, takes the value
of a bad metal. This indicates that CuO2 planes themselves are superconducting at temperatures
above Tc. A PDW state has been proposed to explain these observations [19]. b Schematic of the
PDW state proposed to exist in the spin stripe ordered state at x = 1/8 in La2−xBaxCuO4. Pink
areas depict regions of un-doped antiferromagnetic insulator. Red and grey regions are domain
walls between the insulator regions where holes aggregate at intervals of 4a0 forming a CDW
with �QC = ( 14 , 0); (0, 1

4 ) 2πa0
. These hole-rich regions are superconducting. Red and grey depict a

superconducting order parameter of opposite sign. The state is hence a PDW (of the LO type) with
wave-vector �QP = ( 18 , 0); (0, 1

8 ) 2πa0
. The stripes are thought to be orthogonal in nearest neighbour

layers due to the LTT crystal structure [11, 21, 22] and stripes in 2nd nearest neighbour layers are
offset by 2a0 [20]. The dashed lines demonstrate that this configuration leads to a cancellation of
the c-axis Josephson coupling between first, second and third nearest neighbours. Figure adapted
with permission from reference [19]
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Within the planes however, a sufficiently long range ordered PDW state would
exhibit many of the same properties as a uniform superconductor such as zero resis-
tance, a Meissner effect and flux quantisation [4], due to its broken gauge symmetry.
As such, this specific PDW proposal for the stripe ordered cuprates would offer an
explanation for the observed resistivity anisotropy and suppression of the Josephson
plasma resonance.

Is is natural to ask whether cuprate materials beyond the La2CuO4 family exhibit
the same phenomenology, thus suggesting that a PDW is ubiquitous in cuprates.
The answer is that there are similar signatures but they are much less clear. In
YBa2Cu3O6+δ there is evidence for a Josephson plasma resonance at temperatures far
above the bulk Tc [23]. There are also magnetisation studies in high magnetic fields
that are interpreted as pointing towards PDW correlations [24]. However, beyond
the La2CuO4 family of cuprates, the most persuasive arguments for the existence
of a PDW come from the interpretation of photoemission spectra, which I will now
discuss.

6.2.2 Photoemission Spectra

P. A. Lee has put forward a detailed argument that the anti-nodal gap present for
T < T ∗, as observed by ARPES on Bi2Sr2CuO6+δ , is compatible with a PDW and
incompatible with a CDW or uniform d-wave pairing [25].

At temperatures above T ∗ a full Fermi surface is observed [26]. For a series of
cuts parallel to �kx in momentum space (Fig. 6.4a) the dispersion of this band is shown
as red points in Fig. 6.4b–e. Clear Fermi momenta kF1 and kF2 can be determined
from where this band crosses the Fermi energy.

For Tc < T < T ∗ a pseudo-gap opens in the (1,0) directions leaving only arcs of
spectral weight along the sections of Fermi surface proximal to the (1,1) directions
[27]. The tips of these Fermi arcs are formed when a band moves up to touch the
Fermi level from below. At the tip of the arc, the gap to excitations is above the
chemical potential. This is incompatible with a mean-field CDW order parameter
which would produce a gap below the Fermi energy at these locations [25, 28].

For T < Tc the whole Fermi surface is gapped except at the nodes along the
(1,1) directions. Near these nodes a particle-hole symmetric gap is observed that is
consistent with a dx2−y2 superconducting gap [26, 29–32]. The spectrum of exci-
tations below the Fermi energy exhibits maxima at momenta kG1 and kG2 that are
approximately equal to kF1 and kF2 [26]. Such “back-bending” is familiar from the
Bogoliubov spectrum of the BCS Hamiltonian, discussed in Sect. 1.1.2. However, in
the anti-nodal region kG1 and kG2 diverge from kF1 and kF2 with increasing proximity
to the anti-node [26]. This suggests that the anti-nodal gap does not have its origins
in �Q = 0 (uniform) superconductivity.

Taken together, these features indicate that the anti-nodal gap does not originate
from a CDW or �Q = 0 pairing. Lee explicitly calculates that for an ≈ 8a0 unit cell

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_1
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(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

Fig. 6.4 a Schematic Brillouin zone for the single layer cuprate Bi2Sr2CuO6+δ showing a full,
hole-like, Fermi surface. b–e ARPES data on Bi2Sr2CuO6+δ from R. He et al. [26] reproduced
with permission from reference [25]. The four panels show data extracted dispersions for cuts in
momentum space parallel to �kx at δ�ky = π − �ky . Red circles show the dispersion of the full Fermi
surface observed for T > T ∗. Fermi momenta kF1 and kF2 are extracted from the points where
this band crosses the Fermi energy (EF ). Blue circles show the dispersion of the band below the
Fermi energy that is observed for T < Tc. It exhibits maxima at momenta kG1 and kG2 that diverge
from kF1 and kF2 with increasing proximity to the anti-node. This indicates that the anti-nodal gap
is not a result of uniform d-wave pairing (see text)

LO type PDW, driven by a mechanism he calls Amperean pairing (see Sect. 6.5.3),
all qualitative features of the photoemission spectra can be reproduced [25].

Having reviewed the experimental evidence for a PDW in cuprates, I will now
discuss theoretical proposals for how it may arise.

6.3 Coupled Order Parameters

The cuprates habour many putative broken symmetries. The list includes supercon-
ducting phase, lattice translational, point group and time-reversal symmetries as well
as combinations thereof [33]. Ideally we would like to formulate a description of (at
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least parts of) the cuprate phase diagram in terms of a minimal set of order parame-
ters whose couplings to each other produce the full complexity of the system. In this
section I will discuss how PDW order couples to other order parameters and hence
how it may fit into such a framework.

A common situation in modern condensed matter physics is to be faced with a
material wheremultiple degrees of freedom break a symmetry and to ask the question
“which degrees of freedom are in the driving seat and which go along for the ride?”
[6, 34]. It is sometimes useful to cast this question in terms of primary and secondary
order parameters. To understand what that means one can consider the following free
energy expansion,

F[�1, �2] = 1

2
χ−1
1 �2

1 + 1

4
b�4

1 + 1

2
χ−1
2 �2

2 + λ12�1�2 + ... , (6.7)

where �1 and �2 are real order parameters. χ−1
1 goes to zero at T = Tc and is

negative for T < Tc. In contrast, χ−1
2 and b are positive for all T . For T < Tc the

free energy will be minimised by �1 taking on a non-zero value and spontaneously
breaking aZ2 symmetry. Zn refers to an invariance of the free energy under rotations
by 2π/n, which for n = 2 is the symmetry of the Ising model.

Considering the third term in Eq.6.7 in isolation, it always raises the free energy
to make �2 = 0. However, if you consider the coupling term λ12�1�2 then as long
as �1 = 0 there is always some small non-zero �2,

�2 = −χ2λ12�1 , (6.8)

that lowers the free energy regardless of the sign of λ12. This is because �2 enters
the Landau expansion at linear order. Thus in this example, �2 orders concurrently
with �1 even though it would never have ordered in and of itself. Here we would
term �1 a primary order parameter that induces secondary order in �2.

The question of which order parameter is in the driving seat is only meaningful
if the coupling λ12 is relatively small. Otherwise the reduction in free energy from
the coupling term can be comparable to that of the quadratic term of the “primary”
order parameter. In this case neither order parameter is “in the driving seat”, rather
they are “intertwined” in a single microscopic instability towards both orders [6].

Nevertheless it can still be useful to describe the thermodynamics of a system
in terms of a set of primary order parameters whose products form accompanying
secondary orders. For example, as I will shown in Sect. 6.4, a CDWwith wave-vector
2 �Q can be expressed as a product of PDW order parameters �∗

− �Q� �Q . While this is
largely a matter of convenience and economy, if a PDW exists anywhere in the phase
diagram (in a region where �0 = 0) then it should be regarded as primary. A pure
PDW phase can only be expressed as a composite of uniform superconductivity and
CDW by fractionalisation [6].

This prescription also allows for the fact that these secondary order parameters,
which are expressed as products of the primary order parameters, may have non-
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zero expectation even if the expectation of the primary order parameters themselves
vanish. This can occur because for a general observable O , 〈O2〉 ≡ 〈O〉2.

For instance, a stripe-CDW (〈� �Qx
〉 = 0, 〈� �Qy

〉 = 0) breaks rotational and trans-
lational symmetry. This stripe-CDWphase can “melt” via two transitions [35]. At the
first transition, translation symmetry is restored (〈ρ �Qx

〉 = 0) but rotational symmetry
is still broken in what is called a nematic phase. In the nematic phase the rotational
symmetry breaking is encoded in the nematic order parameterN = 〈|ρx |2〉−〈|ρy |2〉
which is non-zero even though 〈ρx 〉 = 〈ρy〉 = 0 [35]. At higher temperatures still a
second transition will restore the rotational symmetry.

Having considered conceptually how order parameters couple, I will now go on
to discuss the coupling of the PDW to other order parameters.

6.4 Coupling of PDW to Other Order Parameters

In discussing the coupling of a PDW to other order parameters I will, for brevity,
consider only uniform superconductivity, CDW and SDW. These are ordering ten-
dencies that are unambiguously experimentally confirmed to exist at zero magnetic
field in at least some, if not all, cuprate materials [36, 37].

6.4.1 Coupling to CDW

CDW and PDW order parameters ρ �Q and �− �Q may not couple bi-linearly. Although
they carry opposite momenta, making the product ρ �Q�− �Q translationally invariant,
this term is not invariant under phase symmetry transformations. The lowest order
coupling that can be admitted is a product of two PDW and one CDW order parame-
ters [3]. The CDW therefore provides an additional contribution to the free energy

FCDW =
∑
i, j

{
1

2
ρi, jχ

−1
C, �Qi

ρ �Qi
ρ− �Q j

+ λC
i, jρ �Q j− �Qi

[
� �Qi

�∗
�Q j

+ �− �Q j
�∗

− �Qi

]}
+ ...

(6.9)
which allows for a PDW to induce a CDW of the form

ρ �Qi− �Qi
= −χC, �Qi− �Q j

λC
i, j

[
� �Qi

�∗
�Q j

+ �− �Q j
�∗

− �Qi

]
. (6.10)

This implies that, for example, a uni-directional PDW {� �Qx
, � �Qy

, �− �Qx
, �− �Qy

} =
{eiφ1 , 0, eiφ2 , 0} will induce a uni-directional CDW with wave-vector 2 �Q. The con-
verse is not necessarily true because the PDW appears at quadratic order in this
term.
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6.4.2 Coupling to SDW

A PDW may only induce SDW order if it itself breaks time-reversal symmetry.
Furthermore the types of PDW order described by Eq. 6.6 may only couple to the
z-component of spin if the coupling is to be invariant under time-reversal [3]. The
additional contribution to the free energy takes the form

FSDW =
∑
i, j

{
1

2
δi, jχ

−1
S, �Qi

Sz�Qi
Sz− �Q j

+ λS
i, j S

z
�Q j− �Qi

i
[
� �Qi

�∗
�Q j

− �− �Q j
�∗

− �Qi

]}
.

(6.11)
which allows for a PDW to induce an SDW of the form

Sz�Qi− �Qi
= −χS, �Qi− �Q j

λS
i, j

[
� �Qi

�∗
�Q j

− �− �Q j
�∗

− �Qi

]
. (6.12)

In contrast to the coupling to CDW, the uni-directional PDW with {� �Qx
, � �Qy

,

�− �Qx
, �− �Qy

} = {eiφ1 , 0, eiφ2 , 0} does not induce any SDW order because it
does not itself break time-reversal symmetry. However, a bi-directional PDW
{� �Qx

, � �Qy
, �− �Qx

, �− �Qy
} = {eiφ1 , eiφ2 , 0, 0} would induce SDW with wave-vector

�Qx − �Qy . The induced CDW and SDW for the stable PDW phases of the free energy
in Eq. 6.6 are summarised in Table6.1.

6.4.3 Coupling to Uniform Superconductivity

Finally I will now consider the coupling of a PDW to a uniform charge-2e d-wave
superconducting order parameter �0. The lowest order direct coupling between the
two is bi-quadratic because it is not possible to construct a bi-linear product of
these order parameters that is simultaneously invariant under phase and translational
symmetry transformations. However, if CDW and PDWwith the same wave-vector,
�Q, are present in the system then there is an allowed term that couples all three [4]:

F� =
∑
i, j

δi, jλ
�
i, j

[
�∗

0ρ �Qi
�− �Q j

+ �0ρ
∗
�Qi

�∗
− �Q j

]
. (6.13)

A corollary of Eq. 6.13 is that if any two of the order parameters �0, �− �Q and ρ �Q
are non-zero, they will induce ordering in the third. For example, if a material has an
instability towards co-existing superconducting and CDW orders then there must be
some PDW induced that reflects the influence of the new periodicity introduced by
the CDWon superconductivity. This result will be very important for the conclusions
drawn at the end of this chapter.

This section has shown that many secondary order parameters can be induced as
products of primary PDW order parameters. In the next section I will discuss various
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theoretical proposals for PDWorder in cuprates and its proposed relationship to other
broken symmetries in the phase diagram.

6.5 Theoretical Proposals for a Cuprate PDW

Physical reasoning for the existence of translational symmetry breaking in cuprates
typically falls into one of three categories and the same is true of the PDW. In the first,
hole doping leads to frustration of a Mott insulator and mesoscopic phase separation
results [38]. In the second these phases condense from a spin-liquid formed from
doping theMott insulator [39]. In a third picture, the problem is approached from the
opposite end of the doping axis. In these approaches the multitude of phases in the
under-doped region are seen as instabilities of the itinerant metal with a full Fermi
surface that exists in the over-doped region of the phase diagram [40, 41].

Theories for PDW falling into these categories will be discussed below. First
however, I will examine the evidence from numerics for the existence of a PDW.

6.5.1 Variational Numerical Calculations

The lowest energy variational solution to date for the t-J model on the square lattice
at intermediate coupling is that of Corboz et al. [42]. For J/t between 0.2 and 0.8
and hole doping p < 0.16 they found two modulated superconducting states that,
within the accuracy of the method used, could feasibly be the ground state. Two of
these states are shown in Fig. 6.5.

The first of these (Fig. 6.5a) consists of a uniform d-wave superconducting com-
ponent 〈�0〉 = 0 coexisting with CDW 〈ρ �2Q〉 = 0. This state necessarily also has
a PDW component 〈� �2Q〉 = 0 (see Eq.6.13) that, in this case, is in-phase with the
CDW. The other state (Fig. 6.5b) is a pure-PDW where 〈�0〉 = 0 and 〈� �Q〉 = 0.
Through Eq.6.9 this necessarily has a CDW component 〈ρ �2Q = 0〉. Which, again
is in-phase with the CDW. Both of these have co-existing SDW modulation of the
anti-ferromagnetic spin texture. In both cases the nodes of the SDW lie at themaxima
of the pairing amplitude.

In as much as the t-J model at intermediate coupling accurately reflects the
physics of the cuprates, this makes the existence of a spatially modulated pairing
amplitude (with or without a uniform superconducting component) highly plausible.

6.5.2 PDW Within Mean-Field Models

Several works have now found evidence for a PDW type ground state within mean-
field type treatments of the superconducting state of strongly correlated electron
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Fig. 6.5 Striped variational solutions to the t-J model at intermediate coupling calculated using the
iPEPS method by Corboz et al. [42]. The size of the red circles indicates the density of holes on that
site. The thickness of the rectangles on the bonds indicate the magnitude of the pairing amplitude
with green and blue indicating different signs of the amplitude. The length and orientation of the
black arrows denotes the magnetic moment on each site. In (a), a state with 〈�0〉 = 0 coexisting
with CDW and 〈� �2Q〉 and 〈ρ �2Q〉 = 0 is depicted. In this case 2π/| �2Q| = 5a0. In (b) a pure PDW
phase with 〈�0〉 = 0, 〈� �Q〉 = 0 and 〈ρ �2Q〉 = 0 is shown. The periodicity of the PDW is twice that
in (a) as can be seen from the change in sign of the pairing amplitude every 5a0. Reproduced from
reference [42] with permission

systems [18, 43–47, 64]. Striped phases where superconducting hole-rich regions
are separated by regions of anti-ferromagnetism are found. These phases either have
the pairing-amplitude changing sign between adjacent regions (〈�0〉 = 0, 〈� �Q〉 = 0,
〈ρ �2Q〉 = 0) or maintaining the same sign (〈�0〉 = 0, 〈� �Q〉 = 0, 〈ρ �2Q〉 = 0,
〈ρ2 �Q〉 = 0).

6.5.3 Amperean Pairing

In the preceding section I have discussed attempts to establish a PDW as the ground
state of a realistic model of the cuprates. Some authors have instead explored the
consequences of a physically motivated ansatz for the form of PDW order that may
occur. One such model would be the “Amperean Pairing” proposal of Patrick Lee
which is based on a resonating valence bond (RVB) description of the cuprate pseudo-
gap [25, 39, 48].

In some RVB type theories the electron is decomposed into a spinless charged
boson (the holon) and a neutral spin-1/2 fermion (the spinon) which are coupled by a
fluctuating gaugefield [39]. It has been shown that a uniformd-wave superconducting
state can arise from this kind of liquid [49]. In this picture the holons Bose condense
and the spinons form a Fermi surface. The spinons may then form d-wave pairs via
an attractive interaction mediated by the gauge bosons.
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The spinons are not charged, meaning that this is not a true superconductor. How-
ever the Bose condensation of the charged holons converts the spinons to electrons
with a reduced spectral weight and turns this state into a true superconductor [39].

The coupling of the spinons to the transverse gauge field is strong and unscreened.
In electromagnetism a current of charged particles creates a transverse magnetic
(gauge) field. If there is a second particle with parallel momentum, the particles
will experience an attractive force, described by Ampere’s law. Similarly, spinons of
parallel momentum experience an attractive interaction through the transverse gauge
fields they create [50]. P. Lee has argued that pairing of spinons with nearly parallel
momenta, mediated by this interaction, can lead to the formation of a PDW state
through a process called “Amperean pairing” [25]. As shown in Fig. 6.6a, pairing
between spinons in the anti-nodal region of the Brillouin zone in cuprates can lead
to Cooper-pairs with non-zero centre of mass momentum: a PDW.

In this picture, thewave-vector of the PDWwould be determined by the separation
between pieces of the Fermi surface in the anti-nodal region. It would hence consist of
a statewith PDWorder parameter 〈� �Q〉 = 0where �Q decreaseswith increasing hole-
doping and is approximately equal to ( 2π

8a0
, 0);(0, 2π

8a0
). Through Eq.6.9 this would

necessarily imply an accompanying CDW ρ2 �Q which would be in agreement with
experiment in YBa2Cu3O6+x , Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8, Bi2Sr2CuO6+δ ,NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2
and HgBa2CuO4+δ [37].

Within this picture charge order is an entirely subsidiary effect to PDW forma-
tion. A schematic phase diagram resulting from the Amperean pairing scenario is
shown in Fig. 6.6b. The PDW, rendered short-range by disorder, onsets at TPDW-MF,
resulting in a pseudo-gap (blue region). At a lower temperature, TCDW, a secondary
short-range CDW, ρ2 �Q , onsets. On entering the uniform superconducting phase (d-
SC) the PDW and secondary CDW persist but with amplitude that decreases with
temperature as a result of Fermi surface competition between PDW and d-SC. This
is consistent with the gradual decreases in scattering intensity at 2 �Q observed by
x-ray scattering in YBa2Cu3O6+x [51]. As outlined in Sect. 6.2.2, Lee argues argued
that this Amperean PDW state would explain many of the peculiar features of the
APRES data in Bi2Sr2CuO6+δ , including a Fermi arc [25, 26].

Having considered this instability of an exotic spinon Fermi surface, I next discuss
an instability to PDW order arising from a more conventional one.

6.5.4 Spin-Fermion “Hot-Spot” Models

Spin-Fermion models of the cuprates take a complete hole-like Fermi surface
and couple the fermions via (π,π) spin-fluctuations in the vicinity of an anti-
ferromagnetic quantum critical point. These (π,π) fluctuations strongly couple eight
points on the Fermi surface where it intersects the anti-ferromagnetic zone bound-
ary [52].
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Fig. 6.6 a Cartoon diagram of Amperean pairing reproduced from reference [25] with permission.
Momenta are measured with respect to the (0,π) point. Fermions near the point �K with momenta �p
and− �p+2 �K form aCooper pair with centre ofmassmomentum �Q = 2 �K . Similarly those near− �K
with momenta �p and− �p−2 �K form a Cooper pair with centre of mass momentum �Q = −2 �K . The
non-zero centre-of-mass momenta of the Cooper-pairs leads to a PDW. b Schematic phase diagram
in Amperean pairing scenario reproduced from [25]. PDW, rendered short-range by disorder, onsets
at TPDW-MF resulting in a pseudo-gap (blue region). At a lower temperature, TCDW, a secondary
short-range CDW, ρ2 �Q , onsets. On entering the uniform d-wave superconducting phase (d-SC) the
PDW and secondary CDW persist but with amplitude that decreases with temperature as a result of
Fermi surface competition between PDW and d-SC

These interactions can give rise to d-wave superconducting, CDW and PDW
orders. However, it is well known that these models do not have a leading instability
at the mean-field level to CDW or PDW at the experimentally observed wave-vector,
(2Q, 0); (0, 2Q), instead favouring those at (2Q, 2Q)[41, 52, 53]. Nevertheless, by
studying sub-dominant instabilities towards order at (2Q, 0); (0, 2Q) it is hoped that
insight into the nature of the superconducting and density wave states formed can be
obtained [5, 54–56].
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Fig. 6.7 Cartoon of an orthogonal CDW/PDW state in a spin-fermionmodel reproduced from [56].
(π,π) spin-fluctuations strongly couple eight “hot-spots” on the Fermi surface where it intersects
the anti-ferromagnetic zone boundary. These interactions can give rise to d-wave superconducting,
CDW and PDW orders. Here a PDW component with wave-vector (2Q, 0) is created by the pairing
of hot fermions separated long the x-direction (blue lines). A CDW component with wave-vector
(0, 2Q) is created by hot-spots separated along the y-direction (red lines). The CDW and PDW
have the same wave-vector because a PDW field carries the total momentum of the paired fermions
whereas a CDW field carries the momentum transfer. Within this type of model uniform d-wave
superconductivity arises by pairing of hot fermions diagonally opposite from each other

It was noticed that if the non-linearity of the dispersion and Fermi surface curva-
ture are neglected, spin-fermion models have an emergent SU(2) symmetry linking
uniform d-wave superconductivity and d-symmetry form factor CDW with wave-
vector (2Q, 2Q) [41, 52, 53]. This means that these orders are exactly degenerate.
In a similar vein, a symmetry between CDW and PDW at (2Q, 0); (0, 2Q) has been
established [54, 56]. It has also been shown that for large values of the spin-fermion
coupling, uni-directional (stripe) CDW/PDW order is preferred over bi-directional
(chequerboard) order [54].

Wang et al. considered the scenario depicted in Fig. 6.7. In their model, a mixed
CDW/PDW order develops where the CDW and PDW (of the LO type) are orthog-
onal to each other. With reference to Fig. 6.7a, hot fermions separated along the
x-direction, say, will develop PDW order at (2Q, 0) whereas those along y would
develop CDW order at (0, 2Q). In doing so they spontaneously break the C4 lat-
tice rotation symmetry. Time-reversal symmetry is also broken due to spontaneous
currents associated with the CDW [54].

The attraction of this model is that CDW and PDW appear at the same wave-
vector (modulo 90◦ rotation), which decreases with increasing hole doping. This
is consistent with the wave-vectors observed by STM and scattering techniques
in YBa2Cu3O6+x , Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8, Bi2Sr2CuO6+δ , NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2 and HgBa2
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CuO4+δ [37].Wang et al. also show that this orthogonal PDW/CDWstate is consistent
with the anti-nodal dispersion observed in the ARPES data of He et al. that moti-
vated the Amperean pairing proposal (see Sect. 6.2.2). Finally, because this model
breaks C4 rotational and time-reversal symmetry it is consistent with reports of such
symmetry breaking in cuprates [57–62].

6.6 Experimentally Distinguishing PDW Scenaria

In the previous section I discussed models which are, to varying degrees of approx-
imation, representative of cuprate physics and show evidence for the existence of a
PDW state. Where they differ is in the relationship of CDW to the PDW and whether
the PDW exists with or without a uniform superconducting component.

Without reference to microscopics we can categorise these models into three
groups as summarised in Table6.2. In all three scenaria uniform d-wave supercon-
ductivity is taken to be a primary order parameter. The three scenaria also include
CDW order at the experimentally observed wave-vector �QC = 2 �Q ≈ (0.25, 0) 2πa0
and (0, 0.25) 2πa0 , either as a primary order parameter or as secondary order expressed
in terms of a primary PDW. Table6.2 shows the relationship between the CDW and
any PDW wave-vector present both above and below the uniform Tc.

As can be seen from Table6.2, by determining the relationship between the PDW
wave-vector and any CDWwave-vector(s) both above and below the uniform Tc one
can readily distinguish these scenarios. For instance, in scenario 1, a new secondary
CDWatwave-vector �QC/2 is allowedupon cooling below TC whichwould positively
identify this scenario.

Table 6.2 Table characterising the possible PDW scenarios in cuprates by which order parameters
are primary. Here 2 �Q = �QC , the experimentally observed CDW wave-vector. PDW with wave-
vector �Q refers to � �Q + �− �Q which is a uni-directional LO state (phase 3 in Table6.1). This
is preferred in the models presented in Sect. 6.5. PDWs of type 4 and 2 in Table6.1 would differ
would differ from the type considered here by an additional CDW at �Qx − �Qy which has never been
experimentally detected. PDWs of type 5 and 2 in Table6.1 would differ from the type considered
here by an additional SDW modulation at �Qx − �Qy and also �Qx + �Qy in the case of phase 2. An
FF type PDW (phase 1 in Table6.1) has no allowed CDW or SDW modes

Scenario Temperature Primary PDW Primary CDW Secondary
PDW

Secondary
CDW

1 T > Tc �Q None None 2 �Q
- T < Tc �Q None None 2 �Q, �Q
2 T > Tc 2 �Q 2 �Q None None

- T < Tc 2 �Q 2 �Q None None

3 T > Tc None 2 �Q None None

- T < Tc None 2 �Q 2 �Q None
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Here I have outlined how to experimentally distinguish different PDW scenaria
using the relationship between PDW and CDW wave-vectors above and below Tc.
In the following chapter I will report on the use of scanned Josephson tunnelling
microscopy (SJTM) a direct probe of the superconducting condensate in cuprates.
Periodic modulations of the condensate are detected. Comparing their wavelength to
those of the CDW reported on in Chap.4 I will draw conclusions about the possible
PDW scenaria in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x .
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Chapter 7
Detection of a Cooper-Pair Density
Wave in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ

The main results of this chapter are reported in “Direct Detection of a Cooper-pair
Density Wave in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ”, Nature, 532, 343 (2016).

The quantum condensate of Cooper pairs forming a superconductor was
originally conceived as being translationally invariant [1]. In theory, however,
pairs can exist with non-zero momentum �Q, thus generating a state with a spa-
tially modulated Cooper-pair density [2, 3]. Such a state has been created in
ultracold 6Li gas but never observed directly in any superconductor [4]. It is
now widely hypothesised that the pseudogap phase of the cuprate supercon-
ductors contains such a “pair density wave” state [5–21]. This chapter details
the use of nanometre-resolution scanned Josephson tunnelling microscopy to
image Cooper pair tunnelling from a d-wave superconducting STM tip to the
condensate of the superconductor Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x. By using Fourier analysis
of scanned Josephson tunnelling images, we discover the direct signature of a
Cooper-pair density modulation.

7.1 Four Unit-Cell Periodic Modulations
in the Cooper-Pair Current

In this chapter I will report on the use of cuprate scanned Josephson tunnelling
microscopy (SJTM), whose development is detailed in Chap. 5, to study Bi2Sr2
CaCu2O8+x samples. This technique directly probes the superconducting conden-
sate, through the tunnelling of Cooper-pairs, by forming a nanometer-resolution
scannable Josephson junction between a superconducting STM tip and the sample.
In our approach to cuprate SJTM this superconducting STM tip is formed by picking
up a nanoflake of our Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x sample with a normal tungsten STM tip.
In operation, a maximum Cooper-pair current Ic(�r) between the tip and sample is
measured at a fine grid of points. This allows one to map spatial variations of the
superconducting condensate at the nanometer scale.

© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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Fig. 7.1 A 76nm × 76nm
Ic(�r) image measured at
45mK. For visual clarity
modulations at the
wave-vector of the crystal
super-modulation have been
removed by the Fourier
filtration method described
in Sect. 2.8

xy

Iwill present results forBi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x sampleswith Tc =88Kandhole density
p = 17% at T = 45mK. The two states already reported to coexist at this p value
are the high-temperature d-wave superconductor and a CDW with �Q = (0.22 ±
0.02, 0) 2πa0 and (0, 0.22 ± 0.02) 2πa0 (see Chap.4). Figure7.1 shows the measured
Ic(�r) in a 76nm × 76nm field of view. A 35 × 35nm portion of this image (dashed
box) is shown enlarged in Fig. 7.2a. Clear Ic(�r) modulations are immediately visible
in both.

The magnitude of the Fourier transform of Ic(�r), | Ĩc(�q)|, is shown in Fig. 7.2b
revealing that modulations in Ic(�r) occur at the wave-vectors �QP = (0.25 ± 0.02, 0)
2π
a0

and (0, 0.25 ± 0.02) 2πa0 (dashed red circles inFig. 7.2b).Nopeak at �q ≈ (0.125, 0)
2π
a0

or (0, 0.125) 2πa0 is observed above the background.
In Fig. 7.2c I show (as blue dots) the measured value of Ic(�r) along the blue

line in Fig. 7.2a. The average amplitude and wavelength of the Ic(�r) modulations
(determined from the magnitude and central �q value of the peaks in Fig. 7.2c) are
shown as the red line. From these data, and in general from the magnitude of the
peaks at �Qx and �Qx in Fig. 7.2b, we conclude that the modulation amplitude in Ic(�r)
is ∼5% of its average value. Therefore, at this doping (p = 17%), the modulation
represents a small modulation on top of the uniform component, at least deep within
the superconducting state (T << Tc) where these measurements were taken.

Now I turn to the relationship of the Ic(�r) modulations the known d-symmetry
form factor CDW modulations in this material (see Chap.4). Figure7.2d shows
D̃(�q) = Õx (�q) − Õy(�q), for a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x sample with the same hole doping
density and T = 2K. This can be regarded as a Fourier transform that measures the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_4
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Fig. 7.2 a A 35nm × 35nm field of view Ic(�r) image (dashed blue box in Fig. 7.1) showing
Ic(�r) modulations parallel to the CuO2 x and y axes (supermodulation-induced Ic(�r) modulations
are removed). b | Ĩc(�q)|, the Fourier transform of Ic(�r) in a (yellow crosses at �q = (π/a0, 0) and
(0, π/a0)).Maxima from Ic(�r)modulations (dashed red circles) occur at �QP = (0.25 ± 0.02, 0) 2πa0
and (0, 0.25 ± 0.02) 2πa0 . No significant modulations occur in RN (�q) at �QP (see Appendix H).
c Measured Ic(�r) along the dashed blue line in a (blue dotted line); statistical error bars are the
variance of Ic(�r) transverse to the dashed line. The red line shows the global amplitude and �QP
of the Ic(�r) modulations (from the circled maxima in b. d Magnitude of D̃(�q) = Õx (�q) − Õy(�q)

(yellow crosses at �q = (π/a0, 0) and (0, π/a0)) revealing the d-symmetry form factor density wave
modulations (dashed red circles) at �QC = (0.22, 0) 2πa0 ; (0, 0.22) 2πa0 for a sample with the same
hole doping as in b. This Fourier transform is symmetrised about the vertical axis

d-symmetry from factor component of modulations. The locations of d-symmetry
form factor CDW peaks in D̃(�q) (dashed red circles) occur at �QC = (0.22, 0) 2πa0 ;

(0, 0.22) 2πa0 .
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In the unprocessed data the modulations in electronic structure and topography
occur based upon the sum of both oxygen sub-lattices (Õx (�q) + Õy(�q)) and at wave-
vector �Q = �QBragg ± �QC . No response of the tip to these modulations could pro-
duce a spurious Ic(�r) modulation at the wave-vector �QP = (0.25 ± 0.02, 0) 2πa0 and

(0, 0.25 ± 0.02) 2πa0 . Further, no significant modulations occur in the normal state

resistance, RN (�q), at �QP indicating that these modulations are not the result of a
variations in the tip-sample distance (see Appendix H).

Obviously, Fig. 7.2b, d are not identical, with | Ĩc(�q)| exhibiting much narrower
peaks, implying a longer spatial coherence length for Ic(�r) modulations. Neverthe-
less, the Ic(�r) modulation wave-vector, �QP , is consistent (within joint error bars)
with the wave-vector of the CDW at the same hole doping.

The Ic(�r) modulations also exhibit a primarily s/s’-symmetry form factor. One
deduces this because Fig. 7.2b is a conventional Fourier transform based on the
sum of all sub-lattices. This is in contrast to the CDW modulations, which exhibits
a primarily d-symmetry form factor. Again, no peaks in | Ĩc(�q)| at �Q ≈ �QC/2 are
observed above the background. However, if modulations at �Q ≈ �QC/2 existed with
a d-symmetry form factor, our SJTM would likely not resolve them due to lack of
intra-unit-cell resolution.

Having demonstrated in Chap.5 that our SJTM faithfully probes variations in the
superfluid density, the results presented above provide strong, direct evidence for an
approximately four unit-cell periodic modulation of the superconducting condensate
in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x . Furthermore, we have demonstrated that this modulation has
approximately the same wave-vector as the known predominantly d-symmetry form
factor CDW in this material at the same doping. In the following section I will discuss
these Ic(�r) modulations in the context of a PDW component to the superconducting
condensate.

7.2 Discussion of Ic(�r) Modulations as a Pair Density Wave

In Chap.5 I demonstrated that the maximum Cooper-pair current, Ic(�r), faithfully
measures spatial variations in the superfluid density. In light of this, we ascribe the
periodic Ic(�r) modulations described above as being due to a pair density wave
(PDW) component in the superconducting condensate.

As discussed in Chap. 5, the intrinsic Josephson critical current, IJ , is proportional
to |�0|. �0 is the Ginzburg–Landau order parameter for a uniform superconductor,
related to the superfluid density,ρs , throughρs = �

2

2m |�0|2. As detailed inChap.5, the
ultra-small junction in our SJTM supports a maximum Cooper pair current Ic ∝ I 2J ,
which is reduced in magnitude as compared to IJ by phase fluctuations across the
junction. Thus, measurements of Ic are proportional to |�0|2.

To explore the consequences of a PDW for our SJTM experiment we model our
tip as point-like, with a uniform superconducting order parameter that couples to a
modulating order parameter in the sample

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_5
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_5
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_5
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_5
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�(�r) = �0 + � �QP
ei

�QP ·�r + �− �QP
e−i �QP ·�r + . . . . (7.1)

The modulation is superposed on top of a uniform superconducting component
because our measurements are made deep within the superconducting phase (T =
45mK, Tc = 88 K ). This will give a corresponding modulation in the intrinsic
Josephson critical current IJ = I 0J + IP cos( �Q · �r). The maximum Cooper-pair cur-
rent, Ic ∝ I 2J , will then modulate as

Ic ∝ (I 0J )
2 + 2I 0J I

P
J cos( �QP · �r) + (I PJ )2 cos2( �Q · �r) + . . . . (7.2)

The PDW � �QP
will manifest itself as a modulation at wave-vector �QP on top of a

background corresponding to the uniform d-wave superconductor.
One could also take the opposite point of view and treat the tip as though it were a

piece of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x , with large extent in the x and y directions, having both
a uniform and PDW superconducting component. This is potentially a valid model
because the spatial extent of the tip is of the same order of magnitude as the Ic(�r)
modulation wave-length. The Josephson coupling between tip and sample is then
roughly equivalent to the inter-layer Josephson coupling intrinsic to the material,
with a spatial phase shift between the PDW in the two layers that accounts for the
position of the tip over the surface.

In this case, one would also expect a PDW with wave-vector �QP to modulate the
intrinsic Josephson critical current as IJ = I 0J + IP cos( �Q · �r). This would lead to
the same form of Ic(�r) given in Eq.7.2. Again, the PDW � �QP

would manifest itself

in Ic(�r) as a modulation at wave-vector �QP on top of a background corresponding
to the uniform d-wave superconductor.

The data presented in the previous section are clear experimental evidence for
modulations of the superconducting condensate in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x with wave-
vector �QP = (0.25 ± 0.02, 0) 2πa0 . The simple models of the tip-sample Josephson
coupling given in this section demonstrate that this can be viewed as a PDW com-
ponent coexisting with a robust uniform condensate.

7.3 Conclusions

The visualisation of a PDW, a long-term challenge in physics has now been achieved
using SJTM. This represents the first direct detection of a periodically modulating
superconducting pair-amplitude, akin to the FFLO phase first predicted in 1964.
The PDW is observed in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x at 17% hole doping, coexisting with
the d-wave high-temperature superconductor. The PDW gives rise to modulations in
Ic(�r)whose amplitude is∼5% that due to the d-wave superconductor. The PDW has
approximately the same wave-vector as the d-symmetry form factor CDW ( �QP ≈
�QC ) that exists at the same doping in this material albeit with an s/s’-symmetry form
factor.
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That a PDW is detected at �QP ≈ �QC with a relatively small amplitude compared
to the d-wave superconducting component is consistent with a PDW arising from
the coupling of the CDW to the d-wave superconductor (scenario 3 in Table6.2).
This follows naturally from the Ginzburg–Landau analysis in Sect. 6.4 (specifically
Eq.6.13). Furthermore, that no PDW modulations are detected at �Q ≈ �QC/2 is
seemingly inconsistent with the idea that the CDWshould be regarded as a secondary
order parameter generated through the product of primary PDW order parameters
(scenario 1 in Table6.2). However, given that our SJTM may not be sensitive to
modulations at �Q ≈ �QC/2 if they have a d-symmetry form factor, we should not
draw that conclusion based on SJTM alone.

If a PDW with wave-vector �QP ≈ �QC/2 co-exists with the d-symmetry super-
conductor it should, in addition the the CDW at �QC present above Tc, induce a
CDW at �Q = �QC/2 for T < Tc. No CDW at this wave-vector has been reported in
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x either by STM or scattering probes. This in turn suggests that if
a PDW with �QC/2 exists in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x it must be dynamical.

As well as being consistent with a scenario in which primary CDW and d-wave
superconducting order parameters couple to form a PDW for T < Tc, our results
would also be consistent with models where CDW and PDW (both primary) co-exist
at the same | �Q|(scenario 3 in Table6.2). Through Eq.6.9 this should produce a CDW
at wave-vector 2 �QC , but it is highly plausible that this modulation is too small to
detect with present experimental capabilities.

This work is only the first foray into direct, nano-resolved, measurements of
the pairing amplitude in cuprate superconductors. One would like to search for the
existence of a PDWabove the bulk Tc, where�0 = 0,� �Q �= 0. This would constitute
the detection of a truly new state of matter [5, 11]. To search for this with SJTM
the best candidate material would be La2−xBaxCuO4 at 1/8th doping. Here, the bulk
Tc is small enough that SJTM could feasibly operate above it. Additionally, there
is a good deal of indirect evidence suggesting that such a state does indeed exist
here (see Sect. 6.2). Finally, our SJTM approach to nanometre-resolution Cooper-
pair condensate imaging also reveals a direct route to visualisation of FFLO or PDW
states in other cuprates, iron-pnictides and unconventional superconductors.
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Chapter 8
Summary and Future Directions

In this thesis I have presented research that, through the introduction of two novel
techniques, examines the nature of density wave order in cuprates and its relationship
to superconductivity.

In Chap.3 I built upon recent advances in STM visualisation of intra unit cell
electronic structure to introduce sub-lattice segregated spectroscopic-imaging STM
(SI-STM) in cuprates, whereby the atomic sub-lattices of the CuO2 plane can be indi-
vidually addressed. In Chap. 4 I went on to use this technique to reveal that the short-
ranged charge density wave (CDW) in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ and NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2
has a predominantly d-symmetry form factor. In such a CDW, a breaking of rota-
tional symmetry within the unit is modulated periodically in space, giving the CDW
a local d-wave character. Although its existence has been predicted for many years,
this is the first observation of a d-symmetry form factor CDW in nature [1–17].

It is natural to ask whether there is any profound connection between the d-wave
nature of the CDW form factor and the well known d-wave superconductivity in
cuprates. Within itinerant spin-fermion “hot-spot” models of the CDW and super-
conductivity in cuprates the connection is indeed a deep one [5–8, 12, 14, 15]. Here
it arises because both d-symmetry form factor CDW and d-wave superconductiv-
ity emerge from the same effective interaction between fermions at specific points
in momentum space. If these models are indeed a correct description of the super-
conductivity and CDW in cuprates, the existence of a predominantly d-symmetry
form factor CDW cannot be disentangled from that of the high-temperature d-wave
superconductivity.

However, our measurements do not clearly distinguish between different models
of CDW formation in cuprates that exhibit a predominantly d-symmetry form factor.
For instance, it has also been proposed that the d-symmetry form factor results from
the Coulomb repulsion between holes on the two oxygen sites in the CuO2 plaquette
[9, 13, 16, 17]. This favours unequal occupation of these sites, naturally resulting in
a local d-wave character to the CDW.

The observation of a short ranged CDW in the electron doped cuprate Nd2−xCex
CuO4, where carriers are first doped into bands derived from the Cu 3dx2−y2 orbitals,
provides a way to falsify this hypothesis [18]. If measurements sensitive to the CDW
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form factor reveal that it is predominantly d-wave in electron doped cuprates, the
hypothesis cannot be true.

Independent of a specific model of CDW formation in cuprates, a d-symmetry
form factor CDW is a natural partner to d-wave superconductivity in the sense that
it acts to protect the coherence of nodal quasi-particles against scattering from the
disordered CDW in so called “cold-spots” [19]. That the CDW in La2−xBaxCuO4+δ

has a predominantly s’-symmetry form factor, in contrast to other cuprates materials,
raises the question of whether its anomalously large suppression of Tc at 1/8th doping
can be attributed to the form factor of its CDW [20].

I have also demonstrated that the charge order in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ and
NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2 consists of nanoscale domains of unidirectional d-symmetry
form factor CDW.Recent high-magnetic fieldmeasurements inYBa2Cu3O6+x reveal
a magnetic-field induced CDW that is completely unidirectional [21, 22]. This is
suggestive that the CuO2 plane has an intrinsic instability to unidirectional order-
ing. A cautionary caveat is that YBa2Cu3O6+x is structurally orthorhombic, and so
possesses no symmetry between Cu-O directions. I propose that measurements of
magnetic field induced CDW in cuprates with a structural symmetry between the Cu-
O directions be performed with the aim of directly demonstrating this unidirectional
tendency of the CuO2 plane.

In Chap.5 I detailed the development of nanometer resolution scanned
Josephson tunnelling microscopy (SJTM). By measuring the Cooper pair (Joseph-
son) tunnelling current between a superconducting STM tip and a superconducting
sample it was possible to directly visualise the superconducting condensate with
nanometer resolution for the first time.

Utilising SJTM, the visualisation of a pair density wave (PDW), a long-term chal-
lenge in physics, has now been achieved. This represents the first direct detection
of a periodically modulating superconducting condensate, akin to the FFLO phase
first predicted in 1964. The PDW is observed in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x at 17% hole con-
centration, coexisting with the uniform d-wave high-temperature superconductivity.
The PDW gives rise to modulations in the Cooper pair tunnelling current whose
amplitude is ∼5% of that due to the uniform d-wave superconducting component. It
has approximately the same wave-vector as the d-symmetry form factor CDW that
exists at the same doping in this material, albeit with an s/s’-symmetry form factor.

By comparing the observed PDW wave-vector to that of the CDW above and
below Tc, I conclude that the PDW observed in SJTM is either the result of coupling
between the CDWand uniform superconductivity, or an instability of the CuO2 plane
to both PDW and CDW order at the same wave-vector. This is in contrast with the
possibility that a PDW induces a CDW at twice its fundamental wave-vector. A route
toward distinguishing between the two remaining scenaria would be to extend our
SJTM measurements to cover a wider range of dopings. Additionally, if we could
attain intra unit cell resolution cuprate SJTM we could directly examine the spatial
relationship betweenCDWandPDW, thus determiningwhether they are independent
or not.

Beyond the cuprates, SJTM shows great promise as a direct nano-resolved probe
of superconducting condensates. As discussed in Chap.5, the local single-particle
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tunnelling gap of a superconductor is not easily related to the local superfluid stiffness
or superconducting order parameter magnitude in all but a few cases. In contrast,
SJTM measures the local superfluid stiffness in a way that is independent of any
microscopic model of superconductivity.

SJTM has the potential to be a formidable tool in the study of any system where
the nanoscale heterogeneity of the superconducting condensate is of interest. This
includes superconducting devices and heterostructures, materials where supercon-
ductivity is intertwinedwith orderswhich break translational symmetry and the study
of the effect of impurities on superconductivity.

SJTM could be of considerable use in the study of how to increase the critical
current of superconductors through vortex pinning, currently of great technological
interest. Because it can be operated in either single-particle or Cooper pair tunnelling
modes, SJTM offers the ability to image the nature of defects, both natural and
artificial, whilst simultaneously visualising the local superfluid stiffness. This could
provide significant advances in our understanding of the vortex pinning processes in
technologically relevant materials.

Finally, as detailed in Chap.5, SJTM utilises the inelastic tunnelling of Cooper-
pairs to access the superconducting condensate. This is the simplest form of inelastic
tunnelling because the Cooper-pair condensate does not form a continuum of initial
and final states. The emission and absorption of electromagnetic radiation in these
processes allows for the possibility of nano-resolved spectroscopy or manipulation
of adatoms on a superconducting surface.
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Appendix B
A Form Factor Description of Local
Rotational Symmetry in Density Waves

In classifying the local rotational symmetry of density waves there is an ambiguity
that arises because the wave-vector already breaks a global rotation symmetry itself.
This leads to multiple form factor descriptions of the same state. Here I will adopt the
convention introduced by Sachdev and La Placa [1]. Working in a one-site represen-
tation of the CuO2 plane with copper sites at positions �ri and �r j one can parameterise
a CDW order via,

〈ĉ†iσ ĉ jσ〉 =
∑

�Q

⎡

⎣
∑

�k
P(�k, �Q)ei

�k·(�ri−�r j )
⎤

⎦ ei
�Q·(�ri+�r j )/2 , (B.1)

where ĉ jσ annihilates a fermion with spin σ on a site at position �ri . Here the wave
vector �Q is associated with a modulation in the average coordinate (�ri + �r j )/2.
The form factor describes the dependence on the relative co-ordinate �ri − �ri . An
advantage of the formulation in Eq.B.1 is that it provides an efficient characterisation
of symmetries. The operator identity 〈 Â†〉 ≡ 〈 Â〉∗ requires that

P∗(�k, �Q) = P(�k,− �Q) , (B.2)

and

P(�k, �Q) = P(−�k, �Q) (B.3)

if time-reversal symmetry is preserved.
Here I will consider a P(�k, �Q) that is non-zero only for �Q = �Qx = (Q, 0)

and �Q = �Qy = (0, Q), the experimentally detected wave-vector in cuprates [2–4].
Assuming that time-reversal symmetry is preserved the form factor has the general
form

P(�k, �Q) = PS +PS′
(
cos(kx ) + cos(ky)

)+PD
(
cos(kx ) − cos(ky)

)+· · · . (B.4)
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For general incommensurate �Q, any even function of �k is allowed on the right-
hand side. The case of a predominantly d-symmetry form factor CDW considered
in Chap.4 is parameterised by |PD| � |PS′ | and |PD| � |PS|

We can now make a connection between this abstract parameterisation of the
intra-unit-cell rotational symmetry of the CDW and the local observables measured
using STM. Making a transformation from the three-site to the single-site model of
the CuO2 layer, we can deduce the relationship

〈ĉ†iσ ĉ jσ + ĉ†jσ ĉiσ〉

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

1
K ρ(�rCu) for i = j
1
K ′ ρ(�rOx ) for i, j n.n along x direction
1
K ′ ρ(�rOy ) for i, j n.n along y direction.

(B.5)

Here ρ(�r) is any density-like observable (i.e., invariant under time-reversal and spin
rotations) such as charge or local density of states and K and K ′ are constants.
Combining Eqs.B.1, B.4 and B.5 we can now write

ρ(�rCu) = 2K Re

⎧
⎨

⎩

⎡

⎣
∑

�k
P(�k, �Q)

⎤

⎦ ei
�Q·�rCu

⎫
⎬

⎭

= As cos( �Q · �rCu + φs)

(B.6a)

ρ(�rOx ) = 2K ′Re

⎧
⎨

⎩

⎡

⎣
∑

�k
cos(kx)P(�k, �Q)

⎤

⎦ ei
�Q·�rOx

⎫
⎬

⎭

= As ′ cos( �Q · �rOx + φs ′) + AD cos( �Q · �rOx + φD)

(B.6b)

ρ(�rOy ) = 2K ′Re

⎧
⎨

⎩

⎡

⎣
∑

�k
cos(ky)P(�k, �Q)

⎤

⎦ ei
�Q·�rOy

⎫
⎬

⎭

= As ′ cos( �Q · �rOy + φs ′) − AD cos( �Q · �rOy + φD)

(B.6c)

with AS = 2K |PS|, AS′,D = 2K ′|PS′,D| and φS,S′,D = arg(PS,S′,D).
With the simplification φS = φS′ = φD = φ(�r) and allowing for spatial disorder

of the phase of the CDW we arrive at

ρ(�r) = [
S(�r) + S′(�r) + D(�r)] cos( �Q · �r + φ(�r)) , (B.7)

with S(�r) = AS if �r ∈ �rCu and otherwise zero; S′(�r) = AS′ if �r ∈ �rOx or �rOy and
otherwise zero; D(�r) = AD if �r ∈ �rOx , −AD if �r ∈ �rOy and otherwise zero. This is
Eq.4.7 in Chap.4.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_4
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The case of a predominantly d-symmetry form factor CDW discussed in this
chapter is parameterised by AD � AS and AD � AS′ . By inspection of Eq.B.6 one
can see that a purely d-symmetry form factor CDW exhibits density modulations
only on the Ox and Oy sites, but with a π phase shift between them, as presented in
Chap.4.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_4


Appendix C
Calculating Sub-lattice Fourier Transforms

As discussed in Chap. 4, the projection of a CDW into s-, s’-, and d-symmetry
form factor components is conceptually appealing. However, for the purposes of this
appendix I will work in terms of the segregated oxygen sublattice images Ox (�r).

In terms of the segregated sub-lattices, a d-symmetry form factor CDW is one for
which the CDW on the Ox sites is in anti-phase with that on the Oy sites. For �q 
= 0
ordering the form factor does not uniquely determine the point group symmetry of the
CDW and hence in general s-, s’-, and d-symmetry form factors are free to mix. This
appendix predicts the consequences of a primarily d-symmetry form factor CDW
for Õx,y(�q) and shows its consistency with the data presented in Chap.4.

To deduce the logical consequences of a d-symmetry form factor CDW for the
Fourier transforms of the segregated oxygen site images one can start by constructing
the dual real and momentum-space representation of the sub-lattices:

LCu(�r) =
∑

i, j

δ(�r − �Ri, j ) ⇔ L̃Cu(�q) =
∑

h,k

δ(�q − Gh,k) (C.1)

LOx (�r) = LCu

(
�r − a0 �̂x

2

)
⇔ L̃ Ox (�q) = ei

a0 �̂x
2 L̃Cu(�q) (C.2)

LOy (�r) = LCu

(
�r − a0 �̂y

2

)
⇔ L̃ Oy (�q) = ei

a0 �̂y
2 L̃Cu(�q) . (C.3)

The {Ri, j } are the set of direct lattice vectors of the square lattice with lattice constant
a0 and the Gh,k are the reciprocal lattice vectors. The displacement of the oxygen
sub-lattices from the copper sub-lattice has the effect of modulating the phase of their
Bragg peaks along the direction of displacement with periodicity 4π/a0 in reciprocal
space. This is depicted in Fig.C.1a.

Using the convolution theorem, a d-symmetry form factor modulation of the
oxygen site density takes on the dual description
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(r) (r)

(q) (q)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. C.1 a Fourier transforms of the x-directed and y-directed oxygen sub-lattices without a CDW
modulation.Gray orbitals signify those in the sub-lattice under consideration and black those in the
other sub-lattice. b Schematic of continuous functions AOx,y (�r) that when multiplied by the sub-
lattice functions LOx,y (�r) yield densitywaves in anti-phase on the two sub-latticeswith amodulation
along the x direction. c Fourier transforms of the functions AOx,y (�r) exhibiting a relative phase of
π as required for a d-symmetry form factor density wave
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Ox (�r) = LOx (�r) · AOx (�r) ⇔ Õx (�q) � ÃOx (�q) (C.4)

Oy(�r) = LOy (�r) · AOy (�r) ⇔ Õy(�q) � ÃOy (�q) (C.5)

AOx (�r) = −AOy (�r) = A(�r) ⇔ ÃOx (�q) = − ÃOy (�q) = Ã(�q) . (C.6)

The functions Ox,y(�r) are the segregated oxygen sub-lattice images. The AOx,y (�r)
are continuous functions that when multiplied by the sub-lattice functions yield den-
sity waves in anti-phase on the separate oxygen sub-lattices (Fig.C.1b). FigureC.1c
shows their Fourier transforms ÃOx .y (�q). Note that A(�r)may contain arbitrary ampli-
tude and overall phase disorder but maintain the d-symmetry form factor as long as
the relative phase relation in Eq.C.6 is maintained.

As shown in Fig.C.2a, the convolutions in Eqs.C.4 and C.5 create an image of
ÃOx .y (�q) at each reciprocal lattice vector that sums to form the total convolution.
Labeling the convolution image due to the reciprocal lattice vector (h, k) in the x
sub-lattice Õh,k

x (�q),

Õx (�q) =
∑

h,k

Õh,k
x (�q) =

∑

h,k

ei(
�Gh,k− a0 �̂x

2 ) ÃOx (�q − �Gh,k) . (C.7)

In creating the (h, k) convolution image, the phase of the sub-lattice Bragg peak at
�Gh,k and that of ÃOx (�q) must be added:

arg
{
Õh,k

x (�q)
}

= arg
{
ÃOx (�q − �Gh,k)

}
+ arg

{
ei(

�Gh,k− a0 �̂x
2 )

}
. (C.8)

Thus, is follows immediately that

Õ0,0
x = Ã(�q), Õ0,0

y = − Ã(�q) (C.9)

Õ1,0
x = − Ã(�q), Õ1,0

y = − Ã(�q) (C.10)

Õ0,1
x = Ã(�q), Õ0,1

y = Ã(�q) (C.11)

and hence

Õ0,0
x + Õ0,0

y = 0, Õ0,0
x − Õ0,0

y = 2 Ã(�q) (C.12)

Õ1,0
x + Õ1,0

y = −2 Ã(�q), Õ1,0
x − Õ1,0

y = 0 (C.13)

Õ0,1
x + Õ0,1

y = 2 Ã(�q), Õ0,1
x + Õ0,1

y = 0 (C.14)

A direct consequence of a d-symmetry form factor is that in Õx (�q) + Õy(�q) the
amplitude of the convolution image at (0, 0) is canceled exactly whereas those at
the (±1, 0) and (0,±1) points are enhanced as illustrated in Fig.C.2b and c. The
converse is true for Õx (�q) + Õy(�q). This holds for any d-symmetry form factor
modulation in the presence of arbitrary amplitude and overall phase disorder.
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=

=

(a)

(b)
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Fig. C.2 a Schematic of the segregated sub-lattice images Ox,y(�r) and their Fourier transforms
Õx,y(�q) that can be obtained from Fig.C.1 by application of the convolution theorem. b Sum and
difference of ReÕx and ReÕy for a d-symmetry form factor CDW with modulation along the
x direction at �Qx = (Q, 0). Note that the origin of coordinates in real space has been chosen
such that the Fourier transforms are purely real. c Sum and difference of ReÕx and ReÕy for a
d-symmetry form factor CDWwithmodulations along the x and y directions at �Q = (Q, 0), (0, Q).
The key signature of the d-symmetry form factor is the absence of the peaks at (Q, 0), (0, Q) in
ReÕx (�q)+ ReÕy(�q) and their presence in ReÕx (�q)− ReÕy(�q); the converse is true for the CDW
peaks surrounding (±1, 0) and (0,±1)
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Empirically (as detailed in Chap.3), our data contain modulations at two wave
vectors �Qx = (Q, 0) and �Qy = (0, Q) with Q ≈ 1/4 but with a great deal of
fluctuation in the spatial phase of the CDW [5]. Any d-symmetry form factor CDW
containing two wave vectors �Qx and �Qy can be described by

A(�r) = Re
[
ei

�Qx ·�r · Hx (�r)
]

+ Re
[
ei

�Qy ·�r · Hy(�r)
]

(C.15)

Ã(�q) = 1

2

[
H̃x (�q − �Qx ) + H̃∗

x (�q + �Qx ) + H̃y(�q − �Qy) + H̃∗
y (�q + �Qy)

]

(C.16)

The complex valued functions Hx,y(�r) locally modulate the amplitude and phase
of the density wave and hence encode its disorder. The problem now reduces to
performing the convolutions contained in Eqs.C.4 and C.5.

For the specific example of �Qx ≈ (1/4, ) and �Qy ≈ (0, 1/4) considered in our
study, the predominantly d-symmetry form factor requires that the peaks at ± �Qx

and ± �Qy present in both Õx (�q) and Õy(�q) must cancel exactly in Õx (�q) + Õy(�q)

and be enhanced in Õx (�q)− Õy(�q). Conversely the peaks at �Q′ = (1, 0)± �Qx,y and
�Q′′ = (0, 1) ± �Qx,y will be enhanced in Õx (�q) + Õy(�q) but will cancel exactly in
Õx (�q) − Õy(�q). These are necessary consequences of a CDW with a d-symmetry
form factor. This is discussed in the Chap.4 and in accord with the observations in
Fig. 4.7.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_4


Appendix D
Sub-lattice Phase-Resolved Fourier Transforms

(See Figs.D.1 and D.2).

qxqy

Fig. D.1 Real and imaginary parts of the sub-lattice segregated Fourier transforms C̃u(�q), Õx (�q)

and Õy(�q) derived from R(�r , |E | = 150meV) (Fig. 4.6) for a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ sample with hole
concentration p = 8 ± 1%
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qxqy

Fig. D.2 Real and imaginary parts of the sub-lattice segregated Fourier transforms C̃u(�q), Õx (�q)

and Õy(�q) derived from Z(�r , |E | = 150meV) (Fig. 3.1) for a NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2 sample with
hole concentration p = 12± 1%

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_3


Appendix E
Topographic Imaging of the Cuprate
d-Symmetry Form Factor Charge
Density Wave

In Chap.4 we studied the d-symmetry form factor charge density wave (CDW)
in under-doped cuprates using spectroscopic-imaging STM (SI-STM) by analysing
the spectroscopic maps g(�r , E), I (�r , E) defined in Chap.2, and their derivatives
Z(�r , |E |) = g(�r ,+|E |)/g(�r ,−|E |) and R(�r , |E |) = I (�r ,+|E |)/I (�r ,−|E |). From
these we then determined that the CDW in under-doped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ and
NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2 has a predominantly d-symmetry form factor by examining the
sub-lattice segregated Fourier transform D̃(�q) = Õx (�q) − Õy(�q) as detailed in
Chaps. 3 and 4.

At dopings near optimal, it is known from several experimental techniques that
the intensity of the d-symmetry form factor density wave diminishes rapidly in
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ [6]. Therefore, to improve the visualisation of the d-symmetry
form factor density wave signature at such high-dopings as used here, we use topo-
graphic information instead. In constant-current topographic imaging, the STM feed-
back system adjusts the tip-sample separation, z, as it scans over the sample surface
to maintain a set-point current, Is , at a constant applied tip-sample bias Vs . The topo-
graphic image T (�r) is related to the superconductor-insulator-normal metal (SIN)
tunnelling current

I (�r , z, E = eV ) = f (�r , z)
∫ eVs

0
ns(�r , ε)dε , (E.1)

wherens(�r , ε) is the sample density of states.Here f (�r , z) encodes allmatrix-element
variations, which includes those due to surface corrugation, work-function variation
and the form of sample and tip wave-functions.

Motivated by standard results from theWKB approximation in the strongly atten-
uating barrier limit and the work of Tersoff and Hamman described in Chap. 2 we
assume that f (�r , z) takes the form

f (�r , �z) = exp(−κz)A(�r) , (E.2)
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where κ is a tunnelling decay factor that depends on the work functions of the
sample and tip. In constant-current topographic mode the value of z recorded in the
topographic image T (�r) is then

T (�r) = 1

κ
ln

[∫ eVs

0
ns(�r , ε)dε

]
+ 1

κ
ln

[
Is

A(�r)
]
. (E.3)

Thus high signal-to-noise topographic images obtained by constant-current STM
imaging reveal contributions from both the surface structure and variations in
ns(�r , E).

While a single cuprate topographic image will contain the signature of the d-
symmetry form factor CDW, subtracting one topographic image from another taken
at opposite bias polarity can further enhance the cuprate CDWsignal. This is because,
as demonstrated in Chap.4, the d-symmetry form factor CDW modulations at the
pseudo-gap energy scale, |E | ∼ �1 in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ and NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2
modulates in anti-phase between empty and filled states. Hence, a subtraction of
topographic images T+(�r) and T−(�r), formed with biases +Vs and −Vs and with
eVs � �1 should amplify the CDW contrast. Indeed using Eq.E.3 one can see that
this should be related to the spectroscopic map R(�r , |E |) via

T+(�r) − T−(�r) = 1

κ
ln

[ ∫ eVs

0 ns(�r , ε)dε
∫ −eVs

0 ns(�r , ε)dε

]
= 1

κ
ln
[
R(�r , |eVs |)

]
, (E.4)

under the assumption that the factor A(�r) is the same for positive and negative biases.
In Fig.E.1a and b I demonstrate this procedure using two high-resolution, high-

signal-to-noise ratio topographs T (�r) taken at opposite bias polarities (80 and
–80mV)with the same conventional tungsten tip for aBi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ samplewith
p = 0.17. They are spatially registered to each other with picometre precision using
the algorithm given in Sect. 3.5. FigureE.1c is the difference of these topographs,
from which the two oxygen sub-lattice segregated images Ox (�r);Oy(�r) are then
extracted and D̃(�q) = Õx (�q) − Õy(�q) calculated. D̃(�q), shown here in Figs.E.1d
and 7.2d in Chap.7, reveals a predominantly d-symmetry form factor CDW because
of the existence of four maxima at the CDW wave-vector QC = (±0.22, 0)2π/a0
and (0,±0.22)2π/a0.
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Fig. E.1 a Intra unit-cell resolution topograph of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ sample with p = 0.17, taken
with Vs = +80mV and Is = 30pA. b Topograph in identical field of view as a and registered to
awith picometer precision. An setup bias polarity opposite to that in awas used with Vs = −80mV
and Is = 30pA. c Difference between a and b showing clear d-symmetry form factor CDW
modulations. Their contrast is increased in this subtraction due to a π phase shift between the
modulations present in a and b. d Fourier transform D̃(�q) = Õx (�q) − Õy(�q) calculated from c
revealing d-symmetry form factor CDW modulations at wave-vector QC = (±0.22, 0)2π/a0 and
(0,±0.22)2π/a0. This Fourier transform is symmetrised about the vertical axis



Appendix F
Absence of Setup Effect in Relative Spatial
Phase Measurements

In Sect. 4.6 I reported a spatial π phase shift between CDW modulations at wave-
vectors �Q ≈ (0, 0.25)(0.25, 0)2π/a0 in g(�r , E = +�1) and g(�r , E = −�1) for a
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ sample with p ≈ 6%. In this appendix I demonstrate that this is
not due to the setup effect artifact discussed in Sect. 2.4.1.

As detailed in Chap.2 the differential tunnelling conductance is given by

g(�r , E = eV ) = IS
n(�r , eV )

∫ eVS

0 n(�r , ε)dε
, (F.1)

where IS and VS are the set-point current and voltage respectively. The term in the
denominator is responsible for the setup effect since it imprints the integral of the
local density of states (LDOS) over the range of energies 0 to eVs onto every energy
in g(�r , E = eV ).

For example, if
∫ eVS

0 n(�r , ε)dε contains modulations at wave-vector �Q, and
n(�r , E = E1) does not contain any modulations at this wave-vector, g(�r , E1) will
exhibit modulations at wave-vector �Q but in spatial anti-phase with

∫ eVS

0 n(�r , ε)dε.
Clearly this modulation in g(�r , E1) does not reflect any physical modulation in the
local density of states at energy E1.

To guard against this effect in the collection of the data presented in Sect. 4.6, we
found set-point parameters VS and IS for which

∫ eVS

0 n(�r , ε)dε does not exhibit any
d-symmetry form factor modulations at �Q ≈ (0, 0.25)(0.25, 0)2π/a0 for a specific
hole concentration of p = 6%. To establish that we had indeed found VS and IS
satisfying these conditions we used the simultaneous topograph to the spectroscopic
data presented in Fig. 4.16 (p = 6%).

As detailed in Appendix E, the topographic image T (�r) can be expressed as

T (�r) = 1

κ
ln

[∫ eVs

0
ns(�r , ε)dε

]
+ 1

κ
ln

[
Is

A(�r)
]
, (F.2)
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(a) (b)

Fig. F.1 a Simultaneous topograph, T (�r) to spectroscopic data shown in Fig. 4.16 for a
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x sample with p ∼ 6%. A set-point voltage VS = 250mV was used to acquire
the topograph. b Fourier transform |D̃T (�q)| derived from the topograph in a. There are no peaks at
the wave-vectors �Q ≈ (0, 0.25)(0.25, 0)2π/a0 (red circles)

where κ is a tunnelling decay factor that depends on the work functions of the sample
and tip. A(�r) encodes all other spatial dependencies of the tunnellingmatrix elements.
The first term in Eq.F.2 measures exactly the denominator of Eq.F.1 that gives rise
to the setup effect, i.e. the integrated density of states. Thus, any modulations in∫ eVs

0 ns(�r , ε)dε should be apparent in T (�r).
In Fig.F.1a I show the topographic image, T (�r), simultaneous to the spectro-

scopic data shown in Fig. 4.16. In Fig.F.1b I show the Fourier transform |D̃T (�q)|
derived from the topograph in (a). No modulations are detected at wave-vectors
�Q ≈ (0, 0.25)(0.25, 0)2π/a0, signifying that there are no d-symmetry form fac-
tor modulations in

∫ eVS

0 n(�r , ε)dε at these wave-vectors. Thus, the spatial π phase
shift between d-symmetry form factor CDW modulations in g(�r , E = +�1) and
g(�r , E = −�1) reported in Sect. 4.6 is not due to the setup effect.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_4
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Appendix G
Antiphase Modulation of Filled and Empty
States at |E| = �1

(See Fig.G.1).

Fig. G.1 Field of view
average of difference in
spatial phase of d-symmetry
form factor CDW
modulations in g(�r , E)

above and below the
chemical potential. Data is
shown for
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ samples
with p = 0.11 and p = 0.17.
As in Fig. 4.16, CDW
modulations at |E | ∼ �1
acquire a π phase shift
between empty and filled
states. In conjunction with
the results presented in
Fig. 4.16 this demonstrates
that this phenomenology is
consistent across a range of
doings 0.06 ≤ p ≤ 0.17,
spanning the pseudogap
regime
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Appendix H
Measuring RN for Cuprate SJTM

In principle, SJTM allows direct measurement of modulations in the superconduct-
ing order parameter amplitude through the product IJ RN . Here IJ is the intrinsic
Josephson critical current of the junction and RN is a characteristic resistance of
the single-particle tunnelling channel. In taking this product, variations that affect
the matrix elements for tunnelling of Cooper pairs and the single-particle tunnelling
conductance (1/RN ) in the same way cancel out.

We use the differential conductance d I/dVB at a bias voltage VB far higher than
theSISgap edge as an estimate of the ungapped, “normal state”, junction conductance
GN . Simultaneousmeasurement of this value and Ic(�r)were not possible because the
former requires VB in the hundreds of millivolts while the latter requires VB of a few
tens of microvolts. Moreover, in the picometer range tip-sample separations used in
measuring Ic(�r), the single-particle tunnelling current can become destructively large
to our Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ nanoflake tip. Thus the following procedure was adopted:

1. Measure Ic(�r)with set-point current Is = Is1 and bias voltage Vs = Vs1, as shown
in Fig.H.1a.

2. In the same field of view measure g1(�r , E), defined as d I/dV for bias voltages
Vs1 to −Vs1 with set-point condition Is = Is1, Vs = Vs1.

3. In the same field of view measure g2(�r , E) defined as d I/dV with set-point
condition Is = Is2, Vs = Vs2 for bias voltages Vs2 to −Vs2, where Vs2 � Vs1 and
Vs2 > �SI S .

4. Over the range V = [−Vs1, Vs1] determine the coefficients α(�r) and β(�r) which
scale g2(�r , E) onto g1(�r , E) via g1(�r , E) = α(�r)g2(�r , E) + β(�r). In doing the
scaling a small region of voltages near V = 0 where the Cooper-pair tunnelling
(Josephson) signal exhibits is excluded.

5. RN (�r) for junctions used to measure Ic(�r) is then given by 1/RN (�r) = GN (�r) =
α(�r)
2

[
g2(�r ,+Vs2) + g2(�r ,−Vs2)

] + β(�r) as shown in Fig.H.1b.

Now we consider the case of the cuprate supermodulation PDW. The bulk quasi-
periodic distortion of the Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ crystal at wave-vector �QSM leads to
modulations of the measured Ic(�r) at the same wave-vector superposed on the larger
background,
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Fig.H.1 aA typicalmeasured Ic(�r) image ofBi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ with the crystal super-modulation
effect retained and apparent as strong spatial modulations in Ic along the vertical axis. bMeasured
RN (�r) image in the same field of view as a, with the crystal super-modulation effect retained. The
spatial modulations in RN (�r) along the vertical axis are greatly diminished in relative amplitude
compared to Ic(�r)modulations in a. c The inset shows |R̃N (�q)|, the magnitude of the Fourier trans-
form of RN (�r) from b. It shows that variations in RN (�r) near �q ≈ (±0.25, 0); (0,±0.25)2π/a0 are
negligible. Plotting the simultaneouslymeasured Fourier amplitudes of Ĩc(�q) (solid line) and R̃N (�q)

(dashed line) along the (1,1) direction passing through the wave-vector of the super-modulation

�QSM shows that
RP
N

R0
N

/
I PJ
I 0J

≈ 0.25 < 1. This, together with the inset, indicates that modulations in

Ic(�r) at �QSM and near �q ≈ (±0.25, 0); (0,±0.25)2π/a0 are primarily arising from the variations
of the superconducting condensate
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|�(�r)| ∝ IJ (�r)RN (�r) =
(
I 0J + I PJ cos( �QSM · �r)

) (
R0
N + RP

N cos( �QSM · �r + φ)
)

(H.1)

= I 0J R
0
N + R0

N I PJ cos( �QSM · �r) + I 0J R
P
N cos( �QSM · �r + φ) + · · · ,

(H.2)

where I allow for an arbitrary phase difference φ between modulations in IJ and RN

at �QSM . For any value of φ, one may conclude that the modulation in IJ at �QSM is,
at least in part, due to a modulation in �(�r) if

RP
N

R0
N

/
I PJ
I 0J

< 1 . (H.3)

In the experiments presented in Chaps. 5 and 7 we measure the quantity

Ic(�r) ∝ (I 0J )
2 + 2I 0J I

P
J cos( �QSM · �r) + · · · (H.4)

as shown in Fig.H.1a. In Fig.H.1b I show RN (�r) derived as above. By comparing
the amplitude of Ĩc(�q) and R̃N (�q) at �q = �QSM , normalised to their �q = 0 value, one

may determine RP
N

R0
N
/
I PJ
I 0J

as in Fig.H.1c. We find that this ratio has a value of ≈0.25

and thus modulations in Ic(�r) at �QSM can be regarded as being due to those in �(�r).
The inset to Fig.H.1c is |R̃N (�q)|, showing directly that variations in RN (�r) near

�q ≈ (±0.25, 0); (0,±0.25)2π/a0 are negligible, so that modulations in Ic(�r) at
those wave-vectors are those of the condensate itself.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_5
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-65975-6_7
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